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Tsunami was one of  the worst and most devastating of  tragedies to strike the Indian 
coast in recent times. Governments and several agencies immediately rose to the 
occasion to take up the task of  rehabilitation and resettlement of  people affected by 

the disaster. 

Tsunami Rehabilitation Programme (TRP) implemented by the Disaster Management 
Department of  Government of  Kerala is one of  the largest and the most comprehensive 
among such interventions in terms of  its size, scope and reach. Funded by the Planning 
Commission, Government of  India, an amount of  Rs 1148 Crores was spent for various 
livelihood, infrastructure, rehabilitation and resettlement programmes. It was implemented 
through 16 Departments and several government agencies and Self  Help Groups, spread 
across the coastal region of  the state.   The Programme was launched in 2007 and is nearing 
completion.

The Benefit Monitoring and Evaluation (BME) of  TRP was entrusted to Gulati Institute 
of  Finance & Taxation(GIFT) in August 2011. To conduct the study, an Evaluation Team 
was formed consisting of  two faculty members from GIFT, Dr C S Venkiteswaran and                
Dr N Ramalingam, and a Social Development Specialist, Sri P Rajesh kumar as consultant. 

This Draft Report was prepared as part of  BME-TRP, and relates to the various schemes 
implemented by Fisheries Department under this programme. During the study, we received 
overwhelming support from the officials of  TRP Section and Cell, Fisheries Department 
and representatives of  various implementing agencies and institutions involved in it.  

We are happy to submit this draft report to the Disaster Management Department, 
Government of  Kerala.

Thiruvananthapuram Dr C S Venkiteswaran & Dr N Ramalingam
21 November 2011 Associate Professors, GIFT
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ADB : Asian Development Bank
CBO : Community Based Organisation 
CFC : Common Facility Centre 
CPC : Cluster Production Centre 
CRC : Common Resource Centre 
EPIRB : Emergency Position Indicator Radio Beacon
FGD : Focused Group Discussion
GPS  : Global Positioning System
IRTC : Integrated Rural Technology Centre   
ISRO : Indian Space Research Organisation 
KELTRON : Kerala Electronic Development Corporation
KFWFB : Kerala Fishermen’s Welfare Fund Board
KSCADC : Kerala State Coastal Area Development Corporation   
LPG : Liquefied Petroleum Gas 
Matsyafed : Kerala State Co-operative Federation for Fisheries Development
MNREGP : Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Programme
MVK   : Matsya Vigyan Kendra
NIWS : National Institute of  Water Sports 
OBM : Out Board Motor 
OEC : Other Eligible Community 
OBC : other Backward Community 
SC/ST : Scheduled Caste /Scheduled Tribe 
PDS  : Public Distribution System
PFZ  : Potential Fishing Zone
PIO : Project Implementing Offices 
PIU : Project Implementation Units 
PMNRF : Prime Minister’s Natural Calamity Relief  Fund
PMU : Project Management Unit 
PRA : Participatory Rural Appraisal
RME : Rural Marketing Executives
SAF : Society for Assistance to Fisherwomen 
SHG : Self  Help Group
SLEC : State Level Empowered Committee 
SSLC : Secondary School Leaving Certificate
Supplyco : Kerala State Civil Supplies Corporation  
TEAP : Tsunami Emergency Assistance Project
TESST  : Theeramaythri Support Service Team
TMC  : Theeramaythri Management Council
TRP : Tsunami Rehabilitation Programme 
USP : Unique Selling Proposition
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   Indicators of   Performance    
   (Maximum Score-10 )

        
      
  
  

1  Repairs and Replacement of
  Marine Fishing Inputs   5 5 5 7 6 0 8 4 4 6 50  Average 8
2  Introduction of  LPG Kit for OBM  3 4 3 6 4 4 2 3 5 2 36  Below 10
                 Average  
3  Vehicle for Fresh Fish Marketing  8 8 4 7 6 7 7 5 5 4 61  Good  4
4  Working Capital for Revolving Fund  6 6 4 3 3 6 5 8 6 4 51  Average  7
5  Assistance to Women Fish 
  Vendors For Fish Marketing  7 9 7 5 5 8 5 4 4 8 62  Good  3
6  Rural Marketing Executives   5 7 4 4 5 5 3 1 5 3 42  Average  9
7  Working Capital Support to
  Women Beneficiary Groups
  (Super Markets)    7 2 5 7 7 8 5 4 5 5 55  Average  5
8  Equipping CPC Arattupuzha  7 6 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 16  Poor 13
9  Dry Fish Complex, Sukthikulangara  9 8 8 5 7 6 8 8 5 6 70  Good  1
10  Community Resource Centre Vellayil 7 7 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15  Poor 14
11  Vehicle for Transportation
  (Vanitha Bus)   6 8 7 6 9 8 4 5 6 8 67  Good  2
12  Goods Carrier Vehicle - SAF  2 6 3 2 1 1 0 0 4 0 19  Poor 12
13  Early Warning and Sea Safety Kits  8 3 3 6 5 5 7 6 4 5 52  Average  6
14  Sustainability Plan   5 2 1 2 2 3 2 0 2 1 20  Poor 11
  Total    85 81 55 61 60 62 56 49 55 52 616 Average  

Evaluation at a Glance 
Tsunami Rehabilitation Programme

Fisheries Livelihood Schemes

*Poor = Below 20; Below Average = 21-40; Average = 41-60; Good = 61-80; Excellent = Above 80
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INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Disaster 

Tsunami that hit the costal arc of  Kerala on 26 December 2004 inflicted colossal 
damages to the infrastructure, ports, harbors, fishing jetties, electricity transmission 
systems, fishing vessels and other assets along the coast, and above all, the lives, 

human settlements and livelihood of  the coastal community. 

Table No 1.1
An Overview of  Damages Caused by Tsunami in Kerala
 Component Initial Assessment Revised after 
   in-depth assessment

Coastal length prone to sea erosion (Km) 250 590
Penetration of  water into the main land (Km) 1-2 5
Average height of  tidal waves (Mts) 3-5 5-10
No of  Villages affected  187 226
Population affected (In Lakhs)  4.25 10
Human lives lost (Nos)  171 238
Person moved to safer places (Nos) 24978 24978
Dwelling places destroyed  2919 2919
Live stock lost (Exc. Poultry)  883 883
Cropped area affected (Ha) Including 
      river banks near to the seashore  949 2151
Boats destroyed (Nos) 10882 3989

Source:Disaster Management Department, Govt. of  Kerala

The fact that the population density along the entire coastline is the highest and the people 
inhabiting the coasts are among the poorest, amplify the intensity of  the impact of  the ca-
lamity on the lives of  the people. It has borne the maximum brunt of  devastation in terms 
of  loss of  lives, inflicting of  injuries, loss of  houses and properties. Even before tsunami, 
the fish catch from the sea was on the decline, which is further worsened by its impact upon 
their income levels and livelihood.
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The State, NGOs, UN agencies, and the world community responded quickly with relief  and rehabilita-
tion measures. Tsunami Emergency Assistance Programme (TEAP) funded by Asian Development Bank, 
Prime Minister’s Natural calamity Relief  Fund (PMNRF) and Tsunami Rehabilitation Programme (TRP)  
as additional central assistance by Planning Commission of  India were the major projects implemented 
in the state by Government of  Kerala as part of  its rehabilitation and resettlement efforts.     

1.2 Tsunami Rehabilitation Programme – National Approach
Looking at the extent of  damage, Planning Commission has drawn up the Tsunami Rehabilitation Pro-
gramme for reconstruction of  damaged physical and social infrastructure and revival of  impaired liveli-
hoods of  the coastal communities.  A Core Group in the Planning Commission was set up under the 
direction of  Honb’le Prime Minister  to coordinate and manage the National Tsunami Reconstruction 
effort (PMO UO No. 100/61/C/42/04-ES-II). The Core Group has representation from Central Min-
istries/Departments, State Governments, Research Institutions and the Planning Commission.  The ob-
jective of  TRP is to restore the livelihood and economic activities of  the affected population, accelerate 
poverty alleviation in the tsunami-affected areas that are vulnerable to high incidence of  poverty, and 
rehabilitate and reconstruct public and community-based infrastructure that are vulnerable to natural 
disasters.

Guiding Principles of  Tsunami Rehabilitation Programme 
The mandate of  the Reconstruction and Rehabilitation program for Tsunami affected areas goes beyond 
the immediate priorities or Tsunami reconstruction, and pursues broader social and economic issues that 
impact upon the household and community-level development and empowerment. The Programme em-
phasizes on improving quality of  life, using replacement and upgradation of  assets as means to achieve 
it. This is in consonance with the Prime Minister’s appeal of  “converting the disaster into an opportunity 
to rebuild and modernize the fishing and coastal economy.” The program also focuses on reduction of  
susceptibility of  the coastal communities to Tsunami like disasters through increasing the efficacy of  
prediction and response mechanisms. The overarching principles, which will govern the Programme 
implementation, include the following: 

i.  Good Environment Management Practices: Attention will be paid to ensure that all programmes/
sub programmes emanating from this Programme do not have any adverse- environmental impacts 
and that they conform with the Environment and Coastal Regulation

ii. Participatory Approach: Under the Programme Implementation Framework, people and representa-
tive institutions would be involved in the decision making process during programme/sub programme 
design and execution. This would ensure that community priorities and aspirations are reflected in 
program deliverables

iii. Egalitarian Approach: The Program would in all its initiatives apply principles of  equity to ensure, 
that the most disadvantaged amongst the victims are not bypassed

iv.	Private	Sector	and	Non	Profit	Sector	Participation: It is proposed to encourage participation of  
private sector, NGOs and expert institutions in the program so that they are an integral part of  the 
rehabilitation planning process. This will expand the ownership and knowledge base of  the program

v. Gender Sensitivity: A disaster is often more debilitating for women. The Program will ensure that 
special consideration is provided for women in special circumstances that include women headed 
households, widows and destitute women. The Program would ensure that women and women groups 
are involved in all stages of  program design and implementation so that special needs   of  women are 
incorporated
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vi. Concern for children: Nutrition, health and education needs are variables, which directly impact 
welfare of  children. The program will make provisions for building up the necessary infrastructure 
through which these services can be delivered to children affected by Tsunami Special provisions 
would be made for children rendered orphan due to Tsunami

vii. Need Based Approach: The Program would take into cognizance the special needs of  tribal and 
coastal communities affected by the Tsunami. The program designs under the Program would stay 
sensitive to the region specific culture, climate, life style and economic vocations of  the beneficiaries. 
The norms arid standards would be accordingly defined.

viii. Transparency & Accountability: The Program will carry out in appropriate institutional and pro-
cedural mechanisms so as to ensure that the transparency and accountability is ensured. It is every citi-
zen’s right to know the relief  available to him/her in the event of  disasters and what has actually been 
distributed. Transparency in rehabilitation and reconstruction operations also ensures that distributive 
justice is done and reduces complaints and counter complaints.

ix. Objectives and Outcomes: Planning for each sector would carry clearly identified objectives and 
outcomes so that at the completion of  reconstruction phase, clear achievements and deliverables can 
be quantified.

1.3 Tsunami Rehabilitation Programme in Kerala 
Government of  India announced additional central assistance of  Rs 1148 Crores for Tsunami Rehabilita-
tion Programme (TRP) in the state. To accelerate the economic recovery in affected areas rehabilitation 
programmes are implemented by Department of  Disaster Management in 9 coastal districts of  the state 
through 16 line departments and agencies viz; Department of  Fisheries, Kerala Water Authority, Public 
Works Department, Harbour Engineering Department, Kerala State Electricity Board, Health Depart-
ment, Education Department, Social Welfare Department, Animal Husbandry Department, Dairy De-
velopment Department, Agriculture Department, Irrigation Department, Forest Department, Tourism 
Department, Science & Technology Department, Co-operative department. In addition the coastal hous-
ing and resettlement programme is directly implemented by the revenue department.  The total alloca-
tion for Tsunami Rehabilitation Programme (Additional Central Assistance) is Rs.1148 Crores, including 
the Special Package for Rs.100 crore being implemented through the District Collectors in four badly 
affected pockets. This includes Alappad Special Package (Rs.42.50 crore), Arattupuzha Special Package 
(Rs.40.00 crores), Edavanakkad Special Package (Rs.12.50 crores) and Andhakaranazhy Special Package 
(Rs.5.00 crores). 
Government of  Kerala for the speedy and effective implementation of  the programme created the fol-
lowing administrative arrangements 

I. State Level Steering Committee (SLSC)
II. State Level Empowered Committee (SLEC)
III. Project Management Unit (PMU)
IV. Project Implementation Unit (PIU) 
V. District level Monitoring Committees 
VI. TRP Cell 

I. State Level Steering Committee (SLSE)
A State Level Steering Committee was constituted with the Chief  Minister as Chairman, Minister (Rev-
enue) as Vice-Chairman, Head of  Department of  the Disaster Management Department as convener 
and with the following members.
Minister for Finance, Minister for Transport, Minister for Public Works, Minister for Local Self  Govern-
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ment, Minister for Fisheries, Minister for Water Resources, Minister for Ports, Minister for Electricity, 
Minister for Agriculture, Minister for  Forest, Minister for Housing, Minister for Tourism, Minister for  
Industries, Minister for Social Welfare, Chief  Secretary, Principal Secretary/Secretary, Finance, Trans-
port, Public Works, Local Self   Government, Fisheries, Water Resources, Ports, Electricity, STED, Agri-
culture, Forest, Housing, Tourism, Industries and Social Welfare.

Duties & functions of  State Level Steering Committee (SLSC)
4The SLSC would act as an advisory body to provide overall guidance   for the effective implementation 

of  the project and to monitor its progress from time to time.  
4The Committee will meet at least once in six months. 
4The Committee can co-opt any other Ministers or Officers of  State Government or any expert in the 

field as member. 

II.  State Level Empowered Committee (SLEC)
Government also constituted a State Level Empowered Committee (SLEC) for Tsunami Rehabilitation 
Programme with the Chief  Secretary as Chairman and Principal Secretary/Secretary of  Disaster Man-
agement Department as convener and with the Heads of  Departments as Principal Secretary/Secretary 
of  the following departments as members:-  
Finance, Transport, Public Works, Local Self  Government,  Fisheries, Water Resources, Ports, Elec-
tricity, STED, Agriculture, Forest, Housing, Tourism, Industries and Social Welfare. 

Duties & functions of  State Level Empowered Committee (SLEC)
4The Committee will have the powers to grant requisite approvals/sanctions for various projects/

schemes submitted by the implementing agency based on the recommendations of  the Project Man-
agement Unit.  

4The Committee will also monitor and supervise the effective implementation of  the project. 
4The Committee will meet at regular intervals as per need and at least once in three months to review 

the overall progress.
4The Committee will have powers to co-opt any other officers of  the State Government as Member. 

III. Project Management Unit (PMU)
In addition a Project Management Unit also was constituted in the following pattern. 
Project Director : Additional Chief  Secretary/Principal Secretary/ Secretary of   
                              Disaster Management Department
Members : Executive Director, Kudumbasree, 
  Director of  Fisheries, 
  MD, Kerala Water Authority, 
  Member (Distribution), KSEB 
  Chief  Engineer, PWD (Roads & Bridges)
  Chief  Engineer, Harbour Engineering Dept. Director, STED
  Director of  Agriculture, 
  Director of  Panchayats
  Director of  Social Welfare
  Chief  Conservator of  Forests, 
  Secretary, State Housing Board.
Member Secretary & Convenor : Head of  the TRP Cell in Disaster Management Department.
The Unit will have the powers to co-opt any other Officer of  the implementing agency if  consider necessary. 
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Duties & functions of  Project Management Unit (PMU)
PMU is responsible for
4Providing day-to-day assistance and guidance to implementing agencies.
4Review of  sub projects/proposals from implementing agencies for approval for SLEC/ADB and 

issuance of  requisite administrative sanctions. 
4Disbursement and accounting of  funds against review of  financial reports provided by implementing 

agencies. 
4Consolidation and submission of  Progress reports to the SLEC.
4Quality control and transparency requirements to be followed by the implementing agencies. 
4Such other related matters for the effective implementation of  the Project.    

IV. Project Implementation Unit (PIU)
All the departments involved in Tsunami Rehabilitation Programme has constituted  Project Implemen-
tation Units in the respective departments . 
The Project Implementation Unit (PIUs) will be responsible for: -
4Detailed assessment, surveys and planning of  reconstruction including public consultation and input 

from recipient’s local entities and beneficiaries.  
4Preparing and presenting sub project proposals to the respective Executing Agencies.  
4Prioritizing works, preparing detailed designs, specification, schedule of  quantity, contacts and related 

bid documents, issuing requisite technical sanction.   
4Day to day implementation, supervision and quality control of  reconstruction activities, approving 

payments to contractors.  
4Maintaining progress report, records and accounts for sub projects.
4Such other day to day matters relating to the execution of  their schemes/projects.

V. District Level Monitoring Committee 
District level Monitoring Committee was formed for the effective monitoring of  the project implementa-
tion and for taking the course correction actions and for avoiding bottlenecks in filed level implementa-
tion in the following pattern 

Chairman : President of  the District Panchayat concerned
Members : Head of  District Offices of  Public Works, Water Resources,   
Agriculture, Tourism, Social Welfare, Industries, Ports and Electricity, Presidents of  Block   
and Grama Panchayats in the district concerned who are implementing the Tsunami  Re h a b i l i t a t i o n 
Programme 

Member Secretary 
& Convener  : District Collector of  the districts concerned

VI. TRP Cell 
Government formed TRP Cell in the Disaster Management Department under an IAS Officer in the 
rank of  Additional Secretary/Joint Secretary/ Deputy Secretary with an Under Secretary, one Section 
Officer, Two Assistants, one Stenographer, one Typist and two peons. 
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1.4 Terms of  Reference
Gulati Institute for Finance and Taxation (GIFT) was entrusted to conduct the Benefit Monitoring and 
Evaluation (BME) of  the Tsunami Rehabilitation Programme implemented by the Disaster Management 
Department, Government of  Kerala. 

Objectives of  the Evaluation 
The final project evaluation is intended to provide an objective and independent assessment of  the im-
pact of  project strategies and interventions. The objectives of  the final evaluation are:
4To assess the quantitative and qualitative output / outcome of  the programs on the target groups vis a 

vis the stated objectives in key-result areas namely (a) poverty reduction, (b) institutional strengthening 
and community empowerment, (c) strengthening social capital, and (d) rebuilding social and physical 
infrastructure .

4To map the process elements as envisaged in the project document and undertake process monitoring 
to supplement the evaluation results.

4To document the best practices and the lessons learned for the benefit of  on course correction and 
future planning and guidance.

4To critically examine the issues related to the sustainability of  the gains of  the project after its with-
drawal.

4To assess the SHG activities for livelihood development and the benefits derived by the State in post-
tsunami operations.

   
Scope of  the Evaluation
The evaluation will cover the projects implemented under tsunami rehabilitation programme completed 
upto 31st July 2011. The evaluation will cover a representative sample of  nine districts of  Kerala (location 
specific) where the Tsunami rehabilitation programme is being implemented and the 16 department’s 
wise (Sector specific) activities. Appropriate sampling design is to be worked out for the selection of  the 
villages and the households. The family should be taken as the basic unit of  study at the micro level. For 
data collection, suitable interview guides and interview schedules could be used along with focus group 
discussions, case studies and observation techniques. The whole exercise of  evaluation is to be participa-
tory, using PRA methods, stakeholder analysis etc. Furthermore, relevant data from records and reports 
have to be gone through. Facts and figures collected from various sources should be triangulated for 
ensuring their validity and reliability.
The progress and achievements of  the project will be tested against the following standard evaluation 
criteria:
Relevance: 

The main focus will be on the appropriateness of  the project’s concept and design to the overall situ-
ation of  the project area, in particular, the:
4Extent to which the stated objectives correctly and adequately address the problems and real needs 
of  the target groups 
4Relevance of  the project design within the framework of  Government policy guidelines

Efficiency:
The main focus will be to ascertain how well the project activities achieved the intended results in terms 

of  quantity, quality and timeliness including:
4Whether similar results could have been achieved more or by other means at lower cost in the same 

time. 
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4Whether project activities were done right i.e. on time, in expected quantity and quality.
4General implementation and management of  the project in terms of  quantity, quality, and timeliness 

of  inputs and activities, adherence to work-plans, action-plans, and budgets. 
4Extent to which internal factors (interventions, structures, culture, systems) influenced (both positively 

and negatively) achievement of  program impact.
4Adequacy of  monitoring and evaluation, technical support given to the project by all stakeholders
4Responsiveness of  project management to changes in the environment in which the project operates;
4Co-operation among project partners and other key stakeholders in achieving project results. 

Effectiveness: 
The main focus will be on the extent to which the project achieved its stated results and purpose in a 
sustainable way, including:

4The progress made in achieving the results of  the project at all levels
4Efforts made in capacity building of  the local project stakeholders for the projects implemented with 

community participation and whether the strategies are working or not why. 
4Project’s management of  risks taking into account the stated risks and assumptions.

Impact: 
The main focus will be on whether the project’s overall objectives have been achieved or are likely to be 

achieved, specific changes that the project has brought about in the lives of  target groups, and impacts 
realized or likely to be realized, including:

4Extent to which expected change has been achieved in the indicators against the baseline levels.
4Extent to which the project has impacted on the target communities in bringing about the desired 

changes. 
4Assess the extent to which the external factors have affected the achievement of  the project impact.

Sustainability: 
The main focus will be on whether the impact, outcomes or changes brought about by the project are 

likely to continue after the end of  the project and whether they can be sustained, including: 
4Extent to which the target groups and key stakeholders own the objectives and achievement of  the 

project.
4Policy support/Resource support available to the project from the relevant Government departments 

of  the State for the continuance/ operation/maintenance of  the programme.
4Assess the capacity of  the communities/Govt. departments and the key stakeholders to continue the 

project activities after the end of  the project, including financial and technical capacities.
4Extent to which program activities are sustainable by communities without the support from the 

project.

Specific	Tasks
The consultant will be responsible for developing the evaluation design, methods, sample size and tools, 
with overall coordination from the Project Director or from the designated staff  in the PMU. All of  this 
information will be presented to the Project Director/Designated staff  in the   PMU and concurrence 
will be given to the consultant before the evaluation begins. Given the objectives, the final evaluation 
will use both quantitative and qualitative methods for collecting the required information. The proposed 
methods include key informant interviews, focus group discussions, document reviews and surveys. The 
consultant will undertake the following tasks: 
Develop an evaluation framework and methodology in consultation with PMU. The methodology for the 
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evaluation will include sample size selection and include a mix of  quantitative and qualitative tools;

4Develop an evaluation plan in consultation with PMU;
4Undertake extensive document review to familiarize with the project;
4Develop a list of  output/outcome indicators for each type of  schemes. 
4Develop evaluation tools in consultation with PMU and conduct validation and field testing of  the 

same;
4Undertake data collection, tabulation and analysis exercise;
4Share draft findings prior to preparation of  draft report ;
4Prepare the recommendations and guidelines for strengthening/ revival/ correction of  the scheme 

which are found achieved the  declared objectives and outcomes   
4Prepare interim  report;
4Revise report based on feedback from PMU;
4Prepare and submit final report.

1.5 Methodology of  Evaluation 
Evaluation Team
GIFT constituted an Evaluation Team to conduct the above study and the Team worked out the following 
methodology.

Desk review and analysis of  secondary data
In order to get familiarized with the project activities, the evaluation team carried out extensive docu-
ment review of  sub project plans and implementation modalities. Facts and figures collected from vari-
ous sources like PMU, PIU and PIOs were subjected to a triangulation for ensuring their validity and 
consistency. After having an in-depth understanding the project and the assignment, the Team prepared 
an evaluation plan.  

Categorization
For organizing the evaluation process and convenience of  sampling, and on the basis of  the nature of  
the intervention, the projects implemented by various departments under TRP were categorized by the 
evaluation team into five sectors as detailed below: 
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  No Sector No Implementing Organisations

 1 Restoration and Development of  livelihoods 1.  Fisheries Department 
   2. Animal Husbandry Department 
   3. Diary Development Department 
   4. Agriculture Department 

 2. Infrastructure Development (Roads and Bridges,  5. Public Works Department
  Water supply & Sewerage, Ports & Jetties, 6. Kerala Water Authority 
  Power & ICT and Tourism Infrastructure) 7. Kerala State Electricity Board 
   8. Harbour Engineering Department 
   9. Tourism Department 

 3 Social Infrastructure and Welfare  10 Health Department 
   11 Social Welfare Department 
   12 Education Department 
   13 Cooperative Department 

 4. Environment and Coastal Protection  14 Irrigation Department 
   15 Forest Department 
   16 Science and Technology Department 

 5. Coastal Housing and Resettlement Project*   16 District Administrations 

 Special Package*   
*The Coastal Housing and resettlement project comes under the Environment and coastal protection sector 
and special package address the issues of  all sectors in the three worst effected villages. However these two 
projects which are implemented by the Revenue Department are taken as a separate sector for the study.  

Sample Selection
Representative samples from each of  the category of  the sub projects were selected for the evaluation 
using stratified random sampling methods. Thus the following sub projects were selected for evaluation 
from the fisheries livelihood sector. Many of  the sub projects were implemented in more than one dis-
trict, and the district also was selected using same sampling criteria.   

Sampling Strata
The evaluation covered a representative sample of  nine districts of  Kerala (location specific) where the 
Tsunami rehabilitation Programme has been implemented and the department-wise (Sector specific) 
activities undertaken. For this purpose a stratified random sampling method was adopted. The different 
strata are:  
Stratum 1. Fisheries Department
Stratum 2. Five Sub project Groups under Fisheries department (See Table No. 1.2 )
Stratum 3.  Project selection from each group (Basis: Highest resource utilization, highest number  
  of  beneficiaries and projects suggested by PIU/PMU) 
Stratum 4.   Selection of  Districts (Basis: Highest resource utilization/ highest 
  number of  beneficiaries) 
Stratum 5.  Selection of  beneficiary households (Basis: Random selection)  
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Methods Adopted
The sub projects implemented in the livelihood sectors are classified into various categories on the basis 
of  the nature of  the intervention. The sub projects implemented in this sector have many features in 
common with regard to their goal and mission. At the same time they are heterogeneous with regard to 
their specific objective and implementation strategy. Therefore suitable methods for evaluating each sub 
projects were discussed and finalized. 
 The project intervention in the livelihood development sector is evaluated through four methods viz; i) 
Interview Schedule ii) Focus Group Discussions (FGD) iii) Structured Field Observation and iv) Case 
Studies. 
Inferences are drawn through the analysis of  the filled-in interview schedule, report of  the Focus Group 
Discussions, filled-in formats of  the structured observations, reports of  informal interviews, field obser-
vation notes and case study narrations. 

Development of  Evaluation Tools
Heterogeneity of  the sub projects with regard to their specific objectives and implementation modal-
ity necessitated the development of  customised tools for each sub project sampled for the Study. As 
objectives and envisaged outcome of  most of  the sub projects vary in one or many aspects, customised 
interview schedules and check lists are prepared for each of  the sub project.  The tools developed for the 
study are enclosed as Annexure I

Grading of  Schemes
Based on primary and secondary data, structured observations and focus group discussions with all the 
stakeholders like the representatives of  PMU, PIU, Departments, Agencies, NGOs, the Team identified 
a set of  performance indicators, based on which  each scheme was graded on a five point scale as given 
below. 

This grading is drawn from the rating of  each scheme on the basis of  10 criteria which were developed 
based on certain performance indicators and outcomes as envisaged in the basic approach note of  TRP 
and guidelines spelt out by it.  

Ten Indicators of  Performance
1.Conceptualization  
 a.Vision, Mission, Objectives – whether prepared and are realistic
 b.Implementation Plan 
2. Timely Completion
 a. Adherence to Project timeframe
3. Quality of  Project Monitoring & Implementation by Agency 
 a. Involvement of  Officials
 b. Rapport with beneficiaries
 c. Mission Mode Approach
 d. Reporting and Internal Control system
 e. Information Dissemination, Public Awareness Programmes
 f. Effective response to issues
 g. Documentation
 h. Grievance Redressal
 i. Coordination between various levels of  implementation
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 j. Coordination between Agencies
4. Transparency
 a. Information Dissemination–Beneficiary Selection, Plan Components, Implementation Process
 b. Feedback and response mechanisms
5.	Beneficiary	
 a. Participation 
 b. Involvement
 c. Satisfaction
 d. Quality of  Asset/Service
6. Empowerment of  Gender/Marginalised Sections
7. Sustainability
 a. Forward & Backward Linkages
 b. Profitability /Income generation
 c. Group Cohesiveness
8. Innovation in Implementation
9. Community Mobilisation
 a. Institutionalisation for implementation and Monitoring
 b. Support and Follow up services
 c. Counselling
10. Achievement of  Core Objectives

After grading each scheme on the basis of  ten performance indicators on  a ten point scale, the aggregate 
marks received by each scheme was calculated and overall grading given on a five stage grading as listed 
below. 

Grade Score

Poor Below 20
Below Average Between 21 – 40
Average Between 41 – 60
Good Between 61 – 80 
Excellent Above 80

1.6 Restoration and Development of  Livelihood : Fisheries Department
Among the five sectors categorized in the lasr section, in the first phase, the interventions made by the 
Fisheries department was subjected for evaluation. A detailed desk review of  the sub project documents, 
progress reports, Information Education Communication (IEC) materials and other project related re-
cords available for the livelihood projects implemented by Fisheries Department was carried out. On the 
basis of  desk review,  the sub projects implemented by the Department were categorized into five groups 
viz; 

1. Assistance for conventional livelihood activities 
2. Assistance for alternative livelihood activities 
3. Community  infrastructure for livelihood promotion 
4. Disaster risk mitigation in traditional livelihood sector 
5. Project administration and support 
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Out of  the 30 sub projects implemented by the Fisheries Department (Table No. 1.2), for the purpose 
of  evaluation, 14 projects were selected as sample for in-depth analysis. A brief  description of  the sub 
projects implemented by Fisheries Department that are not studied in detail is given in Annexure I.
From each category, sample projects were selected on the basis of  the following criteria: Those with 
highest fund utilization, with highest number of  beneficiaries and projects. After this first level sample 
selection, discussions were held with officials of  PIU and PMU and upon their suggestion, few more 
projects were additionally included in the Study. 
Table No 1.3 gives details about the sub projects that were selected under each category and from differ-
ent districts. Table 1.4 lists the methods adopted for evaluation of  the sub projects.
Table No 1.3
Selected sub projects and Districts for Evaluation  

No Scheme/Sub Project Districts  Cost  
    In Lakhs  
    (`)

Fisheries Department 
I Assistance for Conventional Livelihood activities          525.94
 1 Repairs & Replacement of  Marine Fishing Input  ♣        147.88
 2 Introduction of  LPG Kit for OBM   ♣       4.42
 3 Vehicle for Fresh Fish Marketing    ♣      38.80
 4 Working Capital for Revolving Fund ♣         254.85
 5 Assistance to Women Fish Vendors for
  Fish Marketing ♣         79.99
 II Assistance for Alternative Livelihood activities          123.63
 6 Rural Marketing Executives   ♣       114.13
 7 Working Capital Support to Women
  Beneficiary Groups of  Super Markets,
  Dry Fish Complex, Cluster Production Centres  ♣ ♣       9.50
III Community Infrastructure for livelihood promotion        217.68
 8 Equipping CPC Arattupuzha   ♣       32.25
 9 Community Resource Centre Vellayil        ♣   62.14
 10 Dry Fish Complex Sakthikulangara  ♣        59.41
 11 Vehicle for Transportation (Vanitha Bus) ♣         57.63
 12 Goods Carrier Vehicle - SAAF       ♣   6.25
IV Disaster Risk Mitigation for livelihood          546.74
 13 Early Warning and Sea Safety Kits ♣         546.74
 V Project Administration and Support          77.54
 14 Sustainability Plan  ♣ ♣    ♣   77.54
  Project cost of  the Sampled sub project           1491.53
  Total Project cost (Utilisation)          2116.21
  Proect cost wise sample coverage(percentage)          70.48
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Table No 1.4
Methods Adopted  for Evaluation

No Scheme/Sub Project Methods Adopted

Fisheries Department           
 1 Repairs & Replacement of  Marine Fishing Input √ √ √  √  
 2 Introduction of  LPG Kit for OBM √ √  √ √
 3 Vehicle for Fresh Fish Marketing √ √ √ √ √
 4 Working Capital for Revolving Fund √ √ √  √ √
 5 Assistance to Women Fish Vendors for Fish Marketing √ √ √  √ √
 6 Rural Marketing Executives √ √ √ √ √
 7 Working Capital Support to Women Beneficiary Groups  √ √ √ √ √
 8 Equipping CPC Arattupuzha   √  √ √
 9 Dry Fish Complex Sakthikulangara  √ √ √ √
 10 Community Resource Centre Vellayil    √  √ 
 11 Vehicle for Transportation (Vanitha Bus) √ √ √ √  √
 12 Goods Carrier Vehicle - SAAF   √  √ √
 13 Early Warning and Sea Safety Kits √ √ √ √ 
 14 Sustainability Plan   √ √ √ 

As shown in the Table 1.4, the theme employed Interview Schedule method in the case of  9 projects. For 
this, on the basis of  sample selection criteria, 210 beneficiaries were selected as sample across these 
9 projects and from 5 districts as shown in the Table 1.5 below

Table - 1.5  District-wise Distribution of  Sample   
  No. Schemes  District Sample
    Size (Nos.) 

 1 Repairs & Replacement of  Marine Fishing Input  Kollam  20
 2 Introduction of  LPG Kit for OBM Alappuzha  20
 3 Vehicle for Fresh Fish Marketing  Ernakulam  20
 4 Working Capital for Revolving Fund  Thiruvananthapuram  30
 5 Assistance to Women Fish Vendors for Fish Marketing Thiruvananthapuram  30
 6 Rural Marketing Executives   Alappuzha  20
 7 Working  Capital Support to Women Beneficiary
  Group (Super Market)  Kozhikode  20
 8 Vehicle for Transportation (Vanitha Bus)  Thiruvananthapuram  20
 9 Early Warning & Sea Safety Kit Thiruvananthapuram  30
   TOTAL  210

                                                    Source: Survey Data
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1.6 Structure of  the Report
The Report is structured into four chapters:
Chapter 1 The first chapter gives an overview of  the impact of  tsunami, the national and state level 

interventions in the form of  rehabilitation programmes, followed by a brief  introduction to the 
Tsunami Rehabilitation Programme implemented by Government of  Kerala, the various depart-
ments and their schemes, outlay, implementation process, Terms of  Reference and Methodology 
of  the present Study.

Chapter 2 The second chapter deals with detailed analysis of  each of  the sample scheme. It includes 
a brief  description of  the project, its objective, project cost/outlay, coverage and targets. It is 
followed by the socio economic & income profile of  the sample respondents, their views and 
opinions about TRP and the impact of  the scheme upon their livelihood. This part ends with the 
observations, analysis and suggestions of  the Team about the scheme.

Chapter 3 The third chapter presents the overall profile of  all the sample respondents along with obser-
vations about the implementation of  schemes by Fisheries Department. It is followed by a grading 
report of  the schemes selected for the study on a 5 point scale.

Chapter 4 This chapter gives general observations of  the Evaluation Team about  issues relating to the 
implementation of  TRP.  

Annexure The last part contains various Annexures which include a brief  description of  sub projects 
implemented by Fisheries Department  that were not subjected to detailed evaluation, interview 
schedule, check list for informal interviews, structured observations and focus group discussions, 
and tables  of  survey findings.
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Fisheries Department
Restoration and Development of  Livelihood:

EVALUATION REPORTS OF SCHEMES

2. 1 Repair and Replacement of  Marine Fishing Inputs

2.1.1 The Scheme

The Tsunami waves had a devastating effect on the crafts and gears of  fishermen.  
The marine fishermen whose livelihood depends entirely on their fish catch were af-
fected and their means of  livelihood disrupted. For these relatively poor fishermen, 

the loss of  their fishing implements on which they have depended for generations, deprived 
them of  their only source of  livelihood. 
Earlier a similar scheme - Repair and Replacement of  Marine Fishing Inputs for the Tsu-
nami affected fishermen of  Kerala – was entrusted to Matsyafed under TEAP at an outlay 
of  Rs 13.85 Crores.  The Scheme was launched during January 2005 and so far, fishing 
inputs worth Rs13.63 Crores have been sanctioned to the beneficiaries. The amounts origi-
nally sanctioned under TEAP were not sufficient to meet the entire replacement needs of  
the fishermen of  these areas. Hence this scheme was proposed in order to cover rest of  the 
target population too.

The present subproject is intended to fill the said gap by providing fishing inputs to those 
fishermen who lost them during tsunami and are from the worst affected villages of  Kollam, 
Alappuzha, and Ernakulam and Trivandrum districts.

Table No. 2.1.1.
Coverage and Outlay

 Project cost In Lakhs  No of  units  No of  Benefited
 Allocation  Utilisation  Proposed  Achieved Households
 216.80 147.88 (68.20 %) 1476 1332 (90.24%) 1332
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Beneficiaries
Individual fishermen as well as the fishermen groups in the marine fishing sector of  Thiruvananthapuram, 
Kollam, Alappuzha and Ernakulam districts who have lost their fishing inputs during the tsunami are the 
beneficiaries of  this scheme. Eligible fishermen in these districts who were left out from the same scheme 
implemented under TEAP will be covered under the present scheme.

Alappuzha District was selected for the evaluation of  this sub project and the evaluation team conducted 
both individual interviews and focus group discussion with the beneficiaries. 
  
2.1.2	Sample	Profile

Socio-economic: Twenty beneficiaries were randomly selected from Alappad Panchayat in Kollam 
district. The beneficiaries were boat owners engaged in sea fishing, and all the sample beneficiaries 
are males. In the case of  90 per cent of  the sample beneficiaries, their houses were partially damaged 
during Tsunami, while the houses of  the rest were fully damaged.
Age-wise, 60 per cent of  the beneficiaries belong to the age category between 36 - 50 years, while 
30 per cent are above 50 years. All the sample beneficiaries belong to the OBC category. The main 
occupation of  all the beneficiaries is fishing and all of  them own telephones. Education-wise, 80 
per cent have studied only upto SSLC, while the rest have studied upto + 2. All of  them have 
their residence in their own land, out of  which 70 per cent of  them are concrete, single-storied 
structures.  All of  them belong to small families, the average number of  members in the family 
being 4.6
Income: In the case of  90 percent beneficiaries, their income constitutes the sole income of  the 
family.  The average monthly income of  the respondents increased by 18 per cent (from Rs 6100 
to Rs 7200) after implementation of  TRP scheme.
About TRP: The sample respondents came to know about this scheme through various means: 40 
per cent through media, 20 per cent each through Fisheries Department and NGOs, and the rest 
through CBOs. As the beneficiaries belonged to Alappad, one of  the worst affected by tsunami, 50 
per cent are beneficiaries of  more than two schemes under TRP. Among the beneficiaries, 80 per 
cent felt that various schemes under TRP was implemented effectively. 

2.1.3 Observations
“We got the nets after tsunami, and it was a great help. But now, we are facing another tragedy of  the same dimen-
sion, that of  puffer fish. But this tragedy is a silent and invisible one as far as the public and the government are 
concerned.”

Rudrasenan, Pandarathuruth, Kollam Beneficary  

4All the beneficiaries whom the evaluation team met were artisanal fishermen operating in groups (an 
in-board craft and other fishing inputs are owned by a group of  10-20 fishermen). They were both the 
owners of  the craft as well as workers. 

4This assistance in the form of  providing one fishing net had helped the artisanal fishermen groups 
who always struggle to  raise enough capital to replace their fishing inputs periodically. 

4At present, the major problem they face was that their fishing nets were frequently attacked by puffer 
fish, which completely destroys the net and makes it useless. The replacement of  net will cost more 
than Rs 8-10 lakhs now, which imposes huge financial burden upon the fishermen.  They regularly 
borrow money from informal sources of  finance at high rates of  interest and also on commission 
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FGD in progress at pandarathuruthu Kollam

Fishermen mending nets
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basis (which amounts to 5 to 10% of  the daily catch depending on the amount invested)  
4All the beneficiaries who participated in the discussion opined that the fishing net received as part of  

the project was of  premium quality and was superior to the one they had lost.
4All the fishermen opined that they did not face any procedural delays or difficulties while availing as-

sistance from government and its agencies.
4None of  the 14 groups who participated in the focus group discussion had active insurance coverage 

against a future disaster. Some groups who have taken loan from Matsyafed have coverage for the loan 
amount which is much lower than the total cost of  their fishing inputs. The net is one of  the most 
expensive items they use, but the insurance companies do not offer insurance coverage for fishing 
nets. So without coverage for the nets, the fishermen were unwilling to take insurance coverage for 
the rest of  the assets alone.

2.1.4 Analysis and Suggestions
The four year delay in providing assistance for repair and replacement of  the fishing inputs was caused 
due to resource constraints. Many fishermen in the area were given assistance earlier in two batches un-
der another scheme of  Tsunami Rehabilitation Programme. The present assistance is provided to the 
fishermen who were not covered by the earlier schemes. Usually these fishermen groups depend on non-
institutional finance or Matsyafed loan for mobilizing capital for replacing the asset. In addition, they also 
frequently avail capital assistance from private sources on ‘commission’ basis (a certain portion of  their 
daily catch proportionate to the amount of  loan and interest will be given to the lender as repayment).
The present assistance of  providing nets has really been a great relief  to the fishermen groups. Economic 
profile of  the beneficiaries shows that the assistance has reached the target population.  In addition, 
Matsyafed, the implementing agency has done a good job in managing the hassle-free distribution of  the 
assets, ensuring its quality and also timeliness.
At present, the insurance premium for fishing inputs ranges from 0.9 – 3% of  the cost the equipments 
depending on the nature of  risks covered. Still, it is alarming to note that none of  the beneficiaries have 
an active insurance coverage against a future disaster. It surprising that one of  the prime livelihood assets 
of  an industry that is open to great risks is not provided adequate and appropriate insurance coverage.  
This has led to a situation where, in the event of  any such mishaps occurring again in the future, their 
only hope is the government to compensate for any loss. The department may consider developing an 
appropriate insurance scheme to provide coverage to the livelihood asset of  the fishermen with their 
participation on a cost sharing basis. 

2.2 Introduction of  LPG Kit for Crafts with Out-Board Motors

2.2.1. The Scheme
The earnings of  fishermen are adversely impacted by various factors such as rising fuel cost, its scarcity, 
constant hike in price etc.  The outboard motors are the major propulsion system in use among smaller 
fishing units in the state, and they use kerosene as their fuel, which is supplied through the PDS to them 
at subsidized price. The registered users who have permits will get 180 litres of  kerosene per month. But 
the effective price of  fuel to fishermen exceeds Rs. 30/litre.  Fuel costs alone account for around 60% 
of  their operational costs.  It is possible to convert the OBMs to the use of  LPG, so that it can lead to 
savings in operational costs of  about 60% in comparison with Kerosene.  The reduction in operational 
costs will directly add to the earnings of  fishermen.
To bring down the costs of  operation and to reduce the dependence on kerosene, it is proposed to con-
vert OBMs to use LPG by using a conversion kit.
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Capacity building program was also planned to equip the beneficiaries to initiate them to the new fuel 
technology.
  
Table No. 2.2.1
Coverage and Outlay
 Project Cost (in lakhs)  Output (No of  units)
 Allocation  Utilisation  Targeted  Achieved 
 31.65 4.42 (13.96 %) 750 104

2.2.2.	Sample	Profile
Socio-Economic: The 20 sample beneficiaries of  this scheme are from Alappuzha district. Amongst 
them, the houses of  30 per cent collapsed during tsunami, while in the case of  20 per cent, their houses 
were partially damaged.  As the sample respondents are fishermen engaged in fishing using boats and 
belong to the OEC category. All of  them are male, more than 70 per cent of  whom are above 50 years. 
Twenty per cent of  the sample respondents are illiterates and the rest have only school education. All of  
them own a mobile phone. All of  them own land of  their own, and 60 per cent of  them live in concrete, 
single-storied houses. The average number of  family members is 5.2. 
Income: While in the case of  60 per cent respondents, their income constitutes the sole income of  their 
family and for the rest additional income. Upon introduction of  the scheme, their average monthly in-
come rose to ` 8000 from ` 6700 (19 per cent).
About TRP: Majority of  the beneficiaries (80 %) came to know about the scheme from government of-
ficials, while the rest of  them got information from the panchayat. Only 40 per cent among them are the 
beneficiaries of  more than one scheme under TRP. Majority of  the respondents (60%) opined that the 
implementation of  TRP was effective

2.2.3. Observations
“It is all about speed. In our profession, speed is the most crucial thing. The OBMs with LPG kit can never com-
pete with boats using kerosene. Out in the sea, the people plying speedy boats call the LPG-run boats ‘ dullheads’ 

Antony John (Vavachan), Omanappuzha Beach

Alappuzha district was taken as the sample district for evaluating this scheme as largest number benefi-
ciaries of  this scheme was from this district.
It was Matsyafed that supplied the LPG conversion kit to the crafts which operated using Out Board 
Motors. Total cost of  the conversion kit was ̀ 14500 out of  which ̀ 4000 was provided as grant assistance 
and the remaining ` 8500 in the form of  loan from the primary cooperative societies. In majority of  the 
cases, these crafts were owned by fishermen groups and in some cases by individual fishermen.   
Almost all the beneficiaries were initially enthusiastic about switching over to LPG instead of  Kerosene 
by using the conversion kit. But after using LPG for 2-3 months, they found that it was not as economical 
as they expected and so, went back to the use of  Kerosene itself. 
The groups stated two major reasons for stopping the use of  LPG kit and switching back to kerosene. 

Question of  Speed
The performance of  the engines using LPG with regard to the speed of  the craft was poor compared to 
boats using kerosene. The speed of  the craft further slows down gradually as the level of  LPG inside the 
cylinder goes down. Some crafts are operated by connecting both the cylinders simultaneously to reduce 
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this effect. The speed of  the craft is a crucial factor that determines their catch and market price both 
directly affecting their income level. The groups using “Thangu vala” and “Disco vala” face it difficult to 
manage the catch as they consolidates the net set out in the sea with the help of  the running craft.  

Cost Factor
At the time of  launching of  the scheme the cost of  one LPG cylinder was Rs 800 and so, that point of  
time the beneficiaries had 20% savings in fuel cost when compared to the price of  kerosene in the open 
market. But later, the price of  LPG increased to `1000, and the fuel cost for kerosene and LPG became 
more or less the same.  The cost of  LPG further went up, and made it economically unattractive along 
with all other disadvantages specific to it like low speed etc. 

Deadweight
Another problem pointed out by the respondents, was that of  the weight of  the cylinder. While using 
kerosene, the load of  the boat lessens as the fuel is used, but in the case of  LPG, the empty cylinder 
which is weighty also has to be carried back. Moreover, the two cylinders  occupy space inside the boat 
on its return journey  thus limiting the space to store fish to that extent . In case of  the kerosene, they 
can keep the empty barrel hanging in the side of  the craft. All the beneficiaries were very much conscious 
about the space available on the return journey, as it is crucial especially when the catch is good.   

Less Maintenance Cost
All the beneficiaries opined that the use of  LPG considerably reduces the engine trouble and also the 

Balachandran, A Beneficiary with OBM
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rate of  oil expense.  
Service Support
All the respondents opined that the service for the LPG kit was arranged at the site by the company up 
on a phone call and without delay  Among the respondents, 16 (80%)  have not faced any difficulty in 
refilling as it was supplied at their site by the primary cooperative societies. The remaining respondents 
occasionally faced problem in the refilling the fuel  

None among the respondents have attended a formal training programme for operating the new device. 
But they feel that the demonstration session arranged by the suppliers was adequate enough to familiarize 
them with the system and to use it.  

Environment Friendliness
One socially positive fallout of  switching over to LPG is that it is environment-friendly; it doesn’t pollute 
the water like kerosene and thus doesn’t harm marine life in anyway. It also doesn’t produce fumes like 
kerosene, and thus is less polluting as far as air pollution is concerned. 

Cost Comparison
The evaluation team made a comparison of  fuel costs by taking the rate of  Kerosene and LPG avail-
able in the open market. The LPG has to be purchased from the open market and is not available to the 
fishermen on subsidized rates like kerosene for the purpose of  operating the OBM. At the same time, 
though one craft receives 120 litres of  kerosene every month at subsidized rate, it lasts only for 2 or 3 days 
and the rest of  the days, they have to depend on kerosene from the open market. Even then, they prefer 
operating with kerosene instead of  LPG because of  the latter’s above mentioned disadvantages relating 
to cost, speed and space. Only if  the rate of  kerosene increases beyond a certain point, will the overall 
economy of  using LPG outweigh that of  kerosene. At the present price levels of  LPG and kerosene, the 
latter still remains economical.
The Primary cooperative societies under Matsyafed also are in trouble due to the non repayment of  the 
loan component in the scheme after the beneficiaries abandoned the kit after a few months.   

2.2.4. Analysis and Suggestion

Long	Term	Ecological	Benefits
The government may seriously consider the promotion of  the use of  LPG kits considering its long term 
benefits to marine environment and thereby the livelihood of  the fishermen. It may be possible through 
technological innovation to develop an LPG kit that offers the same or higher levels of  performance as 
that of  kerosene. As in the case of  the kerosene, a certain portion of  the monthly requirement of  the 
LPG may be made available on subsidized rates to promote the use of  a less polluting fuel 

Unrealistic Financial Projections
It seems the long term financial viability of  the scheme was not properly worked out while planning the 
project, especially when the only crucial element was fuel cost. The actual fuel expenses of  the crafts 
which have experimented LPG kit for 2-3 months do not match with the claim of  the planners in any 
way.  The project proposal mentions that introduction LPG kit in the place of  Kerosene will generate 
a savings of  60% in terms of  fuel cost alone. This economic calculation in the project proposal seems 
to be an over projection or resulting from a faulty calculation based on the rate of  the LPG supplied at 
subsidized rates for domestic purpose.
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Subsidy Question
As the policy even at the national level is to phase out subsidies of  oil products, it is advisable to work 
out the cost projections on the basis of  long term price trends, factoring in the long term environmental 
benefits that accrue to the use of  LPG.

Appropriate Use
Fishermen have some other advantages in terms of  savings on engine repair charges and oil cost while 
using LPG. Therefore the major hindrance in using the LPG kit is the under performance of  the OBM in 
terms of  speed.  Only way to overcome it is to find appropriate technologies that are suited to the needs 
of  the fishing community. 
But in cases where speed is not crucial, LPG can be employed. For instance in the case of  the carrier 
crafts that carry the catch back to the shore, and crafts like ‘Neettu vallam’ that does not depend on speed 
but  on spreading the nets in large areas to do fishing, LPG would be ideal. 
 
2.3.	Vehicle	for	Fresh	fish	Marketing

2.3.1. The scheme
In many of  the coastal districts of  Kerala, fish vending is mainly done by women members of  fishing 
community. But being women they face a lot of  problems while procuring, transporting and marketing 
fish. The available facilities are inadequate to transport fish from landing centers to market and from 
market to their home. Public transport vehicles  often do not allow them to  travel with fish. Although, 
Matsyafed is operating ‘Vanitha Bus’(Women Bus) for transporting fisherwomen vendors from the land-
ing centers to the market places and back, its benefit is confined to city areas and to limited number of  
vendors. Even Pick-up vans and other hired vehicles also refuse to carry fish, and even if  they are willing, 
fisherwomen are forced to pay more hire charges for the same. Thus, a lion’s share of  their profit is lost 
towards the transportation of  fish.
If  fish vendors are provided with vehicles, they can go to the landing center, the market and home at their 
own convenience. They can also save on the high rates of  hire charges paid to the vehicles. While 85% of  
the venture cost was provided as TRP grant assistance, 5% was to be raised in the form of  contribution 
by the beneficiaries and 15% as loan from the primary cooperative societies of  the fishermen. . The role 
of  primary co-operatives will be that of  a facilitator to coordinate the members of  the activity groups to 
resolve operational problems on the spot and also to ensure that the purpose of  the project is served. 
Each unit will also be provided with ‘shamiana pandal’ of  convenient size, a folding type fish display 
table, modern fish dressing tools, stool and waste bucket. The fish waste generated by each unit will be 
collected at a central point and will be used  as raw material for the production of  other byproducts.  
These arrangements will ensure that way side fish vending sites will be maintained in a hygienic condition 
while facilitating fish vending at strategic points in urban areas.
This sub project intends to resolve these problems to a greater extent, so that each fish vendor would 
approximately get Rs. 200 per day including wages.

Table No. 2.3.1
Outlay and Coverage

 Project Cost (in lakhs) No of  Units  No of  Households
 Allocation  Utilisation  Planned  Achieved  Benefited  

 279.20 38.80 (13.89%) 100 12 (12%) 66
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Beneficiaries: The beneficiaries of  the scheme will be the women from the fishermen community. One 
vehicle and other items for fish vending will be given to an activity group consisting of  six members. 
Four members of  one activity group must be presently involved in fish vending as their livelihood. For 
promoting youth venders, selection of  1 or 2 young fisherwomen in each activity group will be encour-
aged, but they must be willing to complete their technical training in driving. 
Project Period:  Originally the project was planned to be implemented in the year 2007 

2.3.2.	Sample	Profile
Socio-Economic: The 20 sample female respondents for this scheme were drawn from Ernakulam dis-
trict. In the case of  20 per cent respondents, their houses were partially damaged during tsunami and in 
the  case of  50 per cent their livelihood assets were partially or totally damaged. Among the respondents, 
60 per cent belong to the 36 – 50 years age category, and 30 per cent above 50 years. All of  them belong 
to the OEC category, and 10 per cent of  them are widows. Education-wise, 70 per cent have studied upto 
SSLC while the rest have studied upto +2. 
Eighty per cent of  the respondents have mobile phones. Ninety per cent of  them own land of  their own, 
and 60 per cent live in single-storied concrete houses, while 20 per cent reside in sheeted houses and 10 
per cent in thatched huts. They belong to small families with an average number of  4.4 members per 
family, 20 per cent of  which are female-headed.
Income: The income from this activity constitutes an additional income in the case of  60 per cent 
respondents, while it is the sole income only for 20 per cent. The average monthly income of  these re-
spondents registered an increase of  140 per cent upon introduction of  the scheme, that is from Rs 3100 
to Rs 7450 
About TRP: While 40 per cent of  them came to know about this scheme through government officials, 
20 per cent each got their information from NGOs and CBOs and the rest from the church and media 
(10 per cent each). Only 10 per cent of  the respondents received more than one benefit from TRP. Ac-
cording to 90 per cent of  the beneficiaries, TRP was implemented effectively, while 10 per cent answered 
in the negative.

2.3.3 Observations
“I may not be making a lot of  money, but with this vehicle we are doing our best. Even if  nothing comes out of  it, 
I can proudly say I have a vehicle of  my own.”

                                               Sreemathy Sathyan, Beneficiary from Mulavukadu, Ernakulam 

Even though the original plan was for 100 units, only 12 units have been established so far. The remain-
ing has been dropped. Under this sub-project, evaluation was done of  the activity groups in Ernakulam 
district. Out of  the 10 groups in the district, the evaluation team visited 8 activity groups 

4None of  the members in this 8 activity groups were engaged in fish vending prior to receiving the 
assistance. 

4At present, 2 out of  these 8 activity groups were doing retail fresh fish vending in a very profitable 
manner 

44 out of  the 8 activity groups were doing wholesale business in fish with the assistance of  their 
husbands who are fishermen. These units are running in a profitable manner.  

4Remaining two groups are running a way side restaurant (Thattukada) with various types of  fresh fish 
dishes.

4All the vehicles are operated with the help of  hired services of  a driver.
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Beneficiaries of  Vehicle 
for Fresh Fish Marketing, 

Mulavukad,  Ernakulam 

FGD, Beneficiaries of  Vehicle for 
Fresh Fish Marketing, 
Chellanam  Ernakulam

Fresh Fish Marketing by the 
Roadside
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4Prior to the transfer of  assets, 19 out of  the 20 respondents have attended the training programme 
arranged by the Matsyafed. But only one among them had undergone the technical training in 
driving.    

4All the activities groups availed loan from the Primary cooperative societies under Matsyafed. 
4Primary cooperative societies are charging an amount of  ` 300 as monthly service charge in addition 

to the interest for the loan provided. 

Table No. 2.3.2
Beneficiary	opinion	about	the	suitability	of 	the	vehicle	provided	for	the	purpose

  Suitable Not suitable Total respondents

 Number of  respondents  18 2 20
 Percentage  90% 10% 100 %

The beneficiaries believed the vehicle was suitable and the same brand used by many of  their male coun-
terparts. Only 10% of  the beneficiaries are not satisfied with the vehicle because the vehicle they had seen 
at the time of  training had additional facilities for cutting and cleaning the fish.  

Table No. 2.3.3
Average Monthly Income per person generated from the Enterprise 

  Below `2000 `2001-3000 `3001-4000 `4001-5000 Total
 Number  2 10 4 4 20
 Percentage  10 %  50 % 20 % 20 %  100 % 

Revision of  Project Cost 
After the first batch of  vehicles was given to beneficiaries, there was a sudden increase in the price of  the 
vehicle. So, the budgeted amount was found to be insufficient for the procurement of  the vehicle and all 
other components originally envisaged, and the scheme was revised by cutting down on the items other 
than the vehicle. Thus a portion of  the working capital was also utilized for the vehicle procurement. As 
a result, other equipments required for hygienic way side fish vending as stated in the project proposal 
were not provided to the second batch of  beneficiaries.
One group complained that they are not getting even the receipt for the repayment of  loan and that the 
primary cooperative societies are not entering the repayment amount in their loan passbook. Another 
group complained that the society is charging an amount of  Rs 300 per month as service charges in ad-
dition to the interest of  the loan. The secretary of  the society also agreed with this. The evaluation team 
hardly found the primary cooperatives rendering any other service to the target group in addition to 
providing the loan. 

2.3.4. Analysis and Suggestions 
The support system put in place by the officer in charge of  scheme in the district was effective for ensur-
ing the sustainability of  the scheme and steady income from it. In other words she has diligently given 
necessary support to the groups to facilitate them to utilize the opportunities opened up by the new 
urban development projects in Kochi.  
All the groups are functioning well and are generating a steady income at par with the amount envisaged 
in the proposal. 
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Project Vision and Field Reality
Even though the vehicles were not given to the existing fish vendors as envisaged in the project, major-
ity of  the groups have successfully started fish vending as a livelihood activity. Majority of  them were in 
need of  a livelihood support as they belong to the economically backward strata of  the society.  Despite 
the presence of  several positive fallouts, the primary objectives of  the project -mitigating the drudgery of  
marginalized fish vending women- as envisaged in the project document may not be lost sight of  during 
implementation or evaluation.   

Group Cohesiveness
Drop out from this sub project in the district is very nominal and those members who left the group had 
justifiable personal reasons for it. For example, one member, who had two daughters of  marriageable 
age left the group for fear of  being branded as a fish vending women. Other members took over all her 
assets and liabilities and permitted her exit in an amiable manner. As the members in the group were 
working in a cohesive manner, the group managed to overcome the crisis. The entire enterprise becomes 
dysfunctional if  there is no proper understanding and trust between the members. Low rate of  presence 
of  ineligible beneficiaries seems to the basic reason behind the success and sustainability of  this scheme. 
Almost all the beneficiaries of  this scheme seem to be eligible and deserving.  Most probably, the imple-
menting agency was cautious from the lessons learned from implementation of  a similar project under 
Tsunami Emergency Assistance Project not to repeat those mistakes.  

Family Factor
Enabling environment in the family especially in the form of  support from their husbands was a crucial 
factor behind the success of  the Units. The support from the family is forthcoming also because of  the 
fact that they are contributing now a significant share to the family budget.
   
The Role of  Primary Cooperative Societies
The primary cooperative societies, a major stakeholder in this scheme needs to change their approach 
and strategies towards the livelihood support programmes of  the state government. As per the proposal 
they are supposed to function as a support system at the field level for ensuring the sustainability of  the 
units. Some societies are even charging Rs 300 per month as services charges from the beneficiary groups 
in addition to the interest they are charging. This approach seems to have its origin from perceiving such 
assistance in a charity mode. There also prevails the allegation from the beneficiary groups that they are 
not getting the even the receipt for the loan repayment or this amount is not recorded in their loan pass 
book. Purportedly this approach of  the societies has forced the beneficireies to stop the repayment even 
though they are getting a better income. If  not properly monitored, such actions by the primary coopera-
tive societies could jeopardize the schemes implemented by Matsyafed.  

Exit Policy
The project implementation units should work out an exit policy for those members of  the groups 
who are not interested in continuing with the group due to one reason or other. A formula should 
be worked out to calculate their share, so that group morale and cohesiveness is protected and made 
sustainable.    

Sustainability
The evaluation team is apprehensive about creating perpetual dependency among the target population, 
which is against the spirit of  social sustainability. Though the units are functioning profitably at the mo-
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ment, one has to foresee and provide for a situation in the future when it is time to replace the asset after 
its life period. Therefore the beneficiaries should be sensitized about it, and schemes should be developed 
to prompt them to start accumulating a fund for asset replacement. The service charges recovered by 
the societies may be returned to the activity groups to initiate this fund. Considering the existing rate of  
return and the maximum amount they can save after deducting amounts for loan repayment, household 
expenses of  six members and the operational costs of  the vehicle, the Unit will not be able to generate 
the entire amount of  the asset replacement fund. In these circumstances, for the continuity of  the Theer-
amythri scheme,  Fisheries Department should conceive of  a plan to provide matching grant assistance 
for the replacement of  the asset that does not exceed the one third of  the total cost. If  the assistance 
announced and systems are put in place well  in advance, it will also become a motivational factor for the 
activity groups to function sustainably and make provisions to accumulate their portion.   

2.4. Working Capital for Revolving fund

2.4.1. The Scheme
As per the business development plan of  Matsyafed, the artisanal fishermen of  Kerala annually borrow 
Rs. 250 crores for meeting their capital investment needs and Rs. 150 crores for working capital. This is 
borrowed mostly from informal sources and through trade intermediaries at  very high rates of  interest. 
This directly results in heavy erosion in their income as interest charges and indirectly as commissions 
against sale proceeds. In certain areas, these money lenders often take over the catch at a price determined 
by them and deny the right of  the producer for first sale 
Post tsunami, there has been decline in fish resources and significant increases in operational costs. 
Hence, if  one day’s fishing turns out to be bad, he is forced to borrow for next day’s fishing and also to 
meet the consumption needs from informal credit sources at higher interest rates. Tsunami disaster has 
worsened the conditions further more.
The present proposal envisages ensuring daily wages as well as working capital in the event of  a bad 
catch.  

Table No. 2.4.1
Outlay and Coverage
 Project Cost (in lakhs)  Output No of  Fishermen
 Original  (No of  fishermen who availed assistance
 Allocation  Utilisation  covered )   

 150.00 254.85 (169.33 %) 10015 6613 (66%)

2.4.2.	Sample	Profile
Socio-Economic: For the primary survey 30 beneficiaries were selected from Thiruvananthapuram Dis-
trict. In the survey, 60 percent reported that their houses were partially damaged due to Tsunami. All the 
beneficiaries are males solely engaged in fishing with 50 percent of  them in the age group of  36 – 50, 
20 percent within 20-35 and the rest above 50 years. Eighty per cent of  the sampled fishermen belong 
to OBC and 20 percent in the OEC category. Asked whether any of  their family members are suffering 
from prolonged illness, 20 per cent replied ‘yes’ and the rest replied, ‘No’. Half  of  the resopondents are 
illiterate and the other half  have studied up to SSLC. Regarding telephone connectivity, 80 percent pos-
sess either mobile or land phone.  All the respondents have own land with 20 percent living in thatched 
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Silvester, Beneficiary, WCRF

houses, 40 percent in tiled single storied houses 
and the rest dwelling in concrete single storied 
houses. The mean family size of  the respon-
dents  is 4.4 members and all of  them are head-
ed by them. 
Income: During the survey, 80 percent of  them 
responded that their sole source of  income is 
from fishing and for 20 per cent, it was one of  
their main sources. The sample fishermen com-
munity responded that their average monthly 
income increased by 27 percent after availing 
this scheme (i.e., from Rs.3700 to Rs. 4700). 
About TRP: With respect to the query on 
‘How did you come to know about the TRP 
Scheme?’ 30 percent each answered Govern-
ment and NGOs, while for the rest of  them it 
was CBOs and Panchayat members (20 percent 
each). Half  of  the respondents have availed 
only one scheme whereas the rest have enjoyed 
2 schemes   under TRP. Sixty per cent of  the re-
spondents opined that TRP was not effectively 
implemented.

2.4.3. Observations 
All the respondents opined that the idea of  ensuring the working capital and  wage compensation on days 
when there was no catch was a good one. This was all the more welcome as  they habitually depend on 
informal sources of  finance for working capital on a day when their catch is bad. How ever the fisher-
men as well the CBO leaders think that the present assistance of  `120 per day was inadequate. Even after 
availing this assistance they have to approach other sources of  finance to meet their daily requirements. 
Therefore  most of  the respondents were not interested  in availing the assistance  under this scheme. 
But all of  the respondents opined that they have taken the loan at one time or another when the society 
provided 6 days’ amount as a lumpsum.  
The functionaries of  the primary cooperative societies also confirmed this by pointing out that the re-
sponse of  the beneficiaries was cold towards availing such a  small amount as compensation. Many of  
the societies have managed to release  this assistance only after taking extra effort to motivate  the ben-
eficiaries to avail this interest free loan.     There are no defaulters in this scheme as the loan amount is 
recovered from the auction amount at the time of  sales of  fish . 
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Table No. 2.4.2
Performance of  the Societies in Scheme Delivery

 No Name of  Society  Grant Received Released to  Percentage 
   from TRP (Rs) beneficiaries (Rs) of  Release

 1 South Kollemkode DF(T) 1/92 672000 36000 5 
 2 Paruthiyoor DF(T) 116, 2100000 497100 24 
 3 Kollemcode-Paruthiyoor F(T) 125 330000 39360 12 
 4 Karumkulam DF(T) 3/92 960000 2040 0 
 5 Karumkulam F(T) 180 600000 47705 8 
 6 Kochuthura DF(T)  150000 0 0 
 7 Pallom DF(T) 6/92 747000 75000 10
 8 Puthiyathura DF(T) 423000 0 0 
 9 Pulluvila F(T) 28 3252000 1300000 40 
 10 Pulluvila -Kochupally F(T)  1119000 0 0 
 11 Adimalathura - Chowara F(T)  126000 63000 50 
 12 Chowara DF(T) 7/92 2670000 249600 9 
 13 Vizhinjam ( South ) F(T) 31 69000 0 0 
 14 Valiyaveli DF(T) 18/92 450000 450000 100 
 15 Valiyaveli F(T) 187 600000 600000 100 
 16 Valiyathoppe-Vallakkadavu F(T) 145 150000 65600 44 
 17 Kochuveli DF(T)  17/92 150000 150000 100 
 18 Cheriamuttom F(T) 196 150000 69000 46 
 19 Kochuthoppe- Shangummugham F(T)  96000 24000 25 
 20 Pallithura - Vettiathura  966000 936000 97
 21 Marianadu-Perumathura  3186000 2853000 90 
 22 Puthukurichy DF(T) 303000 303000 100 
 23 Marianadu DF(T) 1638000 945000 58 
 24 Mampally-Nedunganda F(T) 46 2550000 255000 10 
 25 Anjengo DF(T) 26/92  2550000 2150000 84 
 26 Kaikkara DF(T) 29/92 1950000 560000 29 
 27 Poothura DF(T) 405000 375000 93
 28 Varkala F(T) 197 1293000 1293000 100 
 29 Odayam DF(T) 78000 78000 100 
 30 Chilakoor DF(T) 312000 312000 100 

   Total  30045000 13728405 46 

4 Only 46% of  the grant assistance  was released to the beneficiaries All the beneficiaries opined that 
the assistance for a day of  ` 120 was inadequate 

4 All the beneficiaries said that there  did not face any procedural hassles while availing the assistance 
from the society.  . 

4 All the beneficiaries  used to avail non institutional finance before the assistance and are still availing 
the same.     
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2.4.4. Analysis and Suggestions
“A vibrant Primary Cooperative Society should nurture relationship with the family of  fishermen through handhold-
ing in all aspects of  their lives. If  their spouse and other family members are also members and stakeholders in the 
Society, the chances for defaults become very low. As far as our Society is concerned, we believe that the welfare of  the 
fishermen depend on the overall welfare of  the society and the region as a whole. Giving them small doles like this is 
not going to help them in the long run..”

Lardos, President, Fishermen Primary Cooperative Society, Pulluvila

Working Capital?
To call this scheme as ‘Working Capital’ assistance is a misnomer. In effect, it is only a wage compensation 
fund for the workers who are left without any earnings at the end of  a bad day without catch. Except for 
wages, the scheme does not address the working capital needs of  the fishermen in any manner. But con-
ceptually and need-wise, the scheme has enough potential to be implemented in a much more beneficial 
manner for the welfare of  the fishermen community. Capital inadequacy and indebtedness are still major 
issues that haunt the fishermen. With the rising prices in general and especially that of  kerosene, their 
major fuel, working capital crunch is felt more and more severely by the fishermen. The kerosene quota 
permitted to an OBM craft for a month will suffice for only 2-3 days. The remaining days’ requirements 
are met by procurement from the open market at high rates. In other words major portion of  the fuel 
is  procured at  prices that are 4-5 times higher than the PDS rate.  For this, they depend on  informal 
sources of  finance  like money lenders or trade intermediaries . This is mobilized at high rates of  interest 
or on commission basis where the lenders hold the right over a certain portion of  the daily catch.. These 
practices result in heavy leakage of  their income directly  in the form of  interest and commission.  

Quantum of  Compensation
Under this scheme,  on a catchless day a fisherman will get ` 120   as compensation  towards his daily 
expenses. This amount is quite inadequate and they have to depend on other sources for next day’s opera-
tion cost as well as their household consumption needs.  So this scheme in its present form is not at all at-
tractive for the target audience. Therefore the project authorities may take urgent steps to make required 
modifications in the scheme to increase the quantum of  assistance to make it adequate enough.   
In these circumstances, the move of  the department for providing interest free credit for ensuring work-
ing capital and compensating daily wages is in the right direction.  If  properly designed with a higher 
quantum of  compensation it will definitely have a  positive economic impact among the backward coastal 
communities,.

Owner vs Workers
Moreover the scheme also has better community organizational impact that could create an enabling en-
vironment for other meaningful interventions by the government to empower the fishermen community 
to gain greater control over their lives and livelihood. 
The assistance is disbursed to individual workers as compensation while the repayment is recovered 
from the auction amount due to the owner/s of  the boat. This arrangement sometimes creates confu-
sion when the workers leave a boat after enjoying this benefit and join another boat. It creates a situation 
where the owner is forced to repay the amount and finds it difficult to recover the same from the worker. 
Thus, it adds to the complex sharing system that the workers, boat owners, commission agents and auc-
tion agents follow at the moment.
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Non-availing Members, Cash-rich Society
In the case of  many primary cooperative societies, the non-availing of  this benefit by the fishermen com-
munity, provides them an opportunity to improve their liquidity. As the Table above shows, on an aver-
age, only 46 per cent of  the funds have been released by the society, while rest of  the money is parked  
with the society, and can be utilized for their daily working capital needs. 

Lack of  Monitoring
Matsyafed  has not taken much effort to make amends to the project concept while it was put into prac-
tice. The monitoring system for the project, if  at all that existed, was not able to feel the pulse of  the 
beneficiary community, and customize it accordingly. Obviously, the feedback from the societies were not 
effectively communicated to the implementing agency. Nor did the Primary Societies have any incentive 
to communicate the same, as non-availment of  assistance worked out to their benefit in the form of  extra 
funds being parked with them. 
In the absence of  proper monitoring by the government after the project period the scheme may become 
dysfunctional due cold response of  the beneficiaries  due to inadequacy of  the daily compensation of  
`120 per day. 

Appropriate Indicators
The financial performance of  the scheme cannot be gauged by the quantum of  amount that has been 
transferred to the primary cooperative societies, if  it is not used for the specific purpose, but is parked 
there. This may be one of  the reasons for a much higher level of  utilization of  project fund than the 
amount originally earmarked for this scheme. Fund utilization figures for this scheme show that Rs 2.55 
Crore has been spent as against the original target of  Rs 1.50 Crore. This is the highest amount for a TRP 
scheme in the fisheries livelihood sector expended for a single district.   The indicator for the coverage of  
the scheme is taken as the number of  eligible beneficiates instead of  considering the number of  fisher-
men who actually availed assistance under this scheme.  

The Fuel Question
The most crucial issue with regard to working capital needs of  fishermen is related to the availability and 
cost of  kerosene. The kerosene they avail through PDS suffices only for 3-4 days, and on rest of  the days 
they have to purchase it in open market where its price is many times higher. Unless some arrangements 
are made to increase the quantum of  PDS permit, or supply kerosene to the fishermen at subsidized 
rates through agencies like Matsyafed or Primary Societies, it is difficult to find long term and sustainable 
solution to the sustainability of  fishing by boats using OBM. The WCRF even if  it is increased, will cover 
only the wage part and not the fuel costs.

2.5. Assistance to Fish Vending Women

2.5.1. The Scheme
Fisherwomen of  Kerala face many problems, among which lack of  working capital for livelihood enter-
prises they run is the major one. Presently, out of  an estimated number of  3 lakhs of  fisher women in the 
State, only about 0.30 lakh fisherwomen are engaged in small scale fish vending.  The fisher women often 
exploited by middlemen who lend small amounts to meet their working capital need for the procurement 
of  fish.  Such loans are usually borrowed at very high rates of  4 to 10% interest per day and such informal 
borrowings very often result in life-long bondage to the middlemen.
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Objective: This project, by providing seed money to women fish vendors, is intended to prevent erosion 
of  income of  fisher women on account of  huge interest they incur on informal credit, and thus creating 
the means to more secure livelihood 
Target area: The project will be implemented for the fish vending women from all the coastal wards of  
9 coastal districts and priority will be given to Tsunami affected areas. 
Insulated boxes having 50 litre capacity will be centrally purchased by the Directorate of  Fisheries by 
observing standard tendering procedures. One Insulated box each will be distributed to the selected ben-
eficiary through the concerned Matsyabhavan  offices, along with the non repayable working capital assis-
tance of  `3500. The project aims to address the individual fish vending women, who were not eligible to 
become the beneficiary of  any other livelihood project implemented under TEAP, TRP and PMNRF.

Table No. 2.5.1
Outlay and Coverage
                          Project Cost (in lakhs)  Output No of  Households 
 Allocation  Utilisation  (No of  units) Benifited
 79.99 79.99 1704 1704

2.5.2.	Sample	Profile

Socio-Economic: The 30 sample female respondents for this scheme were drawn from Thiruvanan-
thapuram district. Only in the case of  20 per cent respondents, their houses were partially damaged dur-
ing tsunami.  Among the respondents, 50 per cent belong to above 50 years age category, 30 per cent in 
20-35years, and 20 percent between 36-50 years. Eighty percent of  them belong to the OBC category, 
and the rest to OBC. 10 per cent of  them are widows and 40 percent of  them have someone physically 
challenged or with prolonged illness in their house. Education-wise, 50 per cent are illiterates while the 
rest have only school education.
Eighty per cent of  the respondents do not own mobile phones. Fifty per cent of  them own land of  their 
own, while 40 per cent live in rented houses and 10 percent in land without Pattayam. Seventy percent 
of  them reside in sheeted houses while 20 percent have tiled single-storied houses and the rest in single 
storied concrete house. They belong to small families with an average number of  4 members per family, 
40 per cent of  which are female-headed.
Income: The income from this activity constitutes an additional income in the case of  50 per cent re-
spondents, while it is the sole income only for 30 per cent. The average monthly income of  these respon-
dents registered only a marginal increase of  34 per cent upon introduction of  the scheme, that is, from 
` 4350 to ` 5850 
About TRP: While 20 per cent of  them came to know about this scheme through government officials 
and the rest from other sources (church etc.)  Only 10 per cent of  the respondents received more than 
one benefit from TRP. According to 90 per cent of  the beneficiaries, TRP was implemented effectively, 
while 10 per cent answered in the negative.

Observations
The evaluation team met 30 beneficiaries and all of  them were satisfied with the assistance. Insulated box 
supplied to the beneficiaries were of  premium quality and apt in size for their requirement.   Earlier, most 
of  the vendors used to carry their fish in aluminium vessels and some of  them used thermo cool boxes to 
store fish. But with the introduction of  the new box, the fish can be kept in it for 2 days with ice without 
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any damage. This not only increased the storage life of  their fish, but also prevented decay and ensuring 
freshness even when they are left unsold for a day or two. But one problem many of  them reported was 
the difficulty with switching over from traditional vessels they used to carry to the new box. While the 
vessel is round and easy to hold and carry on their hips, the new box can only be carried atop their head. 
But what many of  them have done is to mix both: while they store the fish in the box, they display and 
carry the fish for vending in the vessels.
All the participants of  the FGD conducted at Pozhiyoor informed that they are using the box for carry-
ing fish for sale as well as for storage of  unsold fish at their home after the day’s vending is over.  Majority 
of  the beneficiaries used the working capital assistance for repaying the informal finance they had availed 
for their working capital needs. Some others used it for their household or medical treatment expenses 
which were till then being postponed due to lack of  funds. However the evaluation team found a minor-
ity who has utilized the assistance in the proper manner and was able to free themselves to a great extent 
from the clutches of  the non institutional finance. Many of  them are still carrying charuvam (vessels) 
only for the sale which can be held easily. 

Other major findings about this scheme are:
4Preference was given to wayside women vendors who were registered with the KFWWB (B Class 

members - those engaged in ancillary occupation)
4All the beneficiaries are using the insulated box regularly either for carrying and storing or for storage 

after a day’s vending is over
4All the respondents habitually avail non institutional finance and majority of  the respondents still 

continue that habit, only a few respondents were fully independent of  non-institutional finance after 
the intervention.

Table No. 2.4.2
Dependency	on	non	institutional	finance	for	working	capital	after	the	assistance

  Still avail Get rid of  the habit  Total
 No of  Respondents 24 6 30
 Percentage 80 % 20 % 100 % 

4The insulated box is not as convenient as the charuvam (Aluminum vessel used by the fish vending 
women ) for carrying the fish due to the disadvantage of  the shape, but they now use both for differ-
ent purposes, one for storage and the other while vending.

 Analysis and Suggestions
“The box is good, and I can keep my fish fresh for a longer time, but I don’t want to throw away my old charuvam. 
So I use both..” 

Jaseentha, Poonthura Beneficiary  

Well Targeted
It is a small but  a significant intervention in the Tsunami rehabilitation Programme. The scheme targeted 
the most disadvantaged women and those who are marginalized from the mainstream. The scheme ben-
efited the wayside fish vendors who were left out of  the governmental welfare schemes. Most of  them 
are illiterates, and were not conversant with governmental procedures or offices that were mostly inacces-
sible to them.  Moreover, their occupation, kept them busy most time of  the day. Fisheries department in 
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some places adopted an innovative approach through arranging outreach services for these marginalized 
sections for submitting applications and for availing the benefits of  the scheme. This indicates that the 
department is capable of  innovative methods in order to deliver better citizen services. 

Cost Reduction
The introduction of  the insulated boxes for fish vending will reduce the expenses of  the fish vending 
women in terms of  the cost of  ice, reduction in wastage, and will ensure vending of  better quality fish 
to the public. 

`Charuvam’ vs Box
The department may think about redesigning the shape of  the box in the future  in order to make it user-
friendly to carry  like the traditional charuvam (vessel). If  possible, possibilities may be explored to design 
round shaped boxes with a convenient handle or straps to hold and carry them easily. 
However the fish vending women  may take time to shift from the age old practice of  using cheurvam 
which some people  associate with their good ‘ras’ (Luck). As the new box is given free, some of  them 
consider it ‘value-less’ and therefore in future a nominal charge  could be recovered before giving any 
asset to ensure  that it reaches the really needy beneficiaries, and once they get it, they use it properly.  If  
it is given completely free of  cost, even ineligible beneficiaries with influence will show interest to receive 
it and not use for the intended purpose

2.6. Rural Marketing Executives

2.6.1. The Scheme
Rural Marketing units were planned to provide sufficient support to the production units under TRP and 
to explore alternate livelihood activities including scope for rural marketing to the coastal people to in-
crease their income in order to ensure better quality of  life. The trained beneficiaries will market through 
door to door sales the products of  those micro enterprises established under the Tsunami Rehabilitation 
Programme. 
Through Rural Marketing, the beneficiaries will get employment and decent financial returns in the form 
of  sales commission throughout the year. It also helps the producer SHGs in rural areas to reach out to 
a wider market by marketing their products through RMEs.  It was in this context that the Society for 

Women fish vendors
with ‘charuvam’ at auction centre
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Assistances to Fisherwomen (SAF) decided to implement the project ‘Rural marketing Executives’ with 
consultancy assistance from a suitable agency, which will provide technical assistance and implementation 
support.

Beneficiaries
The beneficiaries of  this project are the women groups from Tsunami-affected coastal area notified by 
the Government of  Kerala. Individuals genuinely interested in rural marketing will be the potential ben-
eficiaries of  this project. A minimum of  four beneficiaries from different households will form an activity 
group under the name ‘Rural Marketing Units’. Thus a minimum of  280 beneficiaries along with their 
families will directly benefit from this project. 
The venture cost of  a Rural Marketing unit of  four member activity Group is ` 1.20 lakhs each, out of  
which 80 % is given as TRP grant, 15 % to be raised by the group in the form of  bank loan and 5 % as 
upfront cash contribution of  the beneficiaries.  

Table No. 2.6.1
Cost & Coverage

 Project Cost (in lakhs) No of  Units  No of  Households
 Allocation  Utilisation  Planned  Established Benefited  

 143.59 114.13 (79.48%) 70 55 (78.57%) 220

2.6.2.	Sample	Profile

Socio-Economic: Twenty female beneficiaries from Alappuzha district were selected as sample for the 
study. In the case of  30 per cent of  the respondents, their houses were partially damaged during tsunami. 
Half  of  them belonged to the age category 36 – 50 years and 30 per cent to the Above 50 years category. 
While 60 per cent amongst them belonged to the OEC category, 20 per cent each belong to the SC and 
OBC categories. Only one-fifth of  them were engaged in traditional fishing activities, and for the rest of  
them this was a new economic activity in their lives. Only 10 per cent suffered from any special disadvan-
tage like prolonged illness of  the spouse.  Education-wise, eighty per cent have only school education.  
Sixty per cent among them did not owned phone connection and all of  them had houses in own land, out 
of  which 80 per cent were single-storied concrete structures. The average number of  members in their 
families was 4.7, out of  which 20 per cent were headed by females. 
Income: In the case of  10 per cent beneficiaries, their income was the sole income of  the family, while 
for the rest it was additional income along with that of  their husbands. As most of  the beneficiaries were 
first time earners, the average monthly income of  the beneficiary families increased by a very impressive 
rate of  35 per cent subsequent to the implementation of  the scheme (Rs 2550 to 3450).  
About TRP: While 40 per cent of  them got to know about the scheme, from government officials, for 
30 per cent the source was the local panchayat, followed by media (20 %) and CBOs (10 %). All of  them 
were of  the opinion that TRP was implemented effectively, and sixty per cent of  them were recipients of  
more than one assistance under TRP.
 
2.6.3. Observations

“At first we were very reluctant to go to a stranger’s house to sell goods. But now we have overcome such mental blocks 
and are ready to do it. But the problem is that we don’t have enough variety of  quality goods to sell, and whatever 
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we earn is not equal to the amount of  time and energy we 
expend on it.”

Pushpamma, Rural Marketing Executive,
Ambalapuzha South 

The SAF officials provided the list of  11 marketing units 
that were functional now,  out of  the 13 units that were 
originally established.
Five units were randomly selected (One each from  Grama 
Panchayat) for the study. Majority of  the units visited  were 
found to be either in a state of  stagnation or were dysfunc-
tional.
Integrated Rural Technology Centre (IRTC) Palakkad is 
rendering the consultancy services for field level support 
and monitoring for this scheme.    
 
1.Pavizham Activity Group, Punnapra North
The marketing unit was launched in July 2009 and is now 
functioning from the house of  one of  the members. From 
the original group of  four members, one member had 
dropped out and only 3 members are active now. The Unit used to function from a rented building and 
the rent was paid from project assistance. In the project proposal itself, the rent for the first 10 months 
was earmarked as subsidy.  Six months back, when the amount received as rent in the project fund got 
exhausted, the rented space was vacated and the balance stock has been shifted to the house of  the group 
leader. 
The evaluation team, during their visit, found only a few bottles of  floor washing lotion that were kept 
there as stock. Only the member who was the owner of  the house was available for interview, as the re-
maining members had gone for work under MNREGP. 
Their bank pass book showed a current balance of  Rs 2111 only. Upon perusing the Minutes Book of  
the group it was found that the group had not maintained the same after September 2009.

2. Rainbow Activity Group, Punnapra South
The team met three members of  this group. This group was also found to be in a condition of  stagnation 
and was now operating from the house of  the group leader. They have moved to this house after vacating 
the room rented for the purpose. The group members seem to be the beneficiaries of  many livelihood 
programmes implemented through the local panchayat. Two or three among the beneficiaries were also 
relatives. 
The little stock of  items that was kept in the house of  the group leader was not in a marketable condition; 
they were either old stock as the group has ceased operations or those with poor quality packaging.  
Whatever commission they earned out of  sales of  goods was shared on the basis of  individual sales 
turnover. The group also reported that they were facing problems in recovering their debts. In addition, 
during months when the turnover was very low, they resorted to the practice of  using withdrawing from 
working capital funds to meet their remuneration. This has further accentuated the capital starvation 
faced by the group. At present, they have laid all their hopes in some kind of  grant assistance from the 
government to make the unit survive. Two among the three active members were now going for shrimp 
peeling work to earn livelihood.  

Pushpamma
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3. Avani Activity Group, Ambalappuzha 
North
The same story continues here too. Though 
this group started off  with great hope, now 
the unit is in the midst of  a struggle for sur-
vival. As their sales turnover was very poor in 
the initial stages, the group was forced to give 
products to the customers on credit which 
they failed to recover promptly and in time. 
This led to accumulation of  debts and resul-
tant working capital crunch. 
At present, all the members are ready to leave 
the activity group if  the loan component and 
other formalities can be settled amicably. As 
per figures in their pass book, out of  their 
bank loan for ` 18000, only `3600  has been 
repaid so far . 
    

4. Sree Lakshmy Activity Group, Ambalappuzha South
The opportunities opened up by the MNREG progamme has taken its toll on the functioning of  this 
group also. In other words, when the income from this rural marketing activity became unattractive 
compared to the time and effort involved in it, members of  the group slowly started to drift towards em-
ployment under MNREGP. The accountant provided by SAF had maintained the accounts of  the Unit 
for some time, but had not trained the group members to continue the exercise by maintaining registers 
and primary books of  accounts. As the commission they earned from the sales of  the products was not 
enough to meet their minimum needs, they had to withdraw a part of  their monthly remuneration from 
the working capital fund.  
 
5. Snehatheeram Activity Group, Karoor
In this activity group, which is still actively functioning, all the members are participating in the group. 
Though many of  them in this group also go for other better-paid jobs, they have managed to combine it 
with marketing activity of  the group.
Unlike others, they have also managed to maintain the room rented for this purpose, which is by the side 
of  the national highway. Majority of  the members in the group are confident that they can continue this 
as a dependable livelihood activity, if  the product range is diversified with more attractive items. 

Table No. 2.6.2
Opinion of  the respondents regarding the adequacy of  the working capital 

  Adequate  Inadequate  Total 

 No. of  Respondents  14 6 20
 Percentage  70 30 100

The beneficiaries feel that the working capital available with them was inadequate as they face capital 
starvation in the event of  credit sales which is unavoidable in this kind of  business. As there are four 

Snehatheeram Rural Marketing Unit, Karoor, 
Ambalappuzha
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members in the group, the commission they earn is not enough to give a decent returns to all.  

Table No. 2.6.3
Income received during last month

  Nil Up to `250 `251-500 `501-750 `751-1000  `1001-1250 Total
  No. of  Respondents  6 4 0 4 4 2 20
 Percentage  30 20 0 20 20 10 100

The table clearly shows that the earning capacity of  the groups are very limited. Thirty per cent of  the 
members have received no returns during the last month, and only 10 per cent among them have even 
managed to earn at least as much as ` 1250.

General observations
4All the respondents have attended five days training programme on marketing.
4 95% of  them opined the training as useful while the rest of  them felt it was not up to their expecta-
tions to equip them to manage the enterprises on their own. 
450% of  the respondents are engaged in other wage earning employments  along with this job.    
44 out of  the 5 groups have availed bank loans for mobilizing the counterpart contribution along with 
their 5% upfront cash contribution. Members of  the remaining groups have mobilized the entire amount 
from their savings or from SHG thrift  

Common facility centers
The common facility centers are established at Alappad and Njarakkal.  These centers are collecting 
products from the marketing units and supply them to the Rural Marketing Units. In practice they are 
collecting only the products of  handmade toiletry units.   Many of  the products seen in the common 
facility center at Alappad were not in a marketable condition. The products stocked at these units do not 
show any signs of  regular business happening there. One room in the common resource center that was 
established under the Tsunami Emergency Assistance Project has been allotted by the grama panchayat 
for their use.  Two goods carrier vehicles are also procured for these centers. 
As the sales in the marketing units   are very low and much below the capacity of  the facilities and vehicles 
available, the assets of  the common facility centre which were established  at a cost of  ` 20.27 Lakhs, is 
grossly underutilized.  At present, the common facility centre is managed with the assistance of  the mis-
sion coordinators and the consultant NGO. 

2.6.4. Analysis and Suggestions 

High Costs Low Yields
Even though the scheme ‘Rural Marketing Executive’ was aptly named and very much relevant, the proj-
ect is poorly conceived and the support system put in place do not work effectively at any level.  As a 
result, the income generated from the intervention is also not significant. Out of  the total project cost 
of  ` 114 Lakhs, project management cost itself  accounts for 24 per cent, in addition to other costs like 
training and publicity. This amount is on the high side, especially for a project that proposes to facilitate  
door-to-door sales by women. The money should have been spent in a more effective and need-based 
manner and targeted to create sustainable support systems and capacity building.  
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Seduced by Subsidy?
The selection of  beneficiaries for 
the scheme was done by the Grama 
Panchayat and they  seem to have 
canvassed by over-emphasizing the 
subsidy component. Many of  the se-
lected beneficiaries were applicants 
of  other livelihood projects also, and 
seem to have been accommodated in 
this scheme to fulfill targets in terms 
of  number of  beneficiaries. The se-
lection was made without consider-
ing their interests, aptitude and ca-
pability to engage in door to door 
sales and marketing work. Many of  
the selected beneficiaries were in the 
age group of  ‘Above 50 years’, and the motivation programmes of  the support organisation didn’t create 
much result due to the inability of  these beneficiaries to walk for a long time with the heavy baggage of  
products.    

Weak Linkages
This focus of  this scheme was more on giving support to the handmade toiletry production units in order 
to prevent their imminent collapse than on providing a steady and sustainable livelihood to the targeted 
beneficiaries. In these circumstances the beneficiaries were tied down to the available goods and had 
little freedom to expand the product range or to include items which are more profitable and had higher 
demand. 

Subsistence	Earning	vs	Profit	sharing
Even though 20% was the commission they received from the sales of  the products, when the sales was 
low, they added 15% to the monthly remuneration from the working capital. This was done with the 
consent of  the support consultant and the mission coordinators who were under pressure to see that the 
units survive at least until the end of  the tenure of  the project. 

Handholding
The two field level support mechanisms were put in place for this sub project: the mission coordinators 
of  the implementing agency (Cost: Rs 20 lakhs) and IRTC (Rs. 3.5 lakhs). While comparing these two, 
one feels that the services of  IRTC had a wider reach and presence among the groups than that of  the 
coordinators. Considering the fact that near about 20% of  the project cost was allocated towards salary 
to mission coordinators, the organization should have taken initiatives to train and facilitate the coordi-
nators to serve as handholders in the scheme. This is all the more sad as the coordinators are qualified 
persons who can deliver if  properly motivated and trained. The implementing agency should look at this 
weak link between the beneficiary groups and the Department more closely and take corrective steps at 
the earliest. Otherwise, the fate of  the activity groups is heading towards a very predictable end.   

Internal Linkages
There are many units like Thanima Pickles established under TEAP, which produce premium quality 

RME Common Facility Centre, Alappad
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products. But these units are not linked with the 
RME units as they were not ready to give 20% 
commission. In this context the implementing 
and supporting authorities took little pain to 
create such linkage by convincing them to uti-
lize the idle capacity of  such production units 
for supply of  their products to the RME units 
in bulk quantities. In other words, the consul-
tants were not able to extend the linkage be-
yond those handmade toiletry units that were 
established with their support and supervision 
to other Theeramaithri units too. 
Even though the common facility center was 
envisaged as an apex body of  the rural market-
ing units, in practice it is managed by the mis-
sion coordinators. The unit lacks a well defined 
business plan. The future of  the common fac-
itlity centres is uncertain after the tenure of  the 
project.   

Product Range
The drop out of  the beneficiaries can’t be ful-
ly avoided, especially in the context where the 
MNREGP provides secure and regular wages. 

The units can be revived with the remaining beneficiaries who are interested in this profession if  their 
health condition permits them to engage in door to door sale. For the revival of  the units the product 
range should be expanded. All the products now marketed by the units are bulky as they are mostly in the 
form of  liquid or powder. The apparel items are easy to carry and are light weight, so it may be considered 
to be included along with the presently marketed handmade toiletries. 

Accounting Culture
Among the units, the Team found that there is no practice of  keeping proper books of  accounts. Most 
often one person takes the lead and is running the show almost on her own. Her financial and time 
investment being more than the others, it is she who literally manages the whole unit in terms of  work 
arrangement, financial transactions, profit sharing etc. This practice, though effective as a contingent 
measure, is not workable in the long run. In order to enhance efficiency and transparency, and in the 
interests of  long term sustainability of  the unit, keeping of  accounts and Minute Books should be made 
mandatory. The members should also be given adequate training in this regard.

2.7.	Working	Capital	Support	to	the	Beneficiary	Groups	
Super Markets, Dry fish Complex & Cluster Production Centres

2.7.1. The Project 
This sub project envisaged for providing essential working capital assistance to the selected and freshly 
inducted women beneficiary groups of  the Dry Fish Complex at Sakthikulangara , Cluster Production 
Centre at Alappad, Cluster Production Centre at Arattupuzha, and Cluster Production Centre – Mara-

SAAF Products at RME Unit
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rikulam. The project also  intended to provide additional Working Capital support to the fifteen Theer-
amythri Super Markets for  their revival.   
Details of  the Common Production centers is given below 

Table No. 2.7.1.
No  Common Production Centre Activity SHGs Beneficiaries 
 1  Dry Fish Complex- Production of  Value
  Shakthikulangara added dried fish 15 150
 2  Cluster Production Centre -  Production of  Value added 
  Alappad Coconut Oil and Garments. 10 80
 3  Cluster Production Centre -  Production of  Value added 
  Arattupuzha fish and coir based products 10 80
 4  Cluster Production Centre -  Production of  Value added 
  Mararikulam fish based products. 10 80

                                                           TOTAL  45 390

Under specific projects  implemented by TEAP and TRP only the physical infrastructure of  the above 
centers has been completed. The equipping of  these centers with  necessary equipments, machinery and 
accessories for processing and production is under progress using the funds earmarked under TRP.
As an alternate livelihood support to coastal women, Fisheries Department has established 15 ‘Theer-
amythri Supermarkets’ in the state under TEAP with the technical support of  Supplyco. The beneficiaries 
of  the project are activity groups consisting of  20 women from the Tsunami affected coastal areas of  
the state.
All of  the 15 Theeramythri Supermarkets are facing operational bottle necks mainly due to the lack of  
working capital which is affecting the sustainability of  these establishments. The present project is envis-
aged for providing additional working capital assistance to the beneficiary groups of  all the 15 Theer-
amythri Super Markets to ensure the sustainability of  these establishments.

Table No. 2.7.2
Outlay and Coverage

                               Project Cost (in lakhs)                            No of  SHGs covered  
 Allocation  Utilisation  Planned  Achieved 

 16.50 9.50 (58 %) 60 15 (25%)

Beneficiaries	
The women user groups of  the cluster production centers established under the TEAP and TRP will be 
the beneficiaries of  the scheme. In addition, the activity groups of  the 15 super markets established under 
TEAP will also be provided with additional working capital assistance to overcome capital starvation.    
Project Period: The project was planned to be completed by 2010

2.7.2.	Sample	Profile

Socio-economic: Survey was conducted among 20 sample female respondents from the three super 
markets. Though all of  them belonged to coastal areas, their houses were not affected by tsunami. The 
beneficiary women belonged to the younger age groups of  20 – 35 years (60 %) and 36 – 50 (40 %) 
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and two among them (10 per cent) were widows, who headed their families. All of  them came from the 
OEC category, and occupationally only 10 per cent of  them were earlier engaged in fishing allied activi-
ties. Education-wise also they belonged to the better-off  categories, with 25 per cent graduates, 5 per 
cent  post-graduates. 90 per cent of  them had phones, and had land of  their own. Fifty per cent of  them 
lives in single-storied tiled houses, twenty per cent  in double storied tiled houses and the rest in concrete 
houses. All of  them come from relatively small families with an average size of  4. 
Income: Except for the female headed households among them (10 %), for the rest of  the families, the 
income of  the beneficiaries constitutes only an additional income. As all the beneficiaries were fresh to 
the field of  economic activity of  any kind, the income from the venture was the first in their lives. Now, 
they have an average monthly income of  Rs 2500 which was nil prior to the project. 
About TRP: They came to know of  the project from various sources like Panchayat (40 %), neighbours, 
government officials and media (20 % each). For all of  them, this was the only benefit under TRP and 90 
per cent among them opined that TRP was implemented effectively.

2.7.3. Observations
“We are confident that we will survive. We knew nothing about business when we started this, now we know how 
to do business. As freshers we didn’t know how to tackle the suppliers or  the officials in Supplyco, and to treat the 
customers. Now we have enough experience in all this. Customers also like our approach towards them. But our only 
concern now is whether we will get continued supply of  subsidy items so that we will be able to retain and expand 
our present customer base..” 

Babitha. V.K, Theeramythry Supermarket, Koyilandy 

1. Additional Assistance to Supermarkets
The supermarkets established in Kozhikode and Alappuzha districts were subjected for a sample study 
under this sub projects. Two Supermarkets in Kozhikode district and one in Alappuzha district were 
visited. 

Group leader Babitha
with members,

Theeramaytri Super Market, 
Koyilandi
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Kairali Theeramythri Super 
Market, Vellayil, Kozhikode 
District
In the beginning, there were 20 
beneficiary-members  in this 
activity group as owner-cum-
workers. Later, eight of  them 
dropped out, and at present only 
12 beneficiaries are working in 
this unit. They are positioned in 
the cash counter, sales, packing, 
, and delivery sections. One 
among them, a graduate in 
commerce, is  playing the role 
as the accountant.
Out of  the total 20 women 
selected for this unit, 14  hail 
from fishermen families. The 
remaining 6 members were included  in place of  the beneficiaries who were not interested to join the 
group after the beneficiary selection was completed.  
The total initial project cost was Rs 19.35 lakhs out of  which Rs 15.44 lakhs was in the form of  grant 
assistance from TEAP, and 2 lakhs was mobilized through bank loan. The remaining was mobilized as 
beneficiary contribution. They have been repaying the bank loan as per schedule. 
Teething Troubles
In the initial stages, due to the disadvantage of  location, the supermarket struggled to exist  as their 
business turnover was very poor. The group members decided on their own, that their salary should 
not exceed the net profit generated  by the unit. The group members in the initial stages worked in the 
unit for a nominal salary. Supplyco was appointed as the technical consultant to assist the group for 
establishing and operationalising the supermarket. Some items purchased in bulk and under the guidance 
of  the supplyco had to be sold off  at very low prices  as thee suppliers of  these items refused to take 
back these items even when they returned it before expiry date as is the normal practice in the sector. 
This led to a considerable amount of  loss  which plunged them into a working capital  inadequacy. Still 
the group managed to survive and went on with the purchase of  necessary items  resorting to sources 
like gold loan.
The Boon of  Subsidy  Items  
The government decided to distribute some selected Supplyco subsidy items through the supermarkets, 
in order to make their units viable and also attractive to the consumers. But the Unit faced  shortage of  
funds to take that delivery from Supplyco . It was at this juncture that they received a working capital 
assistance of  ` 50000 which helped them to a great extent to revive the unit.  The introduction of  subsidy 
items also helped to attract customers to the shop, and along with that, the sale of  non subsidy items also 
increased.  Now due to their increasing rapport with the suppliers and experience in the field, the risk of  
loss  resulting from damaged products has also been mitigated as  almost all the suppliers take back  such 
items.
Super Markets and SAAF Products
The Team found that the products of  SAF like handmade toiletries and of  other Theeramaythri units 
were not given any prominence in display in the supermarket. When queried about this, the members 

Beneficiary Group, Kairali Theeramaytri Super Market, 
Vellayil,  Kozhikode
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responded that these items were not fast-moving and had very short shelf  life. Nor were they attractively 
packaged to catch the eyes of  the consumers. But after prolonged discussion with them about the need 
to promote products from their sister institutions, they informed us that they were not sensitized about 
the need to do so. Actually, the very rationale of  establishing the supermarkets were to promote such 
products! Finally, they were convinced about the need to do so and agreed to display and promote such 
items with more commitment and vigour.

Interaction with Supplyco
Another problem they faced was with the procedures relating to the purchases from Supplyco. For this, 
they had to send their intent in advance, get it sanctioned through the Fisheries Department, and procure 
the same within the specified time from the Supplyco godown. Often, the officials in Supplyco and 
Department were not very keen on helping them to complete these procedures in a hassle-free manner 
and instead make them run up and down to complete. If  a project like this is to survive and flourish, it is 
imperative that government officials take a very proactive role in the whole affair. This points out to the 
need for interactive sessions which involve all the stakeholders at least once in three months. 
No Proper Books of  Accounts
The maintenance of  books of  accounts were found to be done in a haphazard manner. Though they do 
maintain a computerized system of  billing and accounting software provided by Supplyco, it does not 
function properly and is unable to generate reports on stock or profit/loss etc in a customized manner.
Though an accountant from the Project helped them maintain accounts in the initial phase, he did not 
train or equip them to continue the same after he left. 
Table No. 2.7.3
Average Monthly Turnover Before and After Introduction of  Subsidy Items

 No Description  Amount 
 1 Average monthly turn over before the introduction of  subsidy items  ` 1.5 Lakhs 
 2 Average monthly turn over after  the introduction of  subsidy items  ` 5.5 Lakhs 
 3 Average sale of  subsidy items in a month  ` 0.90 Lakhs 
 

Sulabham Theeramythri Super Market, Koyilandy
Originally, there were 20 members in this activity group, from which, 8 of  them have dropped out. The 
evaluation team met 11 members who are still active in the group and two members who are drop outs. 
One of  the beneficiaries (who dropped out) is not attending the unit as she has shifted her house to a 
distant place, and another one as she has 
to take care of  a new born baby after de-
livery. 
The group members present there and 
working as the sales attenders were  found 
to have good rapport with the customers. 
They were even helping the customers to 
carry the luggage to the vehicle  parked 
outside on the road. Like all other Theer-
amythri supermarkets, in the initial stages, 
they also faced problems due to poor 
business turnover, loss from non-moving 

Sulabham Theeramythri Super Market, Koyilandy
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items, capital starvation etc.. They worked in the unit for a nominal salary for more than one year. Now 
they have learned a lot from their experience and are confident enough to manage this unit on their own. 
They have expanded their customer base with the opportunity opened through the subsidy items intro-
duced by the government through Supplyco.  Unlike the Vellayil Unit, they also seemed to have good 
relations with the Supplyco officials, and faced no difficulties in getting their supplies according to their 
needs and in time.

Table No. 2.7.4
Average Monthly Turnover Before and After Introduction of  Subsidy Items

 No Description  Amount 
 1 Average monthly turn over before the introduction of  subsidy items  ` 2 Lakhs 
 2 Average monthly turn over after  the introduction of  subsidy items  ` 7 Lakhs 
 3 Average sale of  subsidy items in a month  ` 1.25 lakhs 

Members of  the both the units were not much aware of  the cause of  helping producer SHGs and after 
the interaction they expressed their willingness to promote all possible help to the production units on 
the following conditions:
4The supply of  products should be in time and in required quantities
4Products should be of  good quality 
4Packaging of  the products should be proper and should not be damged (Earlier SAF hand made toi-

letries were supplied with damaged packing) 
4The production group should not market the same products on lower rates in their area 
 
The software and billing system provided by supplyco is much useful for them to keep track of  stock 
position. But they are not able to prepare the annual Profit and Loss Account or Balance Sheet with it. 
At present they are roughly assessing the profit and loss  using their own calculations. The group leaders 
of  both the supermarkets expressed their strong desire to undergo a training in accounting and categori-
cally pointed out the urgent need for it, especially in the coming years. For this, they are willing to attend 
residential training anywhere in Kerala, and have requested for a need based training in accounting at the 
earliest.     
All the beneficiaries opined the additional working capital assistance was received in time and it helped 
them to revive the unit.  
They further opined that the assistance was almost adequate as they were able to mobilize the remaining 
amount though short term gold loans. All the members were aware of  the limitation of  the government 
to route more grant assistance to them. 
What distinguishes this group is that it has tried several methods to improve its visibility through public-
ity and advertisement in media. For instance, it has distributed notices about the super market through 
newspapers, and have also done a video advertisement which was telecast through local cable television.
Another positive factor is the involvement and help of  their husbands in their work, which has given 
them support and confidence to sustain. Moreover, it also contributed to creating a more conducive at-
mosphere at home, as they too are now earning members in the family along with their husbands.

Theeramythri Supermarket, Pullukulangara, Alappuzha
Out of  the twenty members, only three of  them are presently working in the unit. Earlier, the units was 
functioning in a spacious building, which has now been shifted to a smaller premises. Unlike the other 
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super markets, the business here was not very brisk, and the morale of  the members was also not very 
high. 
Like all other Theeramythri supermarkets, this Unit too have lost a huge amount due to damage of  prod-
ucts with low demand being dumped  there initially under the poor technical support and supervision of  
the consultancy agency and mission coordinators. 
In the initial stages, all the twenty members used to take `100 as wages without considering the profit and 
loss of  the unit. This continued for sometime as there was no proper accounting system in this establish-
ment to assess profit and loss. The working capital provided under TEAP started exhausting and finally  
ending up in capital starvation. 
They have received an amount of  ̀ 50000 as additional working capital and have started functioning again 
with the introduction of  subsidy items. But presently this Unit is not functioning as a proper super mar-
ket – both in terms of  space and the variety of  items on sale - but a small grocery shop.     

Working	capital	assistance	 to	 the	activity	Groups	of 	Cluster	production	centers	and	Dry	fish	
Complex 
Dry Fish Complex, Sakthikulangara:  Sixteen activity groups were formed from among the potential ben-
eficiaries of  the dry fish complex. But majority among them are passive and are not associating with the 
industrial unit which started functioning from July 2010. Only  members of  three groups are utilizing the 
services of  the dry fish complex.
But the working capital assistance released is still left unutilized and lying in the joint account of  the 
managing committee of  the dry fish complex. The absence of  a conceptual and procedural clarity among 
the officials regarding the functioning of  the activity groups and the financial operations seem to the 
hindrance for the execution of  the scheme.
Cluster Production Centre, Arattupuzha, Alappad and Mararikkulam:  As per the project plan 30 SHGs 
were proposed to be organized under the three cluster production centers.  These cluster production 
centres have not yet started functioning. The fund allocated under the present project for working capital 
assistance to the beneficiary groups of  these CPCs also are parked at the bank account of  the implement-
ing agencies. The evaluation team is under the impression that the authorities have given up this idea, 
even though not officially communicated upward.     

2.7.4. Analysis and suggestion 
Additional Working Capital Assitance to Super Markets
The group members of  the supermarkets in West hill and Koyilandy had a sense of  ownership and are 
committed themselves to the venture. They have learned a lot of  lessons from three years of  their ex-
perience in it and are now capable enough to manage the business on their own. The activity group of  
Koyilandy supermarket has a very effective functional leadership. Very much conscious of   customer 
satisfaction, they have experimented with many techniques to attract customers and  in providing better 
service to them.
For them, the additional working capital support  came in the right time.  This intervention along with 
the introduction of  subsidy items from Supplyco has given the beneficiaries an opportunity to put into 
practice the lessons they learned. They have worked on a nominal salary/no salary for a long time. 
At present this supermarkets are not functioning as a marketing outlets for the products of  the micro 
enterprises established under Tsunami rehabilitation Programme. But these supermarkets have enough 
potential to serve the purpose if  proper linkages are developed on business terms. 
The authorities should take immediate steps to capacitate the groups for accounting and finance manage-
ment. Without such a capacity building initiative, they will not be able to run this unit for a long time.     
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It is quiet surprising that Theeramythry support service team formed under the sustainability plan did not 
address their capacity building needs in accounting. The support service team at the district level had an 
accounting expert, and this person failed to address the specific needs of  the group  to train them in the 
preparation of  a profit and loss account from the available books of  accounts in the units. 
The subsidy items are supplied by strictly following the guidance given by the department and transac-
tions are transparent.  
At present, the subsidy items contribute around 15 to 20% of  the turn over of  the supermarkets .  But 
the major portion of  the business  is from the sales of  non subsidy items to the customers who visit the 
supermarket  to purchase the subsidy items. The presence of  subsidy items thus act as an attraction to 
bring in and retain customers. 
The supermarket in vellayil  is facing problems in  adhering to the complicated procedural requirements 
to procure goods from Supplyco through fisheries department. The Department officials amidst their 
multiple duties are not able to assist them in completing the procedures in time.     

Working	capital	assistance	to	the	SHGs	of 	Dry	fish	complex
“We can keep this product for more than six months as the inner and outer layers are uniformly dried, earlier our 
dry fish used to get decayed in fifteen days time. Given the facilities here, and if  our financial condition permits, we 
can now process in large quantities especially when fish is available at  cheap rates, which we can sell  during off  
seasons at higher rates..”

Reetha, Beneficiary Dry fish complex, Sakthikulangara

This is a scheme conceived by the planners in an integrated  manner, and could have created goal-oriented 
impact, if  the implementing officers 
had also thought and acted in  line 
with the planners.   
The scheme benefits have not yet 
reached the hands of  the benefi-
ciaries, even at the fag end of  the 
extended period for project imple-
mentation. As per the scheme, the 
amount was planned to be given to 
the beneficiaries as grant assistance 
for working capital for beneficiary 
groups of  dry fish units. But an 
amount of  `3 lakhs was released to 
the dry fish complex with a direc-
tion to utilize it as a revolving fund 
for the beneficiaries. There is a  mis-
match between the project concept 
and what is being implemented in 
the field. Any how both the interventions are supposed to cater to the needs of  poor women engaged 
in fish drying. They are in dire need of  working capital support as the dry fish complex has opened an 
opportunity for them to increase their business volume. Now they can produce at higher quantity and 
quality as there is a great demand for the dry fish produced at the complex. In addition they can process 
larger quantities of  fish in seasons when fish is available aplenty at  low costs. Moreover, the fish dried 
here can be stocked for a longer period without decay.   

Reetha packing dry fish at the Complex
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Even though the project period is almost over, the department officials are still waiting for the guidelines 
for distribution of  this assistance . Moreover the formation of  the activity groups of  women has not yet 
materialized. The project implementing authorities have to  initiate some community organizational ef-
forts to consolidate those poor women who are engaged in fish drying,  working or living in the vicinity 
of  the dry fish complex. 
The evaluation team feels  that this fund should be utilized for its purpose. In case it is returned unutilized 
to the PMU,  it will jeopardize the scheme objectives of  the dry fish complex that was established at a cost 
of  `63 lakhs. Such an action may also alienate the poor fisherwomen from effectively using the complex, 
which, in turn may eventually benefit only the large scale producers.   

Working Capital Assistance to the SHGs of  Cluster Production Centers
Formation of  SHGs of  the user groups and providing working capital assistance to these SHGs as envis-
aged in the present proposal was a meaningful step for operationalising the cluster production centres 
which were constructed with huge investment. But once again the implementing agency has not taken the 
pains to implement this sub project.
    
2.8. Equipping Cluster Production Centre Arattupuzha

2.8.1. The Scheme
The cluster production centers (CPC) were constructed to facilitate  and provide basic amenities for the 
production units of  various  micro enterprises owned by different  activity groups under Theeramaitri.  
A cluster approach with common  facilities will ensure quality as well as standardization of  the products, 
and facilitate the application of  common production protocol, quality control and collective marketing  
under a common brand name. 
The present proposal is envisaged to fully equip the Cluster Production Centers constructed under TEAP 
so as to enable the beneficiary groups to  produce value added products with the help of  standard and 
state-of-the-art technology, equipments and accessories. This will generate alternative livelihood for the 
target groups by adopting appropriate technologies.   to increase their income  and ensure better quality 
of  life 

Table No. 2.8.1
Project Cost
                               Project Cost (in lakhs)  Output  

 Allocation  Utilisation (No of  units)  

 32.25 32.25* 1 

 *Though PIU Reported utilisation as ` 32.25 the documents in the Grama panchayt shows only `19.26

Project Period: The project was planned to be implemented in the year 2010. 
Beneficiaries:	The local fisherwomen who were engaged in fish drying using conventional methods 
as well as new members interested in taking up fish drying activity will be benefited by this sub project. 
Technology infusion in the area of  conventional livelihood practices will improve the quality of  the prod-
uct in many fold and increase level of  income and quality of  life of  the beneficiaries.
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2.8.2. Observations 

Status
The cluster production centre was inaugurated on 12th August 2010. Machineries for a fish drying unit 
have been installed in the  building  at a cost of  `20 Lakhs. This unit can be operated  with multiple en-
ergy sources like solar, firewood and electricity.   The capacity of  the unit is 250 Kg per batch and can be 
operated at least in two shifts. 
For operating the unit, two local youth  were given technical training . The trained youth are well versed 
in the operations of  the unit 

Absence of  ownership
The grama panchayat president and the local member informed that they are not able to make the unit 
functional due to the objection raised by the nearby temple committee. According to them, the temple 
committee has reservations about a fish processing unit coming up next to temple premises. But during 
the visit of  the Team,  it was found that the temple is not adjacent to the production centre, but on the 
opposite side of  the road. Moreover the waste water drainage of  the unit is directed towards the opposite 
side, and the productions processes do not produce any stench or air pollution.     

2.8.3. Analysis and Suggestions 

The foggy way ahead 
The grama panchayat authorities, both the officials and the people’s representatives do not have a clear-
cut action plan for operationalising the unit. The design of  the building shows that it is planned as a fish 
processing unit. They have already installed the dryer for this purpose.  So, ideally it can be used as a 
fish drying unit that can cater to the opportunities opened by the newly established fish landing centre 
at Valiyazhekkal.   There is a separate space in this unit for cleaning of  the raw fish and packing of  the 
products in addition to the drying area. In the project proposal for providing working capital assistance 
to the beneficiaries groups of  the cluster production centers shows that there is plan to start a coir based 
unit also in this CPC.   It will be difficult to find out a space in this CFC for any other enterprise like coir 
based products as stated in the proposal. The working capital assistance earmarked for the activity groups 
of  CPC remains unutilized. The Grama Panchayat has no idea about forming the activity group and the 
department has not yet initiated any move in this regard.   

Need for Convergence
At present, there are 37  Theeramythri Activity Groups in the panchayat. In order to make the Drying 
Unit viable,  new beneficiary groups from the local areas  have to be recruited from among the women 
interested to engage in fish dying activities.  The fisheries department and the grama panchayat should 
take immediate steps to select and form such beneficiary groups to make the unit functional and viable in 
a planned manner.  It should be noted that, there is already an approved sub project for providing work-
ing capital assistance to the activity groups of  CPCs including the present one. 

Strength and opportunities
The beneficiary groups hardly require any support for  raw material purchase as the fish landing centre 
is almost  nearing completion and is located near the CPC. But the local Panchayat may  need to initiate 
some community organizational efforts to form activity groups of  the interested and needy beneficiaries 
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and make them functional for collective procurement. The premium quality of  the product from  this 
type of  dryers will help to establish marketing linkages with minimum efforts  and at better prices. (Con-
jecture on the basis of  the learning from the similar unit at Sakthikulangara under TRP)     

The puzzle
The unexpected objection from the temple committee seems to have thrown a spanner into the works. 
During the discussions with the officials and peoples’ representatives, the Team had a feeling that none 
of  them had any concrete plan to address the issue.  There is an urgent need to create a consensus among 
the various stakeholders including the beneficiaries, department officials, panchayat representatives and 
the temple committee to arrive at a positive decision. Any delay in arriving at such a consensus will only 
lead to huge wastage of  public resources and also loss of  credibility of  the Departrment, Local Self  
Government and the Rehabilitation Project. 
The most crucial point that seems to have escaped the notice of  the officials and representatives is the 
fact that the land for the Unit actually belonged to the temple and was donated by them! There is also a 
plaque in front of  the Unit proclaiming this fact! Obviously, some unforeseen confusion has occurred 
after the project was commissioned, which need to be sorted out with open mind and with larger public 
good in view.

2.9. Dry Fish Complex Sakthikulangara

2.9.1. The Scheme 
The most prevalent method of  drying 
fish practiced in the state  is drying it 
in sun light in open areas like fish land-
ing areas, yards of  houses, road sides, 
etc. As fish is left to dry in the open 
area and is often unattended, it hap-
pens in unhygienic conditions and  is 
vulnerable to weather conditions; all 
these  adversely affects the quality of  
the final product also. Usually the raw 
material used is also of  inferior qual-
ity since mostly spoiled and unsaleable 
fish are used for drying. As a result of  
all this, the dry fish products  can cater 
only to low end markets and fetch only very low prices.
This sub project basically aimed at providing a common facility centre for producing good quality value-
added dried fish products under  one roof. The Sub Project envisages construction of  a state-of-art fish 
drying complex with provision for driers to  enable the fisher women of  the Shakthikulangara Division 
of  Kollam Corporation and nearby areas to pre-process, process and produce good quality, value added 
dried fish products throughout the year.
The project is implemented by Department of  Fisheries. For the implementation of  the project, one 
Qualified Sea Food Processing Technologist having good experience was planned to be engaged for one 
year. He/she has to supervise the quality standard specifications prescribed for the processing plant dur-
ing construction phase.
Beneficiaries:	 The project is intended to be beneficial to the individual fishermen, fisherwomen and 

FGD, Dry Fish Complex, Sakthikulangara
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the SHGs of  the coastal communities. The fisherwomen groups now practicing fish drying in traditional 
ways, or new activity groups formed for such purposes will get the benefit  of  this project.
  
Financial Outlay
Table No. 2.9.1
                 Project Cost (in lakhs)  Output

  Original Allocation Utilisation  (No of  units)

 50 59.41 (118.82 %) 1

Project Period: The sub project was planned to be implemented in the year 2008-2009.  

2.9.2. Observations 
A building has been constructed adjacent to the Matsya Bhavan office in Sakthikulangara for the dry fish 
complex. It has an all purpose design with separate work areas for cleaning of   raw fish, drying, sorting, 
storing, packing etc. A dryer  that can be operated with three energy sources viz.  solar, logwood, and 
electricity  has been installed in the complex. At present, due to cost considerations, energy other than 
solar is very rarely used in the unit. The unit has a capacity for drying 500 Kg  raw fish in a single lot. On 
an average, it will take 3-4 hours depending on the intensity of  the sun light. Any how the unit can handle 
upto 1500 Kgs capacity in a day utilizing the solar energy itself  by taking it in three lots  during day time. 
But the capacity of  the unit in terms of   weight will vary (200-250 Kg) when  certain low weight fish 
varieties  like prawns are dried. 
The department has deployed a technical assistant on a  work arrangement basis as the manager of  the 
dry fish complex. For operating the drying unit, one person has been trained as part of  the project and is 
appointed  on daily wages basis. 
There is a managing committee, constituted with the Deputy Director of  fisheries as the chairman and 
the Manager of  the dry fish complex  as the convener. One representative from the pollution control 
board and three beneficiary representatives also are members of  the committee.   The committee met 
four times since its inception and minutes of  the meeting proceedings are properly kept. 
At present 10 -15 individuals are using the facility of  the unit depending on the availability of  the fish 
from the nearby landing centre. Majority of  them are women. Individual dry fish producers and traders 
are also using the service of  the unit. Anyhow the manager and the technicians are managing the unit 
efficiently by allocating and sequencing the available capacity  to all the user groups in an  mutually agree-
able manner. 

Table No. 2.9.2
Quantity	of 	Fish	dried	by	the	beneficiaries

 No Month  Quantity (Kgs) 
 1 April 2011 1500
 2 May 2011 838
 3 June  2011 2227
 4 July 2011 2026
 5 Aug  2011 3149
 6 Sept 2011 1622
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Apart from providing such services to the beneficiaries, the unit is also processing  fish of  its own  which 
is put up for sale through the marketing linkages established with a super market chain in the district.   

The unit is now operating much below to its capacity, it is engaging only one batch in a day. As a result, 
two-thirds of  the day time capacity (with solar energy) of  the establishment with its present staffing is 
left unutilized.  
It was proposed to organize 15 activity groups of  the fisher women as the user group of  this unit. But at 
present only 3 activity groups are formed and even all of  them are not using the services of  the establish-
ment. Most probably they need working capital assistance to procure, process, store and package fish. 
The three lakhs rupees which could be used for this purpose and has been released as revolving fund for 
the activity groups is still kept in the joint account of  the managing committee, as the guideline for its 
utilization is yet to be received. 

2.9.3. Analysis and Suggestions 
“Look at this dry fish processed here. See how neat and colourful it looks. Without a doubt, anyone would prefer this 
product, and most willingly pay a better price for it” Said Reetha, one  of  the users of  the dry fish complex at 
Sakthikulangara. “We can keep this product for more than six months as the inner and outer layers are uniformly dried, 
earlier our dry fish used to  get decayed  in fifteen days  time. Given the facilities here, and if  our financial condition permits, 
now we can process in large quantities especially when fish is available at  cheap rates, which we can sell  during off  seasons 
at higher rates..” 
The potential benefits of  this project for the marginalized women engaged in dry fish processing and 
marketing cannot be expressed with  more clarity than Reetha.    

Well Conceived
The project is  well conceived and can be of  immense use and benefit to the fishing community . Most 
importantly, the establishment is operating with a minimum number of  staff, at very low energy cost and  
resorts to the diligent use of  multiple energy  sources during contingencies.    

Premium Quality
The dry fish products of  the unit are undoubtedly of  premium quality and have immense scope for wider 
marketing.  If  well organized and managed, it will also open better economic opportunities to the target 
population. One step in this direction has already been initiated by Fisheries Department with the estab-
lishment of  Nalapakam a unit for producing value added fish products  which will process and package 
the products of  the dry fish unit under respective brand names and provide marketing help to the activity 
groups .   

Under Utilisation of  Capacity
But at present, the capacity and potential of  the unit are only partially utilized. As observed earlier, more 
than two-thirds of  the daytime capacity with solar energy itself  is left unutilized. The unit can be made 
more profitable by enhancing its capacity utilization  which can be done by using the present staff  and 
without increase in manpower or overhead costs. . Of  course the technician engaged on daily wages now 
will have to be paid for his overtime service. 

Focus on Marginalised
The authorities should further take precautionary measures to give priority to the target population and 
avoid the  temptation to cater to the needs and demands of  large scale individual producers, for whom 
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the facilities offered here and the cost factor are very much favourable. As of  now, private dry fish pro-
ducers and traders are accommodated as there is enough idle capacity and with a view to make the unit 
more viable, as the demand from the women groups are at a very low level.  But if  the Unit depends too 
much on private clients, in the long run, their presence there could alienate the small size activity groups 
run by fisher women. 

Need for Community Mobilisation
The project implementing authorities have   not taken much effort for demand generation among the 
target population through sensitization and community organisation explicitly for this scheme. Apart 
from a few activity groups already using the facilities, new groups have not joined, nor have there been 
any conscious drive on the part of  the Department to bring in more units/groups to use the facilities at 
the Unit.
 
Flush	with	Funds,	but	not	for	Beneficiaries
Separate scheme was planned under TRP to provide working capital assistance to the beneficiary groups 
of  the common facility centers including the dry fish complex. This scheme is not yet executed in case of  
the dry fish complex, again due to the absence of  a ‘guideline’. All these endeavors among the marginal-
ized sections are challenging and require more coordinated and focused effort.  Instead of  resorting to 
easy solutions like offering the services of  the Unit to whoever needs it including medium  scale traders, 
what is needed are animating and activating interventions to mobilize and capacitate the beneficiary com-
munity to come forward and grow along with the dry fish complex.  

Building USP
Another potential area of  intervention is marketing of  the products processed at this Unit.
It can be done by building upon the USPs that the Unit already has, viz, 
a. Hygenic production
b. Better Quality
c. Better Taste
d. Colour retention, especially in the case of  prawns, which makes them attractive to the consumers
e. Longer shelf  life
f. An organic product of  the most marginalized sections in society

Building Brand Image
This needs product differentiation and brand image. For this, instead of  selling products processed at the 
unit along with other products which are processed through traditional means, it should be done sepa-
rately under a different name, brand or stamp.
The Dry Fish Complex, Sakthikulangara can think of  affixing a QUALITY ASSURANCE STAMP on 
its products. The products processed here can be brought under the brand name ‘Theeramaitri’ in a com-
mon packing and branding arrangement 

Publicity Support
Publicity support should be given for the products through advertisements in media and attractive display 
boards. The publicity campaign can  emphasise the social commitment angle behind the products as a 
marketing strategy. 
The products also need to be given a prominent position and a good display space for these products in 
all the Theeramaitri Super Markets
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CRC, Vellayil, Kozhikode

Some of  the members of  the Activity groups and Rural Marketing Executives should be given focused 
training in the area of  publicity and customer base expansion etc
 
2.10. Community Resource Centre Vellayil

2.10.1. The Scheme
Community Resource Centre would facilitate the  coastal community as a common centre for providing 
single window services/common facilities for various community activities such as banking , communi-
cation and  training, with facilities like library,  health center and the Matsyabhavan office of  the Depart-
ment of  Fisheries. The Community Resource Centre will also act as a rescue shelter to the fisher folk of  
the area  in case of  any emergencies. 
The project is implemented in Vellayil (Kozhikode District), an area that is thickly populated with fishing 
community . The land for the construction of  Community Resource Centre is made available by Depart-
ment of  Fisheries.

Facilities Proposed under CRC
1. Common Training Centre
2. Sales outlets
3. Guest Rooms
4. Storage Facility
5. Library. 
6. Banking Counter, ATM, etc.
7. Rain water harvesting
8. Health Clinic
9. I.T.Centre
10. Anganvadi/Creche, Play facility for kids etc.
11. Separate Toilet/Rest Rooms for women
12.  Matsyabhavan – Department of  Fisheries.
13.  Communication Facilities etc.
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Inner courtyard of  CRC, Alappad in a condition of  disuse

2.10.2.Observations
The construction of  the building at Vellayil beach was completed in December 2009 with an investment 
of  `63 Lakhs In this two-storeyed building, there are 16 marketing  stalls and a common production area 
in the ground floor and two halls in the first floor. The building has obtained the electricity connection, 
but there is no water supply arrangement. At present, the Matsya Bhavan office, which was earlier func-
tioning in a rented building, is functioning in one part of  the building in the first floor. The furniture and 
computer intended for the Matsya Vigyana Kendra are also kept there. All the other parts of  the building 
are lying vacant and unused for the last one and half  years. 
So far, no guidelines from the government with regard to the use of  the CRC or selection of  beneficiaries 
have been issued to the implementing officer. This delay on the part of  the Department has resulted in 
the building being left unattended for more than 22 months.   The  ceiling of  the building has started to  
fall apart . The building also does not have a compound wall or a watchman. The visitors to the beach use 
it for personal purposes like parking their vehicles, resting etc. In the evening the building is used by the 
local people for get-together and is strewn with  plastic and cigarette waste. Many of  the tailoring units 
in the nearby areas which were established under Tsunami Rehabiltiation Programme have applied for 
space and are waiting to get  stall space to sell or store their goods in this building which is situated  by 
the side of  the main road.
 
2.10.3. Analysis and Suggestions 
It was ideal to construct a building for a specific purpose rather than thinking of  utilizing such space after 
the construction is over. 
The Project objectives of  CRC have not been communicated to the implementing officers and they are in 
the dark as to how this infrastructure will be utilized for the development of  the livelihood of  the target 
population. 
A detailed plan for utilization of  the space need to be spelt out and put in place immediately. In Kozhikode, 
the department  could think of  developing an apparel cluster by utilizing the common production centre 
and marketing outlets, as many of  the units nearby are engaged in the production of  garments. In many 
of  the cases these units are not able to function as full fledged units for want of  adequate resources, 
better equipments and forward and backward linkages. But such switch over would require  systematic 
planning and action plan before further investment is made. At present, most of  the units are working at 
the subsistence level, and are facing a crisis in finding enough resources to replace their equipments and 
machineries that were bought at the 
inception of  the project at subsidized 
costs.
As per the original proposal, it was en-
visaged as a common resource centre. 
But the present construction is more 
suitable  to function as a marketing 
outlet and common facility centre. 
Fisheries department has to network 
and initiate advocacy activity with oth-
er departments to operationalise the 
units as a common resource centre. 
But this has not yet been initiated and 
from the discussions with the officials, 
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we gather that the department has given up the idea and  is now planning to utilize the infrastructure by 
allotting the space to the livelihood units functioning in the nearby areas.   
But simply shifting the nearby units into this building will not yield any positive outcome or social benefit 
for the investment made unless value addition of  the products is ensured by establishing linkages and 
making available state-of-the-art equipments. 

2.11 Vehicle for Transportation Vanitha Bus

2.11.1. The Scheme
The fish vending women  in Thiruvananthapuram District mostly  procure fish from  fishing harbours 
like Neendakara and  sell them at different potential points in and around the Corporation area. Public 
conveyance vehicles refuse to carry them and they mostly  rely on bus/ minibus which they engage on 

hire basis. Owing to the non fulfillment of  certain  norms and conditions, these fish vending women 
(beneficiaries) are not covered in the other ongoing project  - “Vehicle for Fresh Fish Marketing” – imple-
mented under Tsunami Emergency Assistance Project (TEAP),. Matsyafed is operating 3 bus services for 
the benefit of  the women fish vendors in Thiruvananthapuram corporation. The service routes of  said 
vehicles are as follows.

Table No. 2.11.1

 Sl.No Bus route Distance (to & fro) 
 1  Vettukadu-Pallithura-Neendakara 163 Km
 2 Valiyathura-Vettukadu-Neendakara 165 Km
 3  Vizhinjam-Punnamoodu-Kakkamoola 35 Km

All these vehicles are more than 12 years old and causing recurring repairs and maintenance. So in many 
instances the trips  have been cancelled  abruptly, causing inconvenience to the poor women fish vendors. 
These bus services were started by Matsyafed many years back to reduce the burden of  the poor fish 
vending women and was initially managed at a break even level. But during the last 15 years, Matsyafed 
is incurring huge financial burden for running these bus services owing to the hike in cost of  diesel, in-
creasing cost of  repair and maintenance, insurance premium etc. There is stiff  resistance on the part of  
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Jaspin in Vanitha Bus

the  beneficiaries of  these bus services  to accept any hike in  the user fees. Still, Matsyafed  has continued 
this service  not as a profitable or even on a no-profit-no-loss basis, but under loss but as part of  their  
social commitment. In the light of  the above, the three new Vanitha Buses are proposed to be procured 
for providing better service for the target groups. 
Beneficiaries:Thirty fish vending women will be the beneficiaries of  each unit of  the project. A total 
number of  90 fish vending women will be the direct beneficiaries of  the project.

Table No. 2.11.2
Coverage and Outlay

                            Project Cost (in lakhs)  Output No of  

 Allocation  Utilisation (No of  units) Beneficiaries 

 66.40 57.63 (86.79%) 3 90

2.11.2.	Sample	Profile
Socio-economic: Twenty female beneficiaries from Thiruvananthapuram district using the two Vanitha 
Buses were selected for the sample survey. Only 2 members (10 per cent) were directly affected by tsu-
nami, as their houses were damaged due to it. Age-wise, almost all of  them were above 50 (90%) – two 
among them are widows - and the rest between 36 and 50 years. All of  them belonged to the OEC cat-
egory, and were engaged in fish vending and allied activities. While half  of  them are illiterates, the other 
half  had school education at some level. Eighty per cent of  them didn’t have a phone of  their own, and 
90 per cent had own land, while the rest had no pattayam. Sixty per cent of  them lived in single-storied 
concrete houses, while 30 per cent lived in thatched structures and the rest under sheeted roofs. The aver-
age family size was 4.9 members per family, out of  which 40 per cent were headed by them. 
Income: In the case of  60 % beneficiaries, their income constituted the family’s main source of  income, 
and their average monthly income rose from `9450 to 10,500 during the period (11 %). 
About TRP: While half  of  them came to know about the scheme from government officials, rest of  
them knew it from NGOs and the neighbours. Thirty percent of  them have received benefits other than 
this and almost all of  them (90 %) opined that TRP was implemented effectively.

2.11.3. Observations
“ In this bus, I don’t have to face the contemptu-
ous looks of  fellow passengers. This is our pri-
vate space where we meet every day, eat together, 
sing songs and share our woes”

Jaspin, Fish Vendor, Vettukad
Thiruvananthapuram

TRP grant assistance was utilized for the replac-
ing the three old buses used for the  service of  
the fish vending women. The service area along 
the routes of  the three buses are as follows. 
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 Route 1 Route 2 Route 3
 Kamaleswaram Vettukad Vizhnjam
 Valiyathura Kochuveli Venganoor
 Sangumugham Valiyaveli Peringamala 
 Kannathura Pallithura Punnamoodu
 Vettukad Kazhakkoottam
 Kochuveli Neendakara
 Valiyaveli
 Kazhakootam 
 Neendakara  

4All the members are of  the opinion that the bus service is operating regularly and in time. The service 
of  this bus is available even  on government holidays. (On 30th day of  every month, the bus is taken 
for repair and servicing , hence there is no service on that particular day)  

4All the respondents are using the service regularly 
4All the respondents opined that after launching of  the new buses under TRP, the disruption in the 

service has been very rare. 

Daily Routine
The daily routine of  the woman fish vendors stretch from early morning to late night. They leave their 
homes early in the morning to procure fishafter which they spent the day vending it, and finally reach 
their homes only by late night. For these women  who hail from the marginalized sections of  society, this 
bus service exclusively dedicated to them, offers many conveniences For instance, they prepare and bring 
their breakfast and lunch with them and have it on their way to Neendakara. They have their breakfast 
at Kottiyam at around 9 AM and in the same way their lunch at around 2.30 PM during their return 
journey.
Initially, following the inauguration of  the TRP bus service there was a TV in the bus , but it had to be 
removed as the bus was parked in an open space during the night, and hence it was not safe. Now  the 
TV is kept in the Matsya Bhavan office

Opportunity Cost
In the absence of  the bus service, they will have to hire a mini lorry which will cost each of  them `250-
300 per day. In addition to high  rentals for the vehicle, they have to sit on the platform of  the lorry for 
hours which  often leads to back pain. In the lorry, they were also exposed to rain and sun light whereas  
they  travel much more comfortably in the bus.  

Bus as Private Space
Many of  the women have age related  health problems and are regularly taking medicines for  various 
illnesses. During their travel in the bus, it is convenient for them to have their  food in time and  also the 
medicine according to schedule. 
Another advantage of  the bus is that it provides a safe social space to the fish vending women. Here, they 
are on their own, and don’t have to face the derisive look and discomfort of  the fellow passengers, in 
case they have to resort to other modes of  public transportation. In this private space they have created a 
community feeling where they share their problems and engage in recreations like group singing etc.Many 
of  the beneficiaries suggested that Matsyafed should permit them to use the bus for some pilgrimage/
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picnic trips at least once in a year.
2.11.4. Analysis and Suggestions
The three services are running at an annual loss of  around `11 Lakhs per year, as per the Table given 
below. 

Table - 2.11.3  
Income & Expenditure Statement, Vanitha Bus : 2010-2011

 Particulars ` %

 Income  
 User Fee Income  714350 39.00
 Expenditure 
 Salary to Vanitha Bus Staff   887156 48.43
 Batta to Vanitha Bus Staff   75000 4.09
 Fuel to Vanitha Bus  729286 39.82
 Repairs to Vanitha Bus  52039 2.84
 Taxes & Insurance to Vanitha Bus  88169 4.81
 Total Expenditure  1831650 100.00
 Loss  (1117300) (61.00)
                                                Source: Accounts Wing Matsyafed,Tvpm 

Not Financially, But Socially Viable
The service is not financially viable but can be considered as a service support for the marginalized 
sections. Still the cost input and the social benefit should be compared and certain agreeable equation 
maintained between them. In addition, in the future, the authorities should think of  ways of  making the 
unit to be managed and operated by the user community themselves . Only through such cost-cutting 
efforts can the programme be scaled up to cover other sections of  the target community who are not able 
to avail the service at present. The scheme covers only a minority amongst the target population. The left 
out section are hiring the vehicles at a  higher cost  to conduct their business. 
Percentage of  coverage and the situation of  the uncovered population hailing from the same socio-
economic strata  need to be subjected  to an in-depth analysis  in order to design the scheme in a 
self  sustainable manner. Anyhow the grant assistance for the asset creation can be justified  when one 
considers the condition and plight of  the target population.
 
Sustainability Issues
However there is no rationale for replicating or scaling up the scheme in its present form. Instead the 
authorities may seriously think of  a system in which the operational cost is recovered from the community 
in a self  sustainable manner even  in the case of  existing services. This is all the more important considering 
the fact that the maintanence cost of  these vehicles are liable to increase in the coming years, which can 
lead either to frequent disruption of  services or greater spending on the part of  Matsyafed. A long term 
scheme for replacement of  these buses at the end of  their usage period also need to be thought of  at this 
point of  time, in consultation with and the participation of  the user community.
In this scheme, there is no comparison between the cost of  running the bus and the benefits received 
by the target population. Though measures could be taken to reduce the cost of  running the bus by 
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Fish Vendors in Vanitha Bus

Goods Carrier Vehicle, SAAF, Kozhikode

administrative measures, the income from it can 
be gradually raised by increasing the user fees 
in a phased manner. But apart from the purely 
monetary aspects, the ‘soft’ or social fallouts of  
the scheme have larger dimensions as far as the 
community is concerned. If  one looks at the age 
group, it is evident that this is a sunset profession 
where the young generation are not forthcoming. 
With the increasing commercialisation of  the 
fishing sector, one fears  that these women may be 
the last generation of  fish vendors who procure 
fish from such distances and bring them to the 
city to market them. Secondly, the camaraderie 
between them while they travel in the bus is 
very warm and intimate. Without the safe and 

comfortable space provided by the bus, and the everyday journey to and fro in it, their lives would be 
much more dreary. And they enjoy every moment of  the travel, talking, discussing things, family matters, 
singing devotional songs, praying, and even taking medicines, eating daily food and sleeping, thus turning 
that into an intimate community space away from home and the market.

2.12. Goods Carrier Vehicle for
Apex Federation of  Hand made Toiletries

2.12.1. The Scheme
The sub project Home Made Toi-
letries was implemented by Society 
for Assistance to Fisher Women 
(SAF) with the technical support 
of  Integrated Rural Technology 
Centre (IRTC).  There are 17 activi-
ty groups engaged in production of  
Hand Made Toiletries in three dis-
tricts viz Mapappuram, Kozhikode 
and Kannur.  All these groups were 
established under TEAP and are 
located in, Malappuram (4),  Ko-
zhikode (4), and Kannur (4)  dis-
tricts. Another 17 units also were 
established under the same schme 
for product marketing. The  raw 
materials and products are transported to and from the units every month. It was managed through hir-
ing of  goods carrier vehicle as and when required. The present sub project proposes to provide a vehicle 
to the apex federation of  the activity groups for transportation of  raw materials and finished products. 
The federation is planned as a apex body of  the production, marketing and raw material supply units of  
hand-made toiletries  The project is planned with a vision that if  the project has  a good carrier vehicle of  
its own, the units will  gain better economic benefits  by saving the cost of  hiring vehicle for their use. 
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Objectives 

4Ensure supply of  raw materials on regular basis to the 12 production units in a more cost effective 
way  

4Timely distribution of  finished products to the various marketing units established in the three project 
districts. 

4Minimising the drudgery of  the women involved in Home Made Toiletries Units and enhancing their 
mobility.   

Beneficiaries: 130 women members in the 26 activity groups engaged in production and marketing of  
Home Made Toiletries is intended to be benefited with this project.   

Table No. 2.12.1
Coverage and Outlay

                           Project Cost (in lakhs)  Output No of  Households
 Allocation  Utilisation (No of  units) Benefited 
 6.25 6.25 1 130

Project Period:  The project is planned to be implemented in the year 2010.

2.12.2. Observations
 A vehicle (Tempo Traveler) is provided under the scheme for marketing of  products and supply of  raw 
materials to the satellite units. The vehicle at present is owned by the apex society of  the home made 
toiletry units. The apex body has rented a building at Kattilpeedika in Kozhikode district to cater to the 
needs of  the units in  Malappuram ,Kozhikode, Kannur and Kasaragode districts. This organizational set 
up was established in  July 2009. 

Table No 2.12.2.
Details of  the home made Toiletry units under the Apex body

District  Production Units Marketing Units Raw material supply unit
  Functional  Closed  Total  Functional  Closed  Total  Functional  Closed  Total 
Malappuram  3  3 3 3 6   
Kozhikode  4 1 5 1 4 5 0 1 1
Kannur  4  4 3 3 6   
Total  11 1 12 7 10 17 0 1 1

The idea of  buying a vehicle for the apex federation was conceived when they were entrusted with the 
task of  supplying  raw materials to the production units and  the distribution of  their products to the 
rural marketing units in southern districts. But now the handmade toiletry units in the southern districts 
have formed their own apex federations and the supply of   raw materials is managed by them. 
The raw material supply unit established under the scheme has already closed down and the apex society 
is now managing the task. As of  now, the Apex society at Kattilpeedika  is procuring and supplying  raw 
materials to the units in the northern districts once in a month only. Therefore, the vehicle is kept idle 
for the remaining days.  Once in a while, the vehicle is used for the purpose of  fisheries department, for 
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which they are paying a hiring charge of  ` 9 per kilometer which is much lower to the prevailing market 
rate. 
Apex society mobilized ` 90000 as advance from the marketing units for the working capital. In addi-
tion an amount of  ` 100 each was mobilized from the members of  the entire home made toiletry units 
(Production units as well as marketing and raw material supply units) as a registration fee for the apex 
federation. 
Out of  the 30 units, 12 units are already closed down. The remaining units also are at the verge of  a clo-
sure as there is no production for the last four months in any of  the units.   The four production units 
the Team visited in Kozhikode district are dysfunctional. 
Details of  the vehicle used for the last 8 month as per the log book is given below

Table No 2.12.3.
Travel Log Details Of  The Vehicle
 2011 Month Kms Days
 March  2282 10
 April  1091 14
 May  0 0
 June  492 8
 July  1443 7
 August  289 1
 September  0 0
 October  0 0
 Total  5597 40

The project fund availability in various forms has been almost ended. In addition the production of  some 
hand made toiletry items are not economic due to the increase in the price of  the coconut oil which is a 
major ingredient.  The apex society has not taken any action for the revision of  sale price of  the products. 
The marketing units are of  the opinion that they will not be able to market the products on hire rates. 
Many of  the marketing units even in the initial period was selling the products on lower rates than the 
printed MRP.
The evaluation team visited three production unit and one marketing unit which was reported as func-
tional by the project authorities.  The status of  units observed during the visit is given below. 

Production Unit, Chengottukavu
The unit is seen closed. We were not able to meet any of  the beneficiaries.   

Production Unit, Moodadi
The unit was started with 5 members. Now three of  them have dropped out. Two (Usha and Bindu) are 
active. This once successful unit (This unit had received a trophy for the best production unit in 2009) at 
present  is not doing well financially, and are struggling to sell off  whatever stock they have of  toiletries. 
On the day of  our visit, they were busy shifting from their present building to a new one near the main 
road in Koyilandi town.  

During the last months, their sales turnover was around `6000, while earlier they had sold upto `30,000 
worth of  toiletries in a month. During 2010, they produced around 11500 pieces of  soap, but due to lack 
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of  marketing support, a large portion of  which was left unsold and at present, they have stopped produc-
tion and engaged in clearing this old stock.

The major problems listed by them were:
4Increase in raw material cost, especially, coconut oil
4The lack of  corresponding increase in the price of  their product, especially toilet soaps. When the 

price of  one litre of  coconut oil went up from Rs 65 in 2008 to Rs 100 in 2011, the price of  their soap 
has not changed . 

4Lack of  proper marketing support like advertisements and the customers  are not familiar with them
4Commission paid is too high (as high as 25 %)
4The shelf  life of  the soaps are too brief. After a few days, the soaps become soggy and unusable
4Lack of  institutional buyers/clients; most of  their products are bought by individual customers at their 

households
4As the price of  the products are low, middle class people think they are ‘cheap’ products
4Only one size of  soap.
Even after the steep hike in the price of  the coconut oil the soaps are marketed in the same price which 
was fixed three year before. 

Production Unit Thikkodi
LAVANYA Activity Group
Originally there were 4 members in the group. Later one member left, and now only three members are 
active. When the team visited, only Seema and Premalatha were available.
The support for marketing of  the product has stopped and the unit is facing a crisis and is on the verge 
of  a closure. The beneficiaries demand for a meaningful intervention for sustaining the unit. 

Sales details 
 Year `

 2008-09 102000 
 2009-10 423000
 2010-11 194929

The monthly turnover goes up to a maximum of  `18000. And their monthly expenses amount to around 
`1000 (Rent `800, Electricity `90 and Telephone `80)
The slump in turnover during the current year was due to the fact that the marketing executives who 
worked for them left the job, and they were not able to maintain the sales level without their help. More-
over, their debts were also mounting due to non-payment by customers.

Marketing Unit Payyoli 
Thanima Activity Group
At present there are four members (Anita, Kamala, Maria, and Bazi) in this unit. One of  the members 
(Sunitha) had dropped out from the unit in the initial stage itself  as the income was so meager from this 
enterprise. Unlike others, her income was the sole source of  livelihood for the family. They have received 
`82660 as the grant from TEAP. Now they received `5000 from fisheries department as part of  the 
sustainability plan. 
The members of  the unit have informed the apex society that they are not able to function as the working 
capital was exhausted due to bad debt. But on the interaction with the beneficiaries and checking their 
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books of  accounts it was found that there was only a nominal amount outstanding from the customers, 
and the working capital is kept in the hand of  the members itself.               
    
Major	problems	listed	by	the	beneficiaries:	

Mounting bad debts
Dropout since MNREGS provides better earning opportunity
Irregular supply of  items
Absence of  marketing support 

2.12.3 Analysis and Suggestions
Presently the hand made toiletry units are in a deplorable state and so, as a corollary, the vehicle procured 
for providing services to these units and thus enhance their efficiency and profitability is also underuti-
lized.  It is not possible to think about the viability and sustainability of  the vehicle in isolation, as the 
scheme was closely linked to the performance of  the home made toiletry units.
But how did it survive till now? One major reason is that funds were transferred to the apex unit in one 
form or another during the last years. Another positive factor was that the vehicle was also used for sup-
plying goods to the units in the southern districts. Once it was discontinued, and the demand of  the local 
units fell, the vehicle also remains underutilized. 
The single rationale for purchasing a vehicle for the apex federation was that previously, they had incurred 
`1.67 lakhs as vehicle rent during a period of  18 months. The decision to buy own vehicle to solve this 
issue seems to  have been taken without working out its viability in the long run. The supply of  products 
to the southern districts was actually a temporary arrangement. The authorities very well knew that they 
are going to form separate apex federations for the south and the central zones.  
Moreover, even after the purchase of  the vehicle, apex federation had not worked out a detailed plan 
regarding the use and management of  the vehicle.  Moreover, the business volume as expected at the 
planning stage was not achieved due to various reasons. . 

No Business Plan
Even now, the apex body does not have a well defined business plan, leading to a situation where the 
vehicle is lying under-utilized.  
Despite the managerial and marketing constraints of  the satellite units and the lack of  clarity about ad-
ministrative and coordination functions at the apex body level, the products of  the hand made toiletry 
units are of  good quality and are widely accepted by the customers. But they have not been able to de-
velop a wide and regular customer base. 

Door to Doot vs Shop Sales
Depending entirely door to door marketing, they have not managed to establish a strong and reliable 
network of  retail outlets to sell their products. The shop keepers are not ready to sell their products, as 
the production units through their marketing executives are simultaneously doing direct door-to-door 
marketing of  the products  at below MRP rates. There is no uniform selling price for the products even 
though MRP is printed on the cover of  each product.  Even the Theeramythry super markets are not 
ready to sell or even prominently display these products due to their shorter shelf  life and unattractive 
packaging. 
Strategy of  door to door marketing through the marketing units was successful in the initial stage but 
became dysfunctional later due to two reasons. The production units used to directly market the prod-
ucts at below the MRP rates, in their over enthusiasm to sell the products. As the income in the form of  
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commission was low, many of  the marketing executives also left the profession and switched MNREGP 
which provided better monetary returns for lesser physical efforts.

Marketing
The apex body could have invested some amount for marketing arrangements like display boxes in the 
shops and supermarkets.
Instead of  marketing the product at a cheep rate, the apex body could have attempted to  convince and 
convert the shop  owners and supermarkets as one of  their stake holders by  offering competitive com-
missions and through personal rapport. 
For the revival of  the units marketing through the formal marketing network also has to be attempted 
along with the door to door sale 

Packaging
The packaging and cover of  the bath soap are not at all attractive and the apex federation should invest 
a little more in the design and production of  better containers/packing that match the quality of  the 
products.   

Administrative Issues
Proper membership register or minutes are not kept in the apex body. Therefore in future, in the absence 
of  such basic documents and accounts, the society itself  may face difficulties in conducting the elections. 
This is all the more crucial once the supervision from the department comes to an end after the closure 
of  the project. Taking into consideration the long term interests of  the Society as well as the Units that 
depend on it, some administrative and managerial mechanism needs to be immediately put in place.

2.13. Early Warning System and Sea safety Kits 

2.13.1 The Scheme 
Marine fishing provides livelihood for one million people in the state. But it is also considered one of  the 
most vulnerable occupations. The incidence of  accidents and death while fishing at sea  is very high and 
one of  the major reasons for the same  is poor early warning and alarm systems, lack of  efficient mecha-
nisms for  weather forecasts,  stiff  competition  between fishing boats at sea,  and inadequate legislation 
for implementing safety and regulatory measures.
The artisanal fisheries sector is particularly problematic with regard to the promotion of  responsible fish-
ing operations,  which is coupled with the fact that early warning and sea safety systems are the weakest 
in this sector. Moreover, the existing institutional arrangements and legal framework with regard to early 
warning and alarm, and search-and-rescue services are thoroughly insufficient. It was in this circumstance 
that  a project for putting in place  better sea safety arrangements and early warning system was planned 
under Tsunami Rehabilitation programme. 
Beneficiaries: All the coastal inhabitants of  the state in general and the marine fisher folk of  Kerala in 
particular are the targeted beneficiaries of  this Project. 
Project Period & Cost: The project period as per the original plan was 2008-2009.
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Table No 2.13.1
Financial Out lay

Project cost In Lakhs 
 Allocation  Utilisation 
 640.00 546.74 (85.42%)

Envisaged	Outcomes	&	Benefits	
4Fishermen to be informed well in advance of  squally weather conditions in the sea and thus avoid 

casualties in the sea.
4Provide maximum connectivity for fishermen, which was hitherto has not been available to them
4Fishermen to be informed about the potential fishing grounds in the sea and thus facilitate a more 

targeted fishing operation to save time spent on scouting for fish shoals.
4Safety is the most important consideration in everyone’s life.  This project will address the risk factors 

involved in Marine fishing by using life saving equipments, the fishermen can fish at a far distances, 
and enable them to feel safe.  

4Expenditure for fishing can be reduced by saving fuel costs involved in scouting for shoals.
4Fishermen will get all information regarding various services and schemes implemented by the 

Department and other agencies. 

Components
The major components of  the project are; 

A.  Matsya Vigyana Kendras.
B  Sea Rescue Squad.
C. Sea Safety Kits 
D. Capacity Building and Training Programme

Component A  Matsya Vigyana Kendra 

2.13.1. A. The Scheme 
Owing to the lack of  proper information on Potential Fishing Zones (PFZ), fishing has become energy 
consuming and requires more effort and expenses.  The satellite based information on Potential Fishing 
Zones is more accurate and reliable. PFZ information is available thrice a week  for the entire Kerala 
coast, but Small scale fishermen are unaware of  this. In addition, the early warning on squally weather 
conditions can reduce the number of  mishaps in the sea during fishing. In these circumstances 50 Matsya 
Vigyana Kendras are proposed to be established across the nine coastal districts as per the original plan 
with the following major objectives. 
  
Objectives
4To disseminate information on Potential Fishing Zones to all fishermen.
4To provide information on squally weather conditions to fishermen in time.
4As Knowledge /Information Centers to fisherfolk and coastal communities.
4To create awareness about contagious diseases and family planning, sea safety, environmental protec-

tion etc. 
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4To provide details of  various schemes, programmes, and activities of  the various Government depart-
ments 

4To provide necessary information for education to children of  coastal inhabitants and guidance for 
their future career. 

4To function as Study/Survey Centres.

Table No 2.13.2
Coast Estimates of  one MVK

 No. Items Amount (`)
 1. Computer system with printer
  (Scanner, Web Camera, Mike etc.) 56,000
 2. Telephone, Internet Connection etc. 15,000
 3. Name Board, White Board 5,000
 4. Loud Speaker System with microphone 15,000
 5. Furniture/Log book / Stationeries 15,000
 6. Physical Infra structure 1,60,000
 7. Remuneration to one Community organizer for
  one year @` 2000  per month 24,000
  8 Contingency 10,000
   Total 3,00,000

2.13.2. A. Observations 

Infrastructure
Out of  the 50 Matsya Ving-
yan Kendras originally pro-
posed, for project implemen-
tation,  the department has 
identified 48 locations that 
are attached to the existing 
Matsya Bhavans in the Tsuna-
mi affected areas of  the nine 
districts. Twenty one MVKs 
are planned to be established 
on the upper floor of  the ex-
isting Matsya Bhavans. This 
work was entrusted to the 
Kerala State Coastal Area 
Development Corporation to install prefabricated structures with GI roofing. KSCADC has completed 
7 works, 10 works are in progress and the remaining 4 are yet to be started. 
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Matsyabhavan Officer will be available in Matsyabhavan 
Office on Monday and Wednesday - Notice in front of  
Matsyabhavan, Beemapally

Table No 2.13.3
Status of  civil works of  MVKs in the state
 Description Completed In Progress Not yet started Total
 Partition of  the existing buildings  27 0 0 27
 Prefabricated structure   7 10 4 21
 Total  34 10 4 48
 Percentage  71 21 8  

Source: Status Report, PIO, KSCADC

Twenty-seven MVKs which are planned to be established by  partitioning the existing offices have been 
completed.  Due to escalation of  the cost of  civil works from `1.60 Lakhs to 3.5 Lakhs, the budget  
outlay was limited to the supply of  a computer, three-in-one printer, furniture and a white board. Con-
sequently, items like Telephone and internet connectivity, appointment of  exclusive personnel for MVK, 
Public Addressing system and office stationeries were dropped. 

Present Status
None of  the MVKs envisaged under Tsunami rehabilitation Programme have become functional in the 
state.  Therefore the Study Team was not able to conduct the monitoring of  outcomes or evaluate the 
functioning of  this component.
The sub-project implemented in Thiruvanan-
thapuram district was subjected for evaluation 
as sample study. 
Civil construction/ up-gradation works are 
completed for all the 10 proposed Matsya Ving-
yan Kendras in the district. Computer, three-in-
one printer and a white board is supplied from 
the office of  the Deputy Director of  fisheries. 
But some of  the Matsya Bhavans are yet to re-
ceive even these items.  None of  the MVKs 
in the district has   started its operation in any 
form and the new buildings constructed for 
the purpose are kept locked or left unattended. 
Targeted beneficiaries as well as the grass root 
level functionaries of  the department have not 
been briefed about the operations and services 
of  these centers. 

The Human Resources Issue
The availability of  trained human resources to manage the MVKs is essential to cater to the responsibili-
ties attached to it. Obviously, regularity of  service is a vital factor determining the impact of  the project. 
So, the evaluation team explored the possibility of  utilizing existing staff  of  the department for the op-
eration of  the programme
One of  the major problems is lack of  personnel. It is not only that a specific staff  has not been appointed 
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Matsya Vigyan Kendra, Adimalithura, Thiruvananthapuram

 

for the MVK, most often, the officer who is in charge of   MVK attached to the Matsya Bhavan is also in 
charge of  several other offices. As a result, the officer has to distribute his time between them. Among 
the five offices the Team visited, four officers held charge of  multiple offices as shown in the Table:

In the district surveyed (Thiruvananthapuram), the Team found that four Matsyabhavan officers were 
in charge of  a single office, while 5 officers were looking after 2 Matsyabhavans.  Another officer was in 
charge of  three offices   simultaneously!
Three out of  the five Matsya Bhavan officers who responded to the informal interviews convened by 
the evaluation team opined that they can manage the operation of  the MVKs along with their regular 
responsibilities only if  they are given exclusive charge of  a Single Matsya Bhavan along with the MVK 
attached to it. Another officer opined that they will not be able to manage the operations of  the 
MVKs along with their multiple functions as Matsya Bhavan Officers and categorically urged the need 
for appointment of  a separate community organizer from within the community on contract basis as 
envisaged in the project.
One officer who is managing three Matsya Bhavans at present said that he can manage the operations of  
two Matsya Bhavans and the MVKs attached to it by providing services on alternate days. The evaluation 
team visited the three Matsya Bhavans under his charge. It is worth  mentioning that he has divided his 
weekly working days into three sessions and the functioning time schedule and days at each Matsya Bha-
van was displayed in bold letters in front of  his offices to avoid inconvenience to the public. 

Table No 2.13.4
Willingness	of 	Matsya	Bhavan	Officers	to	take	Charge	of 	the	MVKs

 No                            Description No of  Respondents Percentage
 1 Can manage One MVK along with
  responsibilities of  one Matsya Bhavan  3 60
 2 Can manage two MVKs along with the 
  responsibilities of  2 Matsya Bhavans  1 20
 3 Required separate staff  for operationalising MVKs  1 20

  Total  5 100

2.13.3.A. Analysis and Suggestions 
The concept of  MVKs has a better prospect 
in the age where many of  the fishermen have 
switched over to new technologies like Global 
Positioning System (GPS) for fishing.  How-
ever all the equipments and required trained 
man power have to be arranged at each MVK 
for generating the envisaged social benefits.
 
Civil Works
Issues in completing the procedural require-
ments and the budget constraints for carrying 
out the civil works have delayed the imple-
mentation of  the project. On the other hand 
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it seems that the department could have managed to reduce the delay if  it had implemented in a project 
operation mode. The future of  the MVKs if  not established and operationalised within the project pe-
riod seems to be unpredictable in the absence of  the project monitoring mechanism. 
Prefabricated structure with the metal roof  constructed for MVKs on the first floor of  the existing 
Matsya Bhavan buildings requires dummy roofing to make it appropriate for the sea coast. The over heat 
generated from the metal roof  that is fully exposed to sunlight of  coast may make this room unfriendly 
to the functionaries as well as the beneficiaries. 

Capacity building
Capacity building of  the grass root level functionaries of  the department is a vital component for opera-
tionalising the MVKs as envisaged in the proposal. Unfortunately this component is neglected which may  
act as a hurdle in    harnessing the social benefit from the investment.
Evidently conceptual clarity among the officials of  the department from top to bottom on the functions 
and services of  the MVKs is required. There is a wide gap between what was originally conceived and 
what  has finally been delivered. The aims, objectives and activities of  MVK also need to be displayed 
prominently for the benefit of  potential beneficiaries.
 
Communication Infrastructure
It is certain that the major services envisaged in the proposal like provision of  information on potential 
fishing zones and early warning about squally weather conditions cannot be delivered through the MVKs 
which were established as per the revised budget. Shrinking of  the project concept due to the budget-
ary constraints has handicapped the scheme. As MVK is essentially conceived as an information centre, 
internet connectivity was a vital component to receive information on the potential fishing zones on a 
regular basis. In the same way the public address  system was also essential for passing relevant informa-
tion on squally weather conditions to the fishermen as successfully practiced in the fisheries stations. 

Human Resource
In addition, the provision for a separate hired staff  for the MVK was also dropped. The department may 
think of  an alternate to bridge this gap.  
Matsya  Bhavan officers can manage the operations of  the MVK along with their routine work only if  
one personnel is exclusively appointed for each Matsya Bhavan. 

Information Dissemination
There needs more clarity on the communication channel for dissemination of  information to the public.  
The information on potential fishing zones (The longitude and latitude of  the zone) can be communi-
cated through SMS to all the fishermen who have registered their mobile numbers  to avail this service. 
This seems to be practically workable considering the fact that most of  the fishermen have mobile 
phones and have even started using GPS,  which may soon become very common among the fishermen. 
This service can be provided at  a nominal cost , provided the Department has the necessary manpower, 
infrastructure and connectivity.   

Lessons not yet learned
The MVK established by the department at Vizhinjam (Not under TRP) is not utilized for any other 
purpose other than early warning on squally weather conditions through the public address system. An 
earlier attempt to establish MVKs with separate infrastructure didn’t work out in a similar project. So the 
department while planning the TRP scheme  took the decision to station the MVKs in the existing Mat-
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sya Bhavans instead of  constructing new buildings. But in practice,  with all the budgetary constraints, 
separate structures have been constructed in majority of  the cases.  This  in turn forced the Department 
to revise the project concept by reallocating cost and to eliminate vital components. 
The lessons leaned from the similar experience has not helped the department to improve the quality of  
implementation. This may be subjected to an in-depth analysis to improve the functional efficiency.   

Component B: Sea Rescue Squad 
2.13.1. B The Scheme
Sea fishing is one of  the most accident prone and hazardous occupations with very poor safety measures.  
Due to peculiar oceanographic and climatic conditions prevailing in Kerala coast, accidents and mishaps 
at sea particularly during monsoon season involving the loss of  lives and properties of  fishermen are 
frequent.   The Sea Rescue Squad was conceived in this context.
The proposal is to organize 9 District Rescue Management Units with trained and equipped Sea Rescue 
Squad at each unit.  Fishermen youth from coastal areas having physical and mental strength and aptitude 
are to be selected and trained in sea rescue operations.

2.13.2.B Observations 
Status

4Primary selection of  the members of  the sea rescue was done by the Fisheries Department through 
interviews and physical test.  100 coastal fishermen youth was selected and short listed for sea rescue 
squad. 

4Out of  this hundred short listed, National Institute of  Water Sports (NIWS) selected 60 youths fit for 
the task after the second level of  screening 

4They were given 21 days practical training by the NIWS Goa in subjects like Life Saving Technique, 
Power Boat Handling, Sea Safety Equipments Operation and Managing. 58 Youth completed the 
training programme successfully.  

4They are called on requirement and are deployed on daily wage prescribed by the state government for 
any other manual work   

4Their service is also utilized in the petrol boats of  the fisheries departments during the time of  troll 
ban  

Table No 2.13.5
District-wise details of  Trained Rescue Squad

 No District Youth Trained
 1 Thiruvananthapuram  10
 2 Kollam  5
 3 Alappuzha  9
 4 Ernakulam  8
 5 Thrissur  3
 6 Malappuram  4
 7 Kozhikode  9
 8 Kannur  7
 9 Kasaragode  3
  Total  58
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2.13.3.B Analysis and Suggestions
The move on the part of  the Department to utilize inherent capacity of  the fishermen youth for sea res-
cue operations is appreciable.  The department has imparted fairly good training to the   selected youth 
in Life Saving Techniques, Power Boat Handling, Operation of  Sea Safety Equipments etc with the As-
sistance of  National Institute of  Water Sports, Goa. The Department has to effectively coordinate the 
sea rescue squad to achieve the declared objectives of  the sub project. In the absence of  such a follow 
up intervention, the youth who were trained have started to drop out to seek other job opportunities. We 
understand that some of  them have migrated from their locations in search of  better paid jobs. In the 
present situation their service can only be utilized as and when they are available, and that too, in addition 
to or along with their main occupation. The Department cannot expect them to keep on waiting for their 
calls, which are not very frequent. The daily wages of  `300 offered is also very meager and unattractive. 
Of  course, such trained youth is a social asset as their skills can be utilized during emergencies in their 
locality. The Department has to think of  some initiatives to sustain this programme and to train more 
youth across the state.

Component C. Sea Safety Kits 

2.13.1.C. The Scheme
As a part of  risk mitigation programme, the eligible fishermen using boats with OBM will be provided 
with a safety kit. Indian Coast Guard will provide technical support for procurement of  materials, their 
quality check and conduct of  sensitization and training. The sea safety kit will contain essential sea safety 
equipments like Emergency Position Indicator Radio Beacon, Radar reflector, Compass, Emergency 
flash light, Life buoy, first-aid kit heliograph etc. The beneficiaries will also be provided with a VCD of  
a docufiction film explaining and demonstrating the use and importance of  all the components in the 
Safety Kit.
The beneficiaries will be groups of  registered marine fishermen with from Tsunami affected fishing vil-
lages. The group members should have a registered Motorized Craft with suitable deep sea fishing gears. 
The sea safety kit will contain essential sea safety equipments.
  
Sample	Profile

Socio-economic: Thirty fishermen from Thiruvananthapuram district were selected for the sample sur-
vey. In the case of  20 per cent respondents, their houses were partially damaged due to tsunami.  Age-
wise, two-third of  them belonged to the age ‘between 36 and 50 years’ and 20 per cent above 50 years. 
All of  them  are engaged in fishing. In the case of  20 per cent respondents, their spouse suffered from 
prolonged illness of  some kind. While 40 per cent of  them are illiterates, 40 per cent had school educa-
tion and the rest have studied upto Plus 2. Eighty-seven per cent of  them owned a phone, and almost all 
of  them (97 per cent) had own land. Almost half  of  them (47 %) lived in single-storied concrete houses, 
while 33 per cent lived in tiled single storied structures. The average family size was 5.2 members per 
family, all of  which were headed by them. 
Income: Income from the present activity constitute the sole income of  all of  them, and their average 
monthly income rose from Rs 6156 to 6969 during the period (13 %). 
About TRP: About half  of  them (47%) came to know about the scheme from government officials, 33 
per cent of  them from NGOs. Twenty percent of  them have received benefits other than this. While 47 
per cent of  them were of  the opinion that TRP was not implemented effectively, only 40 per cent gave a 
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positive opinion, while the rest didn’t have any opinion .

Observations
Target was to distribute the sea safety kits to 7000 crafts (Under Both PMNRF and TRP) that operated 
with OBM. So far the department has distributed 3000 sea safety kits across nine districts.  The Emer-
gency Position Indicator Radio Beacon (EPIRB) and the Life buoy are the two major items in the sea 
safety kit that contain eight items. EPIRB is developed by KELTRON with the technological support 
of  ISRO, and has entered into an agreement to supply the same to the fisheries department.  In the first 
batch, 3000 beacons were received from KELTRON and were distributed to the beneficiaries. But there 
was a fire in KELTRON store which was suspected to be caused by the faulty battery of  the EPIRB. To 
avoid any such tragedy happening with the fishermen, the department collected back all the beacons that 
they supplied from the beneficiaries. 
Supply of  new modified version of  
beacons is in the process of  being 
implemented. As of  now, the supply 
has been done of  around 3000 bea-
cons. KELTRON is yet to supply the 
rest of  the beacons, causing further 
delay in project implementation.  
Similarly, supply of  Life buoys also 
met with hindrances. The tenders 
submitted by the manufactures/sup-
pliers could not meet the quality stan-
dards set by the technical committee 
of  experts/ expert bodies, and hence 
were re-tendered. This caused delay 
in project implementation. Till date, 
the order has not been fully met and 
the distribution  remains partial 
Though the distribution was delayed due to the unavailability of  the above two items, the rest of  the items 
in the sea safety kits were distributed to the beneficiaries, after informing them that the missing items will 
be supplied in due course. A docu-fiction “Kadalinte Makkalkoru Ponkavacham” was produced by the 
department to sensitize the target community on responsible fishing and to educate them about the use 
of  the items in the sea safety Kits. VCD of  this docu-fiction and a hand book also was distributed along 
with the kit.  While the docufiction demonstrated the use of  all the items in the kit, beneficiaries had not 
received two crucial and most costly components in it. So, the distribution of  VCD was meant to sensitise 
the beneficiary community, it often resulted in disgruntlement among them. This issue was also taken up 
by the media resulting in negative publicity, despite the good intentions of  the Department. 
It would have been more effective, if  the screenings of  the VCD was organized in a public place and at 
the gathering of  the beneficiaries folowed by interaction. Instead, it was given to each beneficiary indi-
vidually, and thus leaving him to watch it on his own. Those who didn’t own a VCD Player had to wait 
for an opportunity to watch it elsewhere. This situation could have been avoided if  public screenings 
were organized. Such group watching could  also have functioned as a common platform for clearing 
whatever doubts and misunderstandings, and for better communication between the beneficiaries and 
the Department.

Emergency Position Indicator Radio Beacon
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Focus Group Discussions
Five Focus Group Discussions were convened by the evaluation Team in various part of  the Thiruvanan-
thapuram district.  Major Findings of  the FGDs are as follows
Almost all the beneficiaries participated in the FGDs expressed their protest with regard to the two miss-
ing items. 63% of  the beneficiaries who participated in the discussion have not received either EPIRB or 
life buoy or both. However the implementing officers have assured them that these items will be made 
available as soon as they are supplied to them.
The beneficiaries complained that in addition to the two items, some other items like Anchor, Rope, 
Torch light, wind mat etc described in the hand book were also not included in the kit. Many of  those 
who received the Safety Kit in the second batch complained that they have received an ordinary knife 
instead of  the Multipurpose Jack knife which was supplied with the first batch of  Safety Kit.
Majority of  the beneficiaries have seen the docu- fiction prepared by the department. All the beneficiaries 
who have watched the film opined that it was informative and interesting.  

Majority of  them were not carrying the life buoy with them due to the reason that they  don’t have enough 
space in their craft to keep the lifebuoy. They feel that life jackets  would have been more appropriate and 
convenient for them than the lifebuoy. 
All the participants opined that the Compass and EPIRB are very useful during any mishap. Even though 
most of  the crafts are using GPS to find the location and direction, it is difficult to use GPS  during heavy 
rains. In these circumstances they are using compass and the GPS is kept safely inside the box to protect 
it from getting damaged . All of  them opined that, at the time of  a disaster or mishap the GPS will not 
function if  it is wet. But they can use the compass  during such contingencies.  Majority of  the partici-
pants are of  the same opinion that they have no connectivity with the main land during deep sea fishing. 
All of  them feels a sense of  security while 
keeping the EPIRB.
The flash light distributed is also very 
useful but it does not  last for more than 
a week and demand frequent repair and 
replacement. However they opined that 
flash light available in market also has the 
same problem and demanded that the de-
partment may develop a better one with 
rechargeable batteries. 
Majority of  the participants are illiterate 
and  do not know how to use the injec-
tion ampules and medicines included in 
the kit. They feel that they need training 
in using the medicines distributed along 
with the Kit. All the participants were ready to give back the medicines as they do not know how to use 
it. 
The participants opined that the single lifebuoy distributed is not sufficient for the 5-6 members who 
usually go in a single craft

2.13.3.c. Analysis and Suggestions 
Supply of  sea safety kit is truly useful to the target population which is engaged in a highly risky livelihood 
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practice without adequate safety measures. It is a ground breaking move on the part of  the government 
in ensuring the welfare of  this marginalized section of  our population. However in such an innovative 
project, information gap has invited unwanted agitation of  the public and criticism of  the media. The 
department could have supplied the sea safety kits with all the items  
The docu- fiction and the hand book developed by the Project Implementation Unit is very informative 
and interesting. 
There was misuse of  EPIRB in the initial stage. There were many instances of  fishermen or their children 
using it without knowing the consequences. This could have been avoided to some extent by effective ca-
pacity building programmes. However supplemented with the growing awareness amongst the fishermen 
about the equipment, the department officials have managed to control the misuse very effectively. 
Multi-purpose jack knife that was shown in the film and included the hand book was distributed only to 
the first batch of  beneficiaries . But an ordinary knife was supplied to the  next batch of  beneficiaries. 
This could have been avoided through proper monitoring of  its supply considering the fact that this type 
of  incidents will create unnecessary suspicion and bad image among the public about the TRP interven-
tion as a whole.
The fishermen are not able to use the medicines in the first aid kit distributed. Though the use of  all other 
items are clearly explained in the film, fishermen never got any  idea about the use of  the medical items 
including the injection ampules. In the absence of  a proper training about their use, the medicines in the 
kit will become useless. 

The freebies
The department has conveniently distributed the safety kits 100% free of  cost. The distribution of  such 
valuable and useful items as freebies without charging any portion of  their cost has made many fishermen 
feel that the kit was ‘value less’.   While discussing the use of   each individual item all the respondents 
opined that all of  them were very useful. But the general trend among the fishermen was to present it as 
an insignificant scheme.  This impression may have been created (a.) due to the failure on the part of  the 
Department to supply all the components of  the kit together, (b.) due to the supply on free of  cost and 
(c.) due to the inability to use certain items like medical kit. 
The fact that the Kit was supplied with full subsidy has, on the one hand, reduced the intensity of  the 
public agitation on delay and quality of  components to a great extent, and on the other, relieved the of-
ficials from the pressure of  prompt delivery of  items, social accountability and social auditing to a large 
extent. Any how the distribution of  kits free of  cost and in the charity mode has saved the time and effort 
which might have been required to  generate demand and sensitize the community for cost sharing. The 
cost paid for this ‘convenience’ is the lack of  ownership feeling and under valuation. In this particular 
instance,  it would not have been inappropriate on the part of  the Department to implement it on a cost  
share basis, as the Kit  was supplied to the craft owners  who have the wherewithal to afford it for the 
sake of  the safety of  those who work for them.   
Moreover, only about 40% of  the OBM crafts in the state will be covered under this scheme.    If  a part 
of  the cost was recovered from the beneficiaries, wider coverage  could have been possible with the funds 
presently available through TRP    

Component D Capacity Building & Training

2.13.1.d. The Scheme 
The project envisages conduct of  awareness programmes among all fishermen and specific training to 
selected beneficiaries with the support from competent agencies. A team of  trainers will also be trained 
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through Trainers Training Programme under this project.   
The project was planned to be implemented during the year 2008-2009. But even at the end of  2011, any 
of  the stated objectives of  the scheme has not been  achieved. 

2.13.2.d. Observations 
Training for sea rescue squad has been completed and 58 fishermen youth are given training for sea res-
cue operations by National Institute of  Water Sports, Goa. But the grass root level  functionaries of  the 
Fisheries Department have not been part of  any capacity building initiatives. The beneficiaries of  the 
sea safety kits also have not received any training in responsible fishing or to use the safety equipments 
distributed   

2.13.3.d. Analysis and suggestions  
The youth who were  selected from the fishermen community for sea rescue squad have received   good 
quality training from the National Institute of  Water Sports, Goa. The duration of  the training was 21 
days as against the one month residential training proposed in the project.  
The field level functionaries of  the fisheries department need to trained and equipped for operationalising 
the MVKs. The department has dropped the idea of  hiring local youth as community organizers for the 
functioning of  the MVKs. In these circumstances, the capacity building of  the existing Matsya Bhavan 
Officers  assumes greater importance. The absence of  training and sensitisastion initiatives among the 
beneficiaries of  the sea safety kits have resulted in them not using many of  the equipments distributed 
in the Kits. Majority of  the primary stake holders are illiterate  or have only primary education. The first 
aid kit contains many types of  medicine and injection ampules. Therefore the fishermen need interactive 
skill development training session for using the equipments and the first aid kit
The overall response of  the grass root level officials of  the Fisheries Department was very positive and 
their rapport with the beneficiary community was very evident from their interactions and engagements 
with them. But with regard to some components of  the TRP, the officials themselves were not adequately 
informed, trained or sensitized, leading to gaps and inefficiencies in the delivery of  assistance and in its 
implementation. The mismatch between the attitude and aptitude of  the officials and their current level 
of  skill and exposure point to the need for capacity building at various levels.
 
2.14. Sustainability Plan

2.14.1. The Scheme
A number of  micro enterprises have been established 
under TEAP, TRP and PMNRF  across the nine Tsu-
nami affected coastal districts of  the state for generation 
of  a steady and sustainable income. Even though the ini-
tial trainings on motivation, management and technical 
skill were imparted to the beneficiaries, it was found that 
continued assistance is required in the form of  hand-
holding support. 
PIU in the Fisheries Department had conducted exten-
sive review of  the existing micro enterprises and found 
that  almost all the beneficiary groups need field support  
in one or more  areas like SSI Registration, Panchayath Deepam Hotel, Kollam, Beneficiary, 

Sustainability Plan
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License, Insurance coverage, Prompt Accounting & Book keeping, Guidance in Working Capital Man-
agement, Linkage with Local Self  Government Institutions, Support for Market promotional activities, 
Supports for raw material procurement, Local advertisements, Motivation to participate in Fairs, Mela’s 
etc, Stock and inventory management, Tax issues, or Improvement in the production process.
In addition, the functioning of  the system and need for sustainability arrangement was evaluated by the 
BME Team of  TEAP and they had recommended  that necessary changes be introduced to improve their 
efficiency.
Based on such reviews of  the functionaries and beneficiaries and after two workshops involving various 
stakeholders and experts, the following support needs were identified
4Bringing in social linkages and general day to day care
4Motivational activities to both group members & functionaries.
4Conflict resolution and building of  cohesiveness  amongst all members.
4Accounting and Book keeping training and support.
4Technology upgradation.
4Supports for raw material procurement, marketing of  produce and management of  working capital.
4Formation of  an Institutional mechanism for the post project period support

The project components include
4Formation of  LSG level primary federation of  Theeramythri units  
4Formation of  LSG level Theeramythri Management Councils  (TMC), 
4Theeramythri Support Service Team (TESST) 

a) Social linkages and counseling Support 
b) Financial Management Support 
c) Technical Support 
d) Business Management Support/Marketing Support 

4Developing an institutional mechanism for post project support  

Table 2.14.1
Project Cost & Reach

 Project Cost (in lakhs)  Output No of  Households
  (No of  units) Benefited
 Allocation   Utilisation   
 81.45  77.54 (95.20%) - -

Project Period: The time frame planned for implementation of  this scheme was 2009-2010.  

Scheme Objectives.  
4To enhance the sustainability of  livelihood activities under TEAP
4To ensure better participation of  PRIs in the monitoring mechanism
4To give necessary counseling to beneficiaries for dispute resolution 
4To provide assistance for Business & Finance Management 
4To provide Technical & Information support
4To facilitate the formation of   an empowered group of  LSG level coordinators from the beneficiary  
    group itself  
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4To improve the efficiency of  production and there by improve the income
4To form and stabilize an institutional mechanism for post project support  

2.14.2.Observations
Kollam, Alappuzha and Kozhikode Districts were selected for evaluating the various components of   this 
sub project. 

Functioning of  the Theeramythri Support Service Team (TESST)
Even though as per the project document four experts in the areas of  Marketing,  Accounting, Social 
mobilization and Fisheries Technology. were planned to be engaged in all the districts, only accounting 
experts were appointed. In addition the services rendered by the individuals appointed as part of  the 
TESST were not need-based. In other words the  experts appointed for the purpose were not given a 
clear brief  about their jobs or a  well defined job description. They were either  free to do their jobs ac-
cording to their drive and motivation, or utilized for some other  assignments  related to the project. As 
a result, the involvement and performance of  these functionaries entirely depend on their own mindset 
and commitment. Some of  the beneficiaries the Team met, had a positive attitude and aptitude, but were 
not given proper instructions as to their responsibilities and tasks. Nor were their feedback considered as 
a source of  valid field information for initiating corrective measures. 

Formation of  Theeramythri Management Councils
Theeramythi Mmanagement Councils were formed in majority of  the LSGs and was intended to link the 
micro enterprises closely with the local bodies and with their poverty reduction programmes   The chair-
man of  the council is the head of  the LSG
Though the chairperson of  the LSG acting in the role of  chairman of  TMC lends authority to the post, 
it also creates hurdles. Firstly, the LSG chairperson is busy with a lot of  other things and seldom gets 
time to attend TMC meetings; moreover,  the trend is often of  them favouring  the introduction of  new 
schemes rather than reviving or sustaining the old ones. So, in many places TMC, though formally con-
stituted, are not functional in the real sense. However there are some  TMCs  who took the  initiative to 
identify the problem units and settle issues among the members of  the activity groups and to create an 
enabling social environment. 
There were 117 micro enterprises in Alappad panchayat.  TMC has been formed in this Panchayat and 
it had met two times. But the people’s representatives who have attended the meeting hardly remember 
anything about it, and needed the prompting of  the beneficiary representatives of  TMC to recollect the 
details.   
The Matsya Bhavan officer is the Treasurer of  the TMC, but again he/she is someone who is already 
playing multiple roles. The fund allocated for the meetings and to conduct other functions of  TMC  is 
lying idle and not yet utilized. The Beneficiary representatives are much concerned about the revival of  
the sick units as well as the sustainability of  the functioning ones, and their expectations about TMC is 
high. But unless there is a concerted effort on the part of  the Department to re-energise TMC, the pres-
ent state of  stagnation will continue and more units will begin to fall sick or dysfunctional.  

Developing an Institutional mechanism
The feasibility study by a professional agency that was proposed under the sub project of  the micro 
enterprises established by the fisheries department was not carried out. Development of  suitable insti-
tutional mechanisms for common branding, marketing, and collective  raw material procurement on the 
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basis of   such feasibility study also  seems to have been dropped. 
Once the TRP project period and fund flow comes to an end, the fate of  TMCs remains very unpredict-
able.

Training	to	TMC	Office	bearers 
The training programme for the TMC official bearers was not arranged in any of  the places where the 
evaluation team visited.

2.14.3. Analysis and Suggestions
Absence of  Conceptual Clarity
All the stakeholders the Team interacted with  - the LSG representatives, beneficiary group leaders and 
the department officials - are not fully aware of  the scope of   this sub project and were not very clear 
about the mode of  functioning of  TMC. So, there is an urgent need to inculcate conceptual clarity on 
the interventions of  TMC as proposed under this sub project and  also about the issues to be addressed.. 
Even the contract staff  appointed for the purpose was not aware of  their role in the project. Altogether 
the evaluation team  felt that the project executing authority at the district and zonal levels were either 
not able to fully conceive the project concept crafted by the PIU or are too busy to attend to the same 
amidst their  busy official schedule .
 
Partial Implimentation
The project inputs in the area of  market promotion were not significant and whatever support systems 
that have been put in place, bear limited  or partial results. The capacity building of  the TMC was also 
grossly neglected. However, in terms of  fund utilization, 95% of  the financial targets (Rs77.54 out of  Rs 
81.45) have been achieved, even though many of  the components are only partially executed.   
The Theeramythri Supports Service Team was a workable idea if  properly established and made opera-
tional. But the project implementing authorities took little effort to establish such a team as envisaged in 
the project document.

Insignificant	Input	
The number of  staff  planned for the TESST was too  large  while at the same time,  the duration pro-
posed for their tenure was not sufficient enough even to  get them accustomed with the prevailing issues.   
Project proposed to appoint four assistant managers  in each district  in the following streams: (1) Market-
ing (2) Accounting (3) Social mobilization and (4) Fisheries Technology. Their duration was for a period 
of  three months. Though  well conceived , in practice this support system was not put in place  so that 
an earnest attempt can be made to achieve the stated outcomes.
 
Lack of  Handholding
Many units require handholding and capacity building support in accounting and business management.    
There were many micro enterprises that are at present struggling to sustain; obviously, they require  
handholding and managerial support. For example in Kozhikode district, there are two supermarkets 
which were revived by the implementing agency by arranging  subsidized commodities from the Civil 
Supplies Department , and by providing an additional working capital assistance  to address their capital 
starvation.  Actually, the financial crunch they were facing  was a result of  various factors, including lack 
of  domain experience and knowledge, mismanagement  and absence of  proper accounting. But through 
these bitter experiences, the leadership of  the activity groups as well as the beneficiaries  have learned a 
lot of  lessons during the  last two years . The process of  going through such experiences and running 
the enterprise on their own,  had an empowering effect on them; they learned a lot by confronting  such 
business challenges to which they were hitherto never exposed.
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Lack of  Capacity Building 
These units need to know their business results on a regular basis both for profit-sharing as well as to 
take business decisions relating to purchases and sales, inventory control etc.. There are some commerce 
graduates among these group members and they can be easily trained to take up this task. Even at such a 
juncture,  the evaluation team  did not find any efforts  on the part of  TESST to address  this felt capacity 
building needs of  the group, especially in accounting  and in the preparation of  Profit and Loss accounts 
and Balance Sheet. 
The assistant managers (Accounting) who were engaged for the purpose, in the deficiency of  clarity re-
garding their role, did help the units in preparing their accounts for a period of  time but did not train or 
equip the beneficiaries to take over the activity in a phased manner.  Actually the activity groups were in 
need of  a capacity building exercise (not a formal session but of  practical learning by doing) in  maintain-
ing primary books of  account like cash book and stock register. The back log also needs to be updated 
apart from external support for annual profit and loss analysis.
A focused intervention in this regard might have generated much results by imparting necessary skill, at-
titude and in enabling them to keep daily books of  accounts properly.
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TRP Schemes and Fisheries Department

3.1	Profile	of 	Sample	Beneficiaries	of 	Schemes	Implemented	by					
Fisheries Department

In the previous Chapter, in the individual analysis of  the selected schemes, the socio-eco-
nomic and income profile, and opinions of  the respondents are given. The following section 
presents pie-charts showing the socio-economic and income profile, and opinions of  all the 
respondents (210) across all the selected schemes and districts covered by the survey. For the 
respective tables, refer Annexure 1.

3.1.1 Scheme -Wise  Distribution Of  Samples

Repairs & Replacement of  Marine
Fishing Input (Kollam)

Introduction of  LPG Kit for OBM (Alappuzha)

Vehicle for Fresh Fish Marketing (Ernakulam)

Working Capital for Revolving Fund
(Thiruvananthapuram)

Assistance to Women Fish Vendors for
Fish Marketing (Thiruvananthapuram)

Rural Marketing Executives (Alappuzha) 

Working  Capital Support to Women 
Beneficiary Group (Super Market) (Kozhikode)

Vehicle for Transportation (Vanitha Bus)
(Thiruvananthapuram) 

Early Warning & Sea Safety Kit 
(Thiruvananthapuram)
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3%
6%

57%

29%

5%

House-Collapsed
House partially Damaged
Livelihood asset - lost
Livelihood asset - partially damaged
No Damage 

3.1.2 Extent Of   Tsunami Damage 

48%52%

19%

38%

43%

3.1.3 Gender Distribution

3.1.4 Age Distribution

Male
Female

20-35 years
36-50 years
> 50 years
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20%
16%

64%

3.1.6 Main Occupation    
  
Fishing
Fishing allied activities
Micro-enterprise & Marketing 

4%

4%

8%

84%

 3.1.7 Whether Disadvantaged ? 
     

Widow
Physically Challenged
Self/Spouse having prolonged illness
Not Applicable

34%

2%
2%

62%

OBC
OEC
ST
SC

3.1.5 Caste Status
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27%
16%

2%

1%

54%

3.1.8 Educational Status
  
Illiterate 
SSLC Failed
SSLC  & +2
Graduate 
Post-Graduate 
 

32%

68%

90%

8%

2%

3.1.9  Whether The Respondents
Own A Phone ?    

Yes
No

3.1.10 Land Ownership Status   
   
Owned
Rented
No Patayam
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3.1.13 Whether The Family is
Female Headed ?    

Yes
No

10%

12%

14%

17%

27%

20%

 
2
3
4
5
6
>6

3.1.12 Number of  Members in the 
Family

14%

86%

3.1.11 Type of  House  
 
Thatched
Sheeted
Tiled Single Storied
Tiled Double Storied
Concrete Single Storied
Concrete Double Storied

8%
20%

2%

2%

21%47%
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3.1.14	Status	Of 	Beneficiary	Income			
   
Sole Source
Main Source
Additional Source

52%

13%

35%

3.1.15 Average Monthly Income Before & After TRP

4523

6591

3000

4000

5000

6000

7000

0

1000

2000

Before  TRP Assistance       
(In Rs) 

After  TRP Assistance       
(In Rs) 

3.1.16 Souce Of  Information About TRP 
Schemes       
 

Media
Govt.Officials
NGOs
CBOs
Panchayat Member
others                             

9%

38%

15%

7%

13%

18%
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Yes
No
Do Not Know

6%

69%

25%

3.1.18 Whether TRP Was Managed  Effectively?

3.1.17	Number	Of 	Benefits	Received
Through  TRP  

1
2
>2 70%

3%

27%

3.2 TRP Schemes and Fisheries Department

From the detailed analysis of  the various schemes in the livelihood sector implemented by the Fisheries 
Department, it is evident that it was done in true spirit and with commitment. The schemes were well 
thought out and conceived, and they were received with equal enthusiasm and vigour by the community. 
The Team felt that the real problem areas lie between these two: Project Vision and Field Level Imple-
mentation. 
Firstly, we would like to highlight some of  the striking features of  the implementation of  TRP by Fisher-
ies Department, drawn from the discussions and observations at the field level.
The Receptivity of  the Community: Prime Minister’s call to ‘convert this disaster into an opportunity’ 
has been welcomed in its true spirit and with open mind by the beneficiary community. All the projects 
targeting their livelihood were well accepted by the community, and wherever possible community sup-
port and handholding provided.  
Rapport	of 	the	Officials	with	the	community: The officials of  the Department as well as that of  the 
implementing agencies like SAF, Matsyafed, Fishermen Primacy Cooperative Societies had good rapport 
with all sections of  the fishermen community, right from the women fish vendors to the boat owners. 
Evidently this has been achieved through a long period of  time and several schemes addressing vari-
ous aspects of  their lives and livelihoods. We would like to highlight this aspect because this has been 
achieved despite the fact that most of  the Department officials are burdened with more than one post 
and office, and their attendant responsibilities. Though this puts severe strain on their capacity and ef-
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Total    Grade   No. Scheme

Ra
nk

ficiency, they have tried their best to rise to an occasion like tsunami rehabilitation and go out of  the way 
to make it successful.
Hassle-free Implementation: Another distinguishing feature of  TRP implemented by Fisheries De-
partment is the quality of  Project Formulation and Fund Flow Management which has been commend-
ably hassle-free and timely. None of  the implementing agencies/officials had complaints about delay 
in response or fund release. This is something that puts TRP apart from other such government pro-
grammes.

3.3 Grading of  Schemes
Table 3.1 shows the details about the grading of  the selected schemes which includes scores given to 
each scheme with regard to each of  the ten performance indicators (Refer Chapter 1.5 for details about 
grading methodology).  The overall grading and ranking have been done on the basis of  the total score 
received by each scheme. Table 3.2 shows the ranking of  schemes in ascending order and according to 
the five stage grading.Presented below is the grading given to each scheme in the ascending order

Table No. 3.1 Grading of  Schemes      
   Ten Indicators of   Performance    
   (Maximum Score-10 )

        
      
  
  

1  Repairs and Replacement of
  Marine Fishing Inputs   5 5 5 7 6 0 8 4 4 6 50  Average 8
2  Introduction of  LPG Kit for OBM  3 4 3 6 4 4 2 3 5 2 36  Below 10
                 Average  
3  Vehicle for Fresh Fish Marketing  8 8 4 7 6 7 7 5 5 4 61  Good  4
4  Working Capital for Revolving Fund  6 6 4 3 3 6 5 8 6 4 51  Average  7
5  Assistance to Women Fish 
  Vendors For Fish Marketing  7 9 7 5 5 8 5 4 4 8 62  Good  3
6  Rural Marketing Executives   5 7 4 4 5 5 3 1 5 3 42  Average  9
7  Working Capital Support to
  Women Beneficiary Groups
  (Super Markets)    7 2 5 7 7 8 5 4 5 5 55  Average  5
8  Equipping CPC Arattupuzha  7 6 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 16  Poor 13
9  Dry Fish Complex, Sukthikulangara  9 8 8 5 7 6 8 8 5 6 70  Good  1
10  Community Resource Centre Vellayil 7 7 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15  Poor 14
11  Vehicle for Transportation
  (Vanitha Bus)   6 8 7 6 9 8 4 5 6 8 67  Good  2
12  Goods Carrier Vehicle - SAF  2 6 3 2 1 1 0 0 4 0 19  Poor 12
13  Early Warning and Sea Safety Kits  8 3 3 6 5 5 7 6 4 5 52  Average  6
14  Sustainability Plan   5 2 1 2 2 3 2 0 2 1 20  Poor 11
  Total    85 81 55 61 60 62 56 49 55 52 616 Average  

Source:Grading Methodology
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As the tables indicate, no schemes were ranked ‘Excellent’, while four schemes: Dry Fish Complex, Sak-
thikulangara, Vanitha Bus, Assistance to Women Venders for Fish Marketing and Vehicle for Fresh Fish 
Marketing belong to the next category: ‘Good’. Similarly, four schemes: Sustainablility Plan, Goods Car-
rier Vehicle for Apex Federation, Equipping Cluster Production Centre, Arattupuzha, and Community 
Resource Centre, Vellayil, were ranked as ‘Poor’. The maximum number of  schemes (5) comes under the 
category ‘Average’ and one scheme, ‘Below Average’.

Table No. 3.2 Ranking of  Schemes (Ascending Order)

                         Grade/Rank                                      Scheme Score
 Excellent
  Nil
 Good
 1. Dry Fish Complex, Sakthikulangara 70 
 2. Vanitha Bus 67
 3. Assistance to Women Venders for Fish Marketing 62
 4. Vehicle for Fresh Fish Marketing 61
 Average
 5. Working Capital Support to the Beneficiary Groups 55
 6. Early Warning System and Sea Safety Kits 52
 7. Working Capital for Revolving Fund 51
 8. Repair and Replacement of  Marine Fishing Inputs   50
 9. Rural Marketing Executives 42
      Below Average
 10. Introduction of  LPG Kit for OBM 36
 Poor
 11. Sustainability Plan 20
 12. Goods Carrier Vehicle for Apex Federation 19
 13. Equipping Cluster Production Centre, Arattupuzha 16
 14. Community Resource Centre, Vellayil 15
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General Observations

Given the systemic limitations of  governmental agencies and the overwhelming 
dimensions of  the disaster on the one hand, and the all-too real needs of  the 
community on the other, we would like to flag certain issues and areas of  concern 

that could be considered as lessons to be learned from a complex process like TRP.

‘Project’ to ‘Process’
The most palpable thing that the Evaluation Team felt during the study was the self  confi-
dence and positive attitude of  female beneficiaries. Even in cases where they were the ben-
eficiaries of  some of  the most unsustainable projects, personally, and as groups, the satisfac-
tion and confidence they exuded far outweighed the ‘book’ or ‘recorded’ results. Though the 
scheme may have been a ‘failure’ as an economic unit or in monetary terms, from a social 
perspective, the schemes are successes in terms of  the change in worldview and in raising the 
level of  confidence of  the beneficiary women. For in all cases, these women from the most 
marginalized section of  the society have managed to own/create certain assets, run certain 
establishments/business on their own, learn some skills, earn certain experiences and create 
certain rapport at the local and official levels. Obviously such larger social fallouts cannot be 
captured through figures or charts, and have to be viewed as inexorable processes triggered 
by the project intervention.

Any social development project, let alone rehabilitation projects, has to be viewed from a 
‘process’ perspective. By ‘project’ we mean an instance where everything is preplanned, all 
the details worked out, duties and tasks assigned and everything is parceled down to the 
last point. ‘Process’ indicates a situation where all such well designed plans are treated as a 
‘template’ at the lower levels, where in response to the changing situations, it is constantly 
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redesigned and reworked accordingly. The process approach requires creation of  vibrant feedback mech-
anisms and openness to criticisms and suggestions from the lower levels in order to mould and correct 
the ‘project’ plans as it progresses. In circumstances where there is a lack of  to and fro information 
flow between the top and bottom, the planners and the field staff, the project implementation could get 
tied down to adhering to mechanical procedures and reporting of  figures. A vibrant monitoring system  
should be receptive to timely feedback and capable of  effective response in tune with the constantly 
emerging and sometimes changing needs at the field level during implementation. 
In the implementation of  TRP, the absence of  such a dynamic monitoring process was often felt. Though 
there were constant reviews and reporting, they were mostly confined to the ‘given’ objectives financials, 
plans and seldom about the very premises under which they were spelt out. 
Sustainability Plan could be a case in point. It was actually introduced as an afterthought and could be 
seen as a ‘process byproduct’ of  TRP. The idea of  TMC came out of  the realization that the various 
schemes and its beneficiary-groups that are functioning need to network with each other to make each 
other viable. Though conceived as linkages, they were in fact not functioning with such awareness. For 
instance, the Rural Marketing Executives, the umpteen Theeramaythri Activity Groups producing various 
goods, the Theeramaythri Super Market, Apex Body of  Activity Groups etc are supposed to be working 
in tandem with each other to create a synergistic effect. But during discussion with them, most of  them 
did not have this larger picture in view, but were engrossed with their own survival problems. The inter-
mediary agents/agencies who were supposed to nurture such synergies like the mission coordinators and 
implementing officers were not adequately briefed about this mission or given capacity building in this 
area.

Project Vision to Field Mission
The tsunami rehabilitation projects were well conceived by the Fisheries Department and well received 
by the coastal communities who were in dire need of  such an intervention. The project/schemes had 
the overall welfare of  the target community in view and contain income/employment generation pro-
grammes and building of  physical infrastructure. At the beneficiary level, all the schemes have found 
their target beneficiaries to a great extent, which was adequately supported by community organizations 
and NGOs at the field level. But even though majority of  the inputs envisaged are delivered there was a 
gap between what was conceived and what was actually realized by the community. Obviously, this gap 
between planning and delivery occurred due to various hurdles in between, that is, at the level of  the 
intermediaries: if  in some cases, it is the implementing agency or the department, in other cases, it is the 
lack of  commitment or capacity building of  the functionary at the field level. 

Building Capacity & Cascading Commitment
On many occasions, the implementing officers were not able to internalize the vision and strategies of  
the project as visualized by the planners. Wherever the implementing officers have invested their time, 
energy and involvement, the difference in outcomes were evident and visible, both in terms of  rapport 
with the community as well as transparency in implementation. In many cases, the state- or district-level 
implementing officers were not able to cascade the vision and mission of  the project to the field level 
staff  to make them proactive agents in the whole process. This gap could have been bridged through ef-
fective and need based capacity building initiatives by the PMU/ PIU. 

From Charity Mode to Rights Mode
Most often, various schemes under the Project seems to have been implemented in the ‘charity’ mode 
by the officials, where some freebies are doled out to the ‘needy’. This approach has multiple negative 
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fallouts in the process of  implementation. For one, there is no economic stake on the part of  the benefi-
ciary, which puts him/her always in a subordinate position or ‘receiving’ end. Under charity mode, even 
if  the quality of  the asset service is not up to the expectations of  the beneficiary, or is not as useful, or is 
not supplied in time and to the deserving, the beneficiary is often ineligible or hesitant to demand qual-
ity, timeliness or worth. On the other side, the officers are also not under pressure to deliver the goods/
services/facilities in time and according to their own promises or beneficiary’s expectations. It is never 
considered his or her ‘right’ to those benefits, but remains a charity originating from above. So, charity 
mode, by its very nature, preempts accountability and effectiveness to a great extent, unless the benefi-
ciaries or the beneficiary community are vociferous and well informed about their rights and eligibilities. 
Most of  the efforts aimed at putting in place participatory mechanisms to promote the ‘rights’ approach 
are more often sidelined or given low priority.
The experience of  the activity group that launched super markets could be cited as a case in point. In the 
initial stages of  the project, as they were new to the fields of  procurement, sales, inventory control and 
shop management, they had to suffer huge losses. For instance, they were dumped with certain goods 
that could not be sold and remained as dead stock in their shop leading to loss. Likewise, certain low qual-
ity grocery items were supplied to the units, which again put them in a quandary. All this happened mainly 
due to the lack of  experience and knowledge of  the beneficiary, but also because of  the callous attitude 
of  the implementing officials, who functioned in the ‘charity’  mode and didn’t consider the transaction 
in the ‘rights’ or ‘business’ mode. The beneficiary women didn’t raise a protest as they didn’t have the 
experience to foresee the business outcome of  such transactions or the confidence to deal with officials. 
In other words, they also internalized the assistance as charity rather than as their right.
Sea Safety Kit scheme could be taken as another example in this regard. In the beginning, multiple com-
ponents were included as part of  the kit and were promised to the beneficiaries by disseminating such 
information through supply of  a docu-fiction (VCD). But due to several problems of  supply and execu-
tion, many of  the crucial items could not be supplied. Instead, the items were supplied to the beneficiaries 
as and when they were made available. As there was no contribution on the part of  the beneficiary, they 
had no choice but to wait for the next installment of  items to arrive. While this mix-up eroded the cred-
ibility of  the project and the implementing officer at the field level, the latter could ‘manage’ to withstand 
the protests only because it was delivered like charity and not as the right of  the beneficiary. 

Beneficiary	Selection
The most crucial factor and challenge in any social development programme is the identification of  right 
beneficiaries. It necessarily has to be need-based, objective and also participatory so that values of  trans-
parency and accountability are inculcated into the project from the very beginning. If  these are issues on 
the side of  the implementing agency, on the other side, the attitude and involvement of  the beneficiaries 
as the most crucial aspect. 
For instance, in cases where the beneficiaries have been accommodated due to other reasons like his/
her political affiliation, official pressure to achieve targets, lure of  subsidy element, favoritism of  the 
officials, influence etc the sustainability of  the project is bound to suffer. Such selection will also affect 
the cohesiveness of  beneficiary group in the long run, as difference of  opinion and interests are bound 
to arise between deserving beneficiaries and those who look at the assistance and the scheme tasks as 
‘secondary’.
Field survey shows that the presence of  the beneficiaries who join the activity groups only because of  
the attraction towards the subsidy element jeopardize the common agenda of  the group and many a time 
makes the unit dysfunctional. Of  course, in a politically active society like ours, it is not possible to fully 
avoid such things. But there should be involvement of  all the stakeholders in all the phases of  the benefi-
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ciary selection process. The Project document of  Fisheries Department clearly spells out that it benefi-
ciary selection should be done by a committee formed at the level of  the local self  government with its  
President as Chairperson along with respective Ward, District and Block panchayat members, representa-
tives from Kudumbasree and an official from the Fisheries Department. Sensitization programmes were 
also envisaged to disseminate information about the schemes among the beneficiaries. The list prepared 
by the committee was further approved by a committee headed by the respective District Panchayat 
President. But despite all these mechanisms, there are several instances where beneficiary selection has 
included ineligible candidates, due to political and procedural contingencies and convenience.  This is 
an area where political interests come into conflict with procedural systems. But wherever sensitization 
programmes have been done effectively and community involvement is high, the beneficiary selection 
process has been transparent, and the units more sustainable.
 In case of  the Rural Marketing Executive projects the implementing agency was depending on the local 
bodies, to find required number of  beneficiaries for this unappealing scheme. In effect, this strategy only 
further contributed to the pace of  stagnation of  the units. But in case of  the vehicle for fresh fish market-
ing in Ernakulam districts, the implementing agency managed to refine the beneficiary list through multi 
level screening and sensitization. One strategy they adopted was to call repeated meetings of  the potential 
beneficiaries at regular intervals. “When the list is large and there are political and other interests, it is very 
difficult to identify the right beneficiary. Only the genuinely needy and interested people tend to return 
after a few meetings”, observes Girija, Assistant Manager, Matsyafed, Ernakulam district.  This strategy 
also helped them a lot in achieving the desired outcome for the project.    

Ground Test before Launch
It was found that even in the case of  large schemes that involved sizeable amount and vast coverage, no 
attempt was made to do a pilot project initially. Such pilot exercises would have given valuable feedback 
from the field in terms of  the quality and appropriateness of  the asset/service/assistance, the administra-
tive hurdles involved in implementation and the level of  community response. Such insights could have 
helped to fine tune and customize the project and reduce unnecessary overheads. 

Responsiveness to Costs
Cost escalation during the time of  implementation many a time happens either due to the delay in 
implementation or due to ‘armchair’ budgeting without checking the prevailing market rates before final-
izing the revenue model for the scheme. For instance, in the case of  LPG Kit for OBM crafts, a realistic 
comparison of  the two fuel sources LPG and Kerosene, and their price trends were not made before 
implementation of  the scheme. As a result, the officials of  Fisheries Department in Ernakulam had to 
literally withdraw the project, and return the funds allocated for the same. Another convenient response 
adopted by the Department to this situation is to maintain the total outlay by eliminating certain select 
components from the scheme. This often results in handicapping the project concept and nominal or no 
outcome. Matsya Vigyan Kendras are an example for this kind of  response, where the most crucial com-
ponent of  connectivity and IT infrastructure were sacrificed for the sake of  construction of  building. 
Another instance of  miscalculation or misreading grass root situation is the Working Capital for Revolv-
ing Fund scheme, which was intended to provide ‘working capital’ support in the form of  cost on fuel, 
wages and operational expenses of  the fishermen. But according to the scheme, only a daily wage com-
pensation of  `120 was fixed; it was fixed at `120 which was neither enough to meet the daily expenses 
of  a fish worker nor anywhere near his normal daily earnings, leave alone the ‘working capital’ needs of  
an average boat owner. 
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Field Level Challenges
Effectiveness of  implementation of  the scheme at the field level not only depends on systematic and 
realistic planning, but also on the mindset of  the implementing officers at the field level. Only a commit-
ted and sensitive officer can achieve the desired outcome even if  the project is well conceived and well 
received.
The Evaluation Team found that the field level officers of  the Fisheries Department have excellent rap-
port with the target community in majority of  the areas and with regard to most of  the schemes. This has 
helped the effective delivery of  services. But in many a case, one found that the capacity of  the officers 
needs to be nurtured and developed in tune with their aptitude and interest. The gap of  a capacity build-
ing initiative for the officers, along with the strain and pressure of  their having to discharge multiple roles 
and posts, was very much evident in the filed. 

‘Assistance’ to ‘Take-off ’ Approach – Quantity to Quality
In many of  the schemes, the quantum of  benefit ultimately received by the beneficiaries or their group, 
and as a result, the financial returns of  their project, is pitiably small that the venture is neither able to 
provide livelihood to its members, nor to create enough surplus to sustain the unit or replace the assets. 
So, due to lack of  sustainability, at the end of  a few years, or after the subsidy/project support or hand-
holding period is over, the unit faces a natural death. Though some of  the Activity Group members may 
use the lessons and experiences earned from this failed exercise in their future activities or ventures, one 
feels that the social cost, time and energy involved in learning those lessons is too high.
Instead, wherever possible, the scheme should be designed in such a way that, for the recipient of  the 
assistance, it does not remain a mere ‘assistance’ but a ‘take-off ’ point in his/her life. This means that 
the quantum of  benefit and the duration of  handholding that follow should be large enough for the unit 
to become sustainable in the long run. This, in many cases, will definitely result in the reduction of  the 
number or quantity of  beneficiaries for a scheme, but if  sufficient care is taken in the selection of  benefi-
ciaries, the quality of  the intervention and success rate of  the units are bound to be much high.

Enabling Social Environment
Enabling social environment is a vital factor for the success of  the micro enterprises, especially those run 
by the women. Support from the family is a significant factor that contributes to the creation of  such an 
environment. Wherever the female beneficiaries or their ventures were given moral and other support by 
their husbands, those units have consistently managed to succeed and thrive. This is the case across dis-
tricts and schemes. But such support is also very much dependent on the opportunity cost of  the women 
spending their time on non-domestic activities. As the time spent by women at home is never given mon-
etary dimensions, any absence from it creates a lot of  tension within the family. So, unless the economic 
or social benefit derived from the scheme is significant enough, the family’s and especially husbands’ 
attitude to the women’s venture is liable to be not very encouraging, if  not negative. This also points to 
the need for creating an enabling social environment by sensitizing the family members and especially 
men, when the scheme is introduced. The Team also found several instances where the women had to 
leave the group because of  family issues and health reasons (like the presence of  critically ill person in 
the family or own delivery, sickness etc). Any scheme that focuses on female-empowerment should take 
these contingencies into account and create mechanisms to integrate them into its plan.

Exit and Re-entry Policy
Drop out of  members from the group is an unavoidable phenomenon. Taking this into account, the 
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implementing agency should draft an exit and re-entry policy. This will also prevent passive participation 
that hinders the total functioning of  the project.  

Brand Image
One disheartening aspect of  Theeramaythri products is their inability to find a wider market despite the 
quality of  their products. Compared to similar micro venture schemes in the state, many of  the prod-
ucts of  Theeramaythri like handmade toiletries and pickles have the distinct edge in having a Common 
Production Protocol. But Theeramaythri has not been able to convert this advantage into their unique 
selling proposition. This can be done only by creating a strong brand image through media and publicity 
interventions, which will have a positive effect at multiple levels: for the activity groups who engage in 
production, this will be a morale boost, for the rural marketing executives, such public visibility for their 
products will be of  great help in their door-to-door marketing efforts, and so too for the super markets, 
who are supposed to promote these products.
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Annexure I

Sub projects Implemented by Fisheries Department under TRP
(Which were not subjected to in-depth evaluation) 

1.Repair and Replacement of  Inland Fishing Inputs 
(Implementing Organisation: Department of  Fisheries)
With the Tsunami disaster which struck the coastal belt, the adjoining inland sector of  the 
state also was greatly affected. The impact of  the waves had a destructive effect on liveli-
hood assets like Chinese nets, Stake Nets and on their fragile canoes and other inland fishing 
implements. Farms and Hatcheries, stocks of  dried fish, Ornamental Fish Units, implements 
storage units etc, were also damaged or lost.  The inland fishermen whose income entirely 
depends on the catch from the back waters, lakes etc were affected and their livelihood 
disrupted. These relatively poor fishermen by the loss of  their fishing implements, were 
deprived of  the means to continue with their only source of  livelihood practiced generation 
after generation. This Sub Project is envisaged to assist these poor fishermen to fully restore 
the livelihood.
The project is implemented by the Department of  Fisheries through the concerned Deputy 
Director of  Fisheries. 

Table No I.1

Coverage and Outlay

       Project cost In Lakhs Out put No of  Benefited 
 Allocation Utilisation (No of  units) Households

 29.24 24.87 1332 1332
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  (85.05%) 
2 OBM Repair Unit
(Implementing Agency: Matsyafed)

In traditional fishing sector most of  the fishing crafts are propelled by out Board motors of  Hp ranging 
from 2 Hp to 40 HP. Presently there are about 15000 Out Board Motors  in use, these are all imported 
from Japan branding Suzuki, Yamaha, and Mariner. Because of  the continuous rigorous usage these 
OBMs are frequently gone under repair and average life span of  Out Board Motor is 3 years. 
Even though, several OBM service centers of  Matsyafed are running across the Coastal Districts of  
Kerala, it is found inadequate to cater the entire service needs of  the fishing groups. Many of  the private 
service centers in the coastal belt are using non genuine local spare parts causing huge loss to the fisher-
men.  So the concept of  OBM repair units included to provide better service for repair and maintenance 
with a reasonable service charge. By providing quality service, the life of  the OBMs can be enhanced 
for one or two more years. More importantly it can also create gainful employment to the poor educated 
youth belongs to the fishermen family.
The project is implemented by formation of  Activity groups with selected beneficiaries and linking the 
units with primary co-operative societies of  Matsyafed.
The project is implemented in the Tsunami affected villages of  Thiruvananthapuram, Kollam, Alappuzha 
and Ernakulam districts. The target group includes coastal youth having either ITI, KGCEE Certificate, 
VHSC (Marine Engines) or two year of  working experience in OBM repair units.  

Table No. I.2
Coverage and Outlay
 Project cost In Lakhs  Out put (No of  units) No of  Beneficiaries
 Allocation  Utilisation  Targeted  Achieved  Targeted  Achieved 
 4.0 2.86 (71.5%) 4 3 (75%) 12 9 (75%)

3.  Depuration of  Bivalves  
(Implementing Agency: Agency for Development of  Aquaculture, Kerala ADAK)
Bivalves are filter feeders in their feeding habit; hence, they accumulate all suspended materials including 
harmful microorganisms and heavy metals. Before the product reaches the market, these materials have 
to be removed from their gut. The process of  such removal of  contaminants is called depuration. Bi-
valves are consumed locally and are also exported to different countries. For export strict quality control 
measures needs to be taken. Quality standards followed by Bureau of  Indian Standards (BIS), Hazard 
Analysis Critical Control Point (HACCP) and European Economic Community (EEC) norms are fol-
lowed for Bivalve meat export.  Hence early action for depuration of  shell fish is necessary for promoting 
export. The depuration is the primary step in discarding and reducing the contaminants of  harvested 
(Both from wild and from farm) bivalves.
The produce can be processed in the units proposed under this sub projects to remove the contaminants 
by depuration for better market and improved quality. Thus value of  the produce is enhanced and more 
income can be generated. The product can be marketed in external markets, if  quality standards are as-
sured.  Through export, the farmers can get better price for their produce, thereby, increase their profit 
margins. 
Depuration facility is established around the bivalve farming areas as well as bivalve landing centers of  
the Tsunami affected coastal districts of  the state.  The fishermen family members are engaged in this 
activity. The sub project has provided technical and technological backing for establishing Small Scale 
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Depuration Unit. The venture cost includes cost of  infrastructure, working capital and the cost of  skill 
development training.  20 % of  the project cost is incurred as the administrative cost of  the implement-
ing agency.  

Table No.I. 3
Coverage and Outlay
 Project cost In Lakhs  Out put (No of  units) No of  Beneficiaries 
 Allocation  Utilisation  Targeted  Achieved  Targeted  Achieved 
 28.80 20.89 20 13 160 104
  (72%)  (65%)  (65%) 

4.  Vetiver Grass Cultivation   
(Implementing Agency: Fish Farmers Development Agency)
One among the few floral components suitable for agriculture practice in the sandy coastal area is the 
vetiver grass (Vetveria zizanoides), commonly called ‘khuskhus’ grass. Vetiver is a perennial grass, mainly 
cultivated on hill slopes as a rain fed crop.  But it is proved to be better suitable to coastal area than 
highlands because of  the ease in cultivation and high yield.  The essential oil extracted from the roots of  
vetiver grass have high medicinal value and greater demand as  ‘Khus Khus oil’. But presently the cultiva-
tion is done by external agencies or individuals exploiting the expert manpower of  the local fishermen 
community especially women. 
Scarcity of  initial capital investment is the problem with the community to take up this highly profitable 
enterprise. One SHG of  5 members can cultivate one unit of  1 Hectare. Under the sub project, assistance 
is given for both capital cost and the operation cost 

Venture Cost per 1 Ha Unit 
 Capital Cost = Rs. 24,000
 Operating Cost = Rs. 98,500
 Total = Rs. 1, 22,500

 TRP Share (62.5%) = Rs. 76,550
 Bank Share (25%) = Rs. 30,620
 Beneficiary Share (12.5%) = Rs. 15,300
 Total = Rs. 1, 22,500

As vetiver cultivation is practiced by the target group as labourers to others, they have the technical know 
how in the enterprise. Kerala Agriculture University is providing technical assistance for the scheme. The 
Project is implemented in Thrissur and Malappuram districts.   

Table No. I.4
Coverage and Outlay
Project cost In Lakhs  Out put (No of  units) No of  Beneficiaries 
 Allocation  Utilisation  Targeted  Achieved  Targeted  Achieved 
 40.54 13.71 40 24 160 120
  (33.81%)  (60%)  (75%) 
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5 Promotion of  Rice cum shrimp farming    
(Implementing Agency: Fish Farmers Development Agency)
The present sub project is to cultivate paddy and shrimp in an organic way to provide better income to 
the targeted beneficiaries. Initially 50 ha of  Kaipad land in Kannur District is envisaged to be revived for 
rice cum shrimp farming. 10 Self  Help   Groups / Activity Groups of  the benenficiries will be formed 
for this purpose. A Self  Help Group/ Activity Group will undertake farming in 5 Ha of  land. The avail-
able land is expected to be availed on lease for the rice cum shrimp farming for a period not less than five 
years. Fishermen and agricultural labours in the target area form the taget population for the scheme.  

Table No. I.5
Coverage and Outlay

 Project cost In Lakhs  Out put (No of  units) No of  Beneficiaries 
 Allocation  Utilisation  Targeted  Achieved  Targeted  Achieved 
 50.00 57.70 (115.40) 10 10 100 100

6.  Equipping Community Resource Centres at Alappad     
(Implementing Agency: Alappad Grama Panchayat)
The Community Resource centre is proposed to function as a common centre for providing single win-
dow service and facilities such as banking, communication,  training centers, library,  health center and 
the Matsyabhavan of  the Department of  Fisheries  to help in  improving the living standards of  people 
residing in this village.  It will help in pooling resources under the same roof; optimize them and thus to 
ensure the convergence of  various schemes and citizen services.
The present sub project proposes to provide facilities needed in the Community Resource Center con-
structed under TEAP at Alappad for the effective functioning of  the centre by fully equipping the Train-
ing hall, Public Health Centre, Mess hall, Guest rooms, IT Centre etc. The Alappad Grama Panchayath 
will be the Project Implementing Organization and the Panchayath Secretary will be the implementing 
officer of  the sub-project.

Table No. I.6
Coverage and Outlay

             Project cost In Lakhs  Out put (No of  units)
 Allocation   Utilisation  
 10.00  3.69 (36.9%) 1 
Furniture for the CRC has been procured and stored in the grama Panchayat as per the sub project. The 
CRC is yet to be operationalised 

7.  Equipping Cluster Production Centres at Alappad, Arattupuzha and 
Mararikkulam          
(Implementing Agency: Concerned Grama Panchayats)
The cluster production centers (CPC) were constructed to provide common amenities for the production 
of  various Micro enterprises based products by different beneficiary groups. The cluster approach with 
the common facility will ensure the quality as well as standardization of  the products. 
The present proposal is envisaged to fully equipping the Cluster Production Centers constructed under 
TEAP to enable the beneficiary groups to do the production of  value added products with the help of  
standard equipments and accessories. This will generate alternate livelihood for the target groups and to 
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increase their income for better quality of  life by adopting appropriate technologies.  
Objectives 
4 Develop opportunities for alternative livelihood 
4 Introduce innovative livelihood activities that can reduce poverty.
4 Improvement of  Skills to take up new as a livelihood ventures 
4 Infusion of  technologies for generation of  sustainable income generating
4 Improvements in quality of  life of  the Tsunami affected people by generating additional income.
4 Acts as a centre for the proposed apex producer co operative of  all the coastal activity groups under 
“Theeramythri

Table No. I. 7
Coverage and Outlay

 Project cost In Lakhs  Out put (No of  units) No of  Benefited
 Allocation Utilisation  Targeted  Achieved Households  
 67.64 56.64 (83.73%) 3 2 (66.6%) -

Any of  these clustor centres have not yet started its operations.

8.  Cluster Production Centre Njarakkal      
(Implementing Agency: HED)
The cluster production centre will facilitate as a common centre to provide basic amenities for the pro-
duction of  various products by different SHGs. The cluster approach with common facility also ensures 
quality as well as standardization of  the products. The cluster production centre plans to provide hygien-
ic, clean production facilities for various micro enterprises under the same roof.  The common facilities 
of  the centre can be used by all entrepreneurs; hence expenses for creating individual facilities in each 
unit can be avoided. The sub-project is proposed to provide common infrastructure facilities for fishery 
and non fishery related livelihood support production units.
The target groups include ten to twelve women activity groups from the coastal area of  the Panchayath, 
who were selected for different projects under TEAP/TRP and are successfully managing micro enter-
prises. More than Sixty beneficiaries selected for different sub projects under TEAP will be the direct 
beneficiaries of  the cluster production centre
Chief  Engineer of  Harbour Engineering Department will be the implementing Officer of  the project.

Table No. I.8
Coverage and Outlay

 Project cost In Lakhs  Out put (No of  units) No of  Benefited
 Allocation Utilisation  Targeted  Achieved Households  
 24.00 22.29 (92.87%) 1 1 - 

9.  Insulated Vehicle for Fish Transportation           
 (Implementing Agency: Matsyafed)
With the introduction of  modern technology, fish landing are getting more and more centralized in the 
landing centres and fishing harbours. The landings by each fishing unit have also increased due to more 
capital intensive fishing methods. The annual fish production has increased from around 2.5 Lkhs Tonnes 
in the 1950s to around 6 lakhs Tonnes by 1990s. The landing continue to hover around these levels since 
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the nineties. 
Larger volume of  landing and reduced fishing days pose severe challenge to the marketing infrastructure. 
Given the nature of  the commodity and its price sensitivity to the volume of  landings, higher volume 
leads to crash in prices. Increase in production does not result in higher income to the fishermen. 
In these circumstances under this sub project 2 insulted vehicles are established for fish marketing service 
with an intention to benefit for the fishermen with higher prices for their catch. The project is basically 
for arranging an insulated vehicle for procuring the fish from distant fish landing centers and marketing at 
different potential points. 40736 fishermen participating in he beach level auction of  Matsyafed through 
district and primary cooperative societies affiliated Matsyafed will be benefited by this scheme.    

Table No. I.9
Coverage and Outlay

           Project cost In Lakhs     Out put (No of  units) No of  Benefited
 Allocation Utilisation Targeted  Achieved   Households
 30 32.10 (107%) 2 2 -

10.		Artificial	reef 												
(Implementing Agency: ADAK)
Artificial reefs are manmade objects placed in the sea to provide an artificial fish habitat and thereby to 
attract, aggregate and regenerate fish resources. “Forty countries on six continents are using the artificial 
reef  technology today. Artificial reefs are reported to increase fish catches by 20 to 400%, prevent over 
fishing and with grater awareness of  the world’s deteriorating marine environments, there by increasing 
reliance on artificial aquatic habitats in the world”It is a pilot project for Subsistence Livelihood to the 
benefit of  Artisanal Fishermen. 
Reefs when properly located and structured, not only concentrate fishes, but also increase the biological 
productivity area. Formation of  rough rigid bottom habitat with artificial reefs of  diverge material in-
creases the surface area necessary for fish food organisms. The reefs also often serve as spawning habitat 
and shelter for fishes and shell fishes. Coast line of  Thiruvananthapuram district was blessed with natural 
reef  and rich fish diversity. Besides, as an age old practice, traditional fishermen of  this coast used to 
dump rocks fastened with coconut fronts in to sea bottom to attract fishes closer to the shores and for 
this an amount of  ̀ 6,000 season  has spend by each fishermen. But after Tsunami, the entire topographic 
conditions of  coast have been changed. The traditional fishermen lost their local fish aggregating devices. 
More over, the natural reef  is also covered by sand. Thus the fishery of  high quality fishes like Perches, 
Carangids, Rachycentron, Cephalopods, Lobsters, Rays, Skates etc were declined.
To revitalizing the aquatic environment, which has been damaged by Tsunami, artificial reef  can play 
significant role. Artificial reefs constructed on a large scale covering a vast area with scientific designed 
structures, can increase fish production significantly by creating fertile ecosystem in such areas,
All the six units are established in Thiruvananthapuram District .   It will be established at a depth of  12 
fathoms ie 3-4 K.M. away from the main land. It is the ideal point, because at this depth sun light is suf-
ficient for photosynthesis and also attracts demersal fishes from deeper waters. The active fishermen of  
the concerned villages will be the beneficiaries.
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 Table No. I.10
Coverage and Outlay
 Project cost In Lakhs  Out put (No of  units) No of  Benefited Households
 Allocation  Utilisation  Targeted  Achieved Coastal fishermen  
 79.90 83.36(104.33) 6 6 in general 

11. Kadal Suraksha             
(Implementing Agency: Department of  Fisheries)
Kerala state is having a costal length of  590KM and territorial waters of  13000square KM.  More than 
two lakh active fishermen from the 222 marine fishing villages of  the state are engaged in sea fishing. 
Out of  this two lakh fishermen, most of  them are using beach landing country craft equipped with or 
with out mechanic propulsion. The present statistics reveals that these fishermen are fully depended on 
the marine resources for their livelihood. Over fishing in territorial waters lead the fishermen to the deep 
sea to earn their livelihood, and it increases the causalities at the sea. The search and rescue operation in 
the entire territorial waters of  Kerala is conducted by the state fisheries department in association with 
Indian Coast Guard and Indian Navy.  
The fishing industry in Kerala is perhaps one of  the most accident prone industry with poor safety mea-
sures. .  Large area of  jurisdiction of  fishery stations, non availability of  sufficient vessels and lack of  
proper life saving appliances cause extreme difficulties in making prompt and proper rescue operations 
and to carry back the life and implements of  fishermen. 

Objectives 
4 To provide safety to fishermen in distress while fishing at sea and to reduce accidents in the sea.
4 Render expeditious assistance to fishermen in distress and arrange quick sea rescue operations.
4 To possess the Rescue Vessels with Diving equipments and a trained and experienced Diving Team. 
4 To possess Search and Rescue (SAR) Radar.
4 To possess Communication equipments (VHF set) for communicating with Merchant ships.
The project covers the jurisdiction area of  Vizhinjam, Beypore and Kannur Fisheries Stations of  Kerala 
State. The beneficiaries of  this project shall be all the marine fishermen from tsunami-affected coastal 
areas as notified by the Government of  Kerala.It is to strengthen the present Fisheries stations of  Fisher-
ies Department so as to equip them to face any critical situations at the sea and to save the valuable life 
of  fishermen at sea. At the first stage of  implementation, fully equipped sea rescue boats will be provided 
in the fisheries stations of  Vizhinjam, Beypore and Kannur.
The sea rescue boat will be with steel hull to withstand the bad weather conditions during monsoon sea-
sons.  It will be operated with inboard twin engine with single gear box and a change over lever connected 
to a single propeller.  The horse power of  each engine should be in such a way that the boat will get an 
average speed of  24 knot and to a maximum of  30 Knot at full torque. The boat should be provided 
with Toilet, cooking facility ,wheel house, berthing facility with first aid kit and medicines. The carrying 
capacity is twelve persons. 
 The sea rescue boat will be provided with Radar having 40 Km sensing range to spot the presence 
of  any boat at the sea which is not in the vicinity.  To operate this mechanism successfully, Radar reflec-
tors will be provided to fiber boats by the Department of  Fisheries under Sea Safety projects through 
TEAP, TRP and PMNRF schemes.  The boat will also be provided with Binocular to facilitate the search 
operations. Besides, the boat should have the following equipments,
1. VHF set for Communication.
2. Search light
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3. GPS, Gyro, Marine Magnetic Compass etc for Navigation.
4. Life buoys, Life Jackets etc as essential live saving appliances
5. Radio beacon
6. Generator – 10K.W.
7. Battery back up for electronic equipments
8. Ordinary binocular and infra red binocular (for night vision)
9. Fire extinguisher
10. Anchor, winch, hatchet, rope & chain
11. Navigational light
Search operation at places where the boat can’t operate, will be facilitated, using the inflatable life boat 
with a carrying capacity of  eight persons.  It will be carried over to the site with the help of  a four wheel 
drive Jeep provided with carrier to bring it.  The Jeep will be also used to address the public regarding 
weather and disaster warning in coastal areas.

Table No. I. 11
Financial Outlay

Project cost In Lakhs 
 Allocation  Utilisation 
 160.00 223.78 (139 %)

12.  Filed Level Implementation Support 
(Implementing Organisation: Project Implementation Unit Fisheries) 
This is an umbrella programme to promote sustainable employment for marginalized coastal people. It is 
a complimenting project to ensure necessary support to other projects under TRP. For Developing grass 
root level Organisations, the sub project provides various level of  implementation support for different 
projects under TRP. Certain projects require technological support, better social mobilization, bank and 
credit linkages etc. For this, consultancy expenses have to be met. Besides, for the proper execution of  
the projects, periodical review and monitoring meetings have also is conducted. The Components under 
this sub projects are explained below.
The Sub Project  Components.
4 Sensitization
4 Focus Group Discussion
4 Managerial Support and Handholding
4 Monitoring & Evaluation
4 Technical consultancy

Table No. I. 12
Financial Outlay

Project cost In Lakhs 
 Allocation  Utilisation 
 28.00 15.46 
 (55.21%)

13.  IEC and Capacity Building   
(Implementing Organisation: Project Implementation Unit, Fisheries) 
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It is an umbrella programme to support sustainable employment for marginalized groups within coastal 
community.  Micro enterprises proposed in TRP programme are very small income generating business, 
managed and operated by group of  entrepreneurs who depend on this for their livelihood. The sub proj-
ect is mainly to provide information, education and communication to coastal inhabitants and for capac-
ity building to functionaries and beneficiaries in connection with different sub projects under TRP. 
To make the fishermen, informed about the sub projects under TRP, banner, display board, notice board 
etc will installed.  Workshops, seminars etc. also is organized for this purpose. Communication materials 
such as printed notices, book lets, pamphlets, hand books etc also are produced for information dissemi-
nation so as to support the effective implantation. 

Table No. I. 13
Financial Outlay

Project cost In Lakhs 
 Allocation  Utilisation 
 25.00 18.82 (75.28%)

Administrative Expenses of  TEAP Project 
A the time of  grant closure of  the Tsunami Emergency Assistance Project funded by Asian Develop-
ment Bank,  five sub project planned  under additional central assistance was transferred to TEAP so as 
to avoid the loss of  ADB grant to the state. The Sub projects Hand made Toiletry units, Development 
of  Micro enterprises, IT Kiosks, Mussle/ Cam Pickle unit and revolving fund for peeling workers were 
transferred to TEAP.  The administrative costs of  these projects were not reimbursed from ADB as 
there was no eligible balance in Incremental Administration head. Thus an amount of  ` 67.76 Lakhs was 
expended in this category from the Additional Central assistance fund. 
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Government of  Kerala 

Tsunami Rehabilitation Programme 
Benefit	Monitoring	and	Evaluation		

Interview	Schedule	(Beneficiary	Survey)	
Form A (1)

          Date :

Part	A.	Socio	–	Economic	profile	

1.Name of  the Beneficiary : 

 District Panchayat /Municipality / Ward
  Corporation    
 

2. Gender  :   Male /Female 

3. Age :

4. Phone Number : 

5.Education  : 

6. Major Occupation : 

7. Whether SC-ST/OBC : SC/ ST/ OBC/ Others 

8. Whether the beneficiary belongs
    to any of  the following categories

            Widow Physically Self  or Spouse having   
    Challenged Prolonged illness NA
   

9. Nature of  Residence
A. Land :  Own/ Rented / No Pattayam 

B. Type of  House  :  Thatched / Sheeted/ 
    Tiled: (Single Storied) / (Double storied) 
  Concrete: (Single Storied) / (Double)  
10. Number of  Members in the household  : 

11. Relation of  the Beneficiary  : 
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with the head of  the household   

12. The status of  beneficiary’s income in  :  Sole source /Main source / Additional source 
     the family   

13. Average Monthly income of  the Family 

Before TRP assistance :  

Current Income :     

14. Average Personal Monthly income of  the Beneficiary 

Before assistance  :  

Current income  :  

Current income from the TRP assisted  :  
Activity/Enterprise       

15. Do you have any source of  income other  :  Yes / No 
    than the TRP assisted activity ?

Part B. The Disaster & TRP
       
16.How did Tsunami affect you?  : House- Collapsed/ House Partially damaged
                                                                   Livelihood assets – Lost / Partially damaged 
                                                              Death of  family member          
                                     
17. How did you come to know about   : Media / Government officials /NGO/
      TRP scheme?          CBO/Panchayat members / Neighbors /   
    Church /

18. List the benefits received through rehabilitation programmes of  State Government
 
 Benefit Month and Year Department
  
  
  
  

19. Do you think that the rehabilitation operation   : Yes / No
was effectively managed ? 

If  not, why?       : 
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Fisheries Department
    

Part C. Sub Project specific Evaluation     Form C (1)

 
Repair and Replacement of  Marine Fishing Inputs 

1. List of  the assets received through the scheme     

2. How do you compare the quality of  equipment received with  :  Superior / Inferior 
   the lost one ?

3. Details of  the assets received through the scheme     

Month and year of  receipt 
 Status  Functional  Under Repair Dysfunctional Sold out /Scrap 
 Month and Year  xxxxx   
 Average monthly
 Income     

 Remarks

4.Do you have currently active insurance coverage
   for your livelihood equipments ?  :  Yes / No 

If  yes, compare the sum assured with the assistance : Higher / Lower 
received 

5. Any comments about the scheme : 

6. Any suggestions about the scheme : 

Repair and Replacement of  Marine Fishing Inputs 

Check list for FGD/ Field observations/informal Interviews 

Place of  visit for structured observation : Fish landing centers 

Participants of  FGDs  : Primary stakeholders 
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Respondents of  Informal interviews :  PIU functionaries, Dept. officials, PRI    
  representatives, Members CBOs of  fishermen   

4Adherence of  guidelines for selection of  beneficiaries 
4Whether the benefit have reached the targeted population itself   
4Ability of  the primary stake holders to mitigate the impact on livelihood in the event of  a future 

disaster 
4Community organizational impacts of  the scheme 
4Follow up action if  any by the implementing agency 

Part	C.	Sub	Project	specific	Evaluation				 	 	 	 Form	C	(2)

Introduction of  LPG Kit for OBM 

1. Do you think that the LPG kit was of  good quality   : Yes / No 

If  not, give reasons:

2. Details of  the asset received through the scheme   :  

Month and Year of  receipt of  the Kit : 
 Status  Functional  Under Repair Dysfunctional Sold out /Scrap 
 Month and Year  xxxxx   
 Average monthly
 Income     

Remarks    

3. Where is the nearest service station? (Distance)   : --- Km 

4. Where is the nearest fuel filling station?    : -- Km

5. Do you face any delay in LPG supply?    : Yes / No/  
 
6. Has the use of  LPG kit  reduced your   : Yes / No/  
fuel cost ? 

     If  yes , to what extent?      :  %

7. Did you attend any training programme   : Yes / No 
    for Operating the equipment received ? 

    Do you think that the training is useful?   : Yes / No / Useful to some extend

8. Any comments about the scheme    : 
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9. Any suggestions about the scheme implementation   :

Introduction of  LPG Kit for OBM 
Check list for FGD/ Field observations/informal Interviews 

Place of  visit for structured observation : Fish landing centers  

Participants of  FGDs     : Primary Stakeholders 

Respondents of  Informal interviews : PIU functionaries, Matsyafed officials, PRI representatives, 
CBOs of  fishermen   

4Technical efficacy of  the assets supplied 

4User satisfaction level 

4Availability and accessibility of  maintenance and fuel filling facility 

4Whether the benefit have reached to the targeted population itself   

4Effectiveness of  the support system put in place by the implementing agency and inter stake 
holder coordination 

4Follow up/ corrective actions initiated by the implementing agency 

Part	C.	Sub	Project	specific	Evaluation			 	 	 	 Form	C	(3)

 
Vehicle	for	Fresh	fish	Marketing

1.Was the vehicle provided suitable for your purpose : Yes/ No 

   If  not, give reasons:

2. Details of  the Vehicle received through the scheme  

Month and Year of  receiving the assets   : 
 Status  Functional  Under Repair Dysfunctional Sold out /Scrap 
 Month and Year  xxxxx   
 Average monthly
 Income
 Remark   

3. Source of  mobilization of  counterpart contribution :  Bank loan/ SHG thrift/ Informal finance/   
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4. Did you attend any training programme :  Yes / No  
 for Operating the vehicle received ? 
5. Who is driving the vehicle now ? :  Self/Another Group member/ Paid driver

6. Whether the vehicle is used for the purpose :  Yes / some of  the members /
 of  all the members     One of  the members

7. For what purpose the vehicle is presently used :  Fish vending by the women/ rented,     
  leased in fishing sector/ other purpose   

8.Any comments about the scheme : 

9.Any suggestions about the scheme : 

Vehicle	for	Fresh	fish	Marketing

Check list for FGD/ Field observations/informal Interviews/ Case studies  

Place of  visit for structured observation  :  SHGs availed assistance under the scheme   
   (Books of  accounts, log book, Bank pass book,  
   Register of  loan disbursement) Matsyafed

Participants of  FGDs   :  Primary Stake Holders 

Respondents of  Informal interviews  :  PIU functionaries, Matsyafed officials, PRI repre 
   sentatives, CBOs of  fishermen   

4To what extent the intervention addressed the issue in transportations of  fish and the exploitation 
by the hired goods carrier vehicle operators 

4Whether the assets provided by the project including the vehicle is ideal for the purpose envis-
aged? 

4Financial viability of  the scheme/ business plan 
4Ownership status 
4Adherence to the project guidelines in beneficiary selection
4Effectiveness of  the capacity building component of  the sub project including instruction of  

driving 
4Whether the scheme efficiently addressed the gender discrimination issues by providing physical 

capital and  by capacity building  
4Whether the benefit have reached to the targeted population itself  (Traditional fish vending wom-

en far away from the harbour and in the areas where the transportation facility of  the department 
is not available). 

4Effectiveness of  the support system put in place by implementing organisation including net-
working and convergence. 

4Whether the vehicles are properly maintained 
4Improvement in the hygienic condition of  the way side fish vending (By collecting the fish waste 

for production of  other bye products) and the quality of  fish supplied. 
4Improvement in the conditions of  the women fish vendors including turn over
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4Whether the scheme attracted younger generation to fish vending as an alternative livelihood 
activity 

4Community organizational impacts of  the scheme (Group Byelaw, Thrift, Bank account, Benefit 
of  collective actions)

4Follow up action if  any by the implementing agency 
4Improvement in quality of  life (Case study method) 

Part	C.		Sub	Project	specific	Evaluation	 	 	 	 	Form	C	(4)

  
Working Capital for Revolving fund

 
1. Was the amount adequate? : Yes / No    

2. Are you getting the assistance in time? : Yes / No 

3. Do you face any other problems in availing    Yes / No
 the assistance ?     

     If  yes, what? : 

4. No of  times assistance availed during the last year  : 

5. No of  times non – institutional finance was : 
 availed before this scheme? (Average during a Year)  

6. Do you still avail non-institutional finance? : Yes / No 

7. If  yes how many times in a year now?  :

8. Any comments about the scheme : 

9. Any suggestions about the scheme implementation  :

Working Capital for Revolving fund

Check list for FGD/ Field observations/informal Interviews/Case Studies  

Place of  visit for structured observation :  Primary cooperative societies 

Participants of  FGDs  :  Primary Stake Holders 

Respondents of  Informal interviews :  PIU functionaries, Matsyafed officials, PRI repre  
  sentatives, Members CBOs of  fishermen   
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4To what extent the Scheme addressed the issue of  Capital inadequacy among the target popu-
lation 
4Level and nature of  dependency on informal source of  financing before and after the scheme.  

4Whether the scheme have covered  the targeted population (Artisanal fishermen community)  
4Extent of  coverage of  the scheme and possibility of  scaling up 
4Effectiveness of  the support system put in place by Matsyafed/ Primary cooperative societies 
4Positive behavioral change in resource management among the target group 
4Frequency of  availing the Scheme assistance 
4No of  /Total members/ Members covered/ Members availed/ Defaulters 
4Changes if  any made in the implementation/ disbursement process 
4Follow up action if  any by the implementing agency 
4Community organizational impacts of  the scheme 

Part	C.	Sub	Project	specific	Evaluation			 	 	 	 	Form	C	(5)

Assistance to Fish Vending Women 

1.Was the assistance adequate? : Yes / No 
   If  not, give reasons:

2.Details of  the asset received through the scheme   

Month and Year of  receiving assistance: 

Status           Still using Not in use In disuse Sold out /Scrap
Month and Year       xxxxx   
Average monthly
Income     

Remarks: 

3. Was the asset provided suitable for your purpose? :  Yes/ No 

4. No of  times Non – institutional finance    : 
    availed before this scheme? (Average during a Year)  

5.Do you still avail non-institutional finance?  :  Yes / No 

6.If  yes how many times in a year now?    : 

7.Any comments about the scheme  : 

8.Any suggestions about the scheme implementation  :
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Assistance to Fish Vending Women
Check list for informal Interviews/ Structured observations /Case studies  

Structured observations  :  At vending sites (If  necessary) 
Respondents of  Informal interviews :  PIU functionaries, Matsyafed/ SAF officials, District  
  level and Local body level monitoring committees /  
  CBOs of  fishermen 

4To what extent the intervention addressed the issue of  storage
4To critically examine the adequacy of  the assistance and its impacts and scope for replication 
4Level of  Adherence to the project guidelines in beneficiary selection 
4Whether the benefit have reached to the targeted population itself  
4Effectiveness of  the support system put in place by implementing organisation 
4Community organizational impacts of  the scheme 
4Follow up action if  any by the implementing agency 
4Improvement in quality of  life (Case study method) 

Part	C.		Sub	Project	specific	Evaluation				 	 	 	 Form	C	(6)

Rural Marketing Executives 

1. Was the assistance adequate? :  Yes / No 
   If  not, give reasons:

2. Details of  the asset received through the scheme  

Month and Year of  assistance received   : 
 Status  Functional  Under Repair Dysfunctional Sold out /Scrap 
 Month and Year  xxxxx   
 Average monthly
 Income of  the unit     
     
Remarks 

3. Commission received during last month : Rs

4. Source of  mobilization of  counterpart : Bank loan/ SHG thrift/Up front 
   contribution   cash / Informal finance/   
  
5. Did you attend any training programme?  : Yes / No  
 
    Was it useful?  : Yes / No / To some extend 

    How did you benefit from the training?  : 

    Was the training about a new vocation?  : Yes / No 

6. Present status of  employment 
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4Working in the same unit 
4Still engaged in the same profession in which training was received  
4Dropped out – Presently unemployed
4Employed elsewhere in other profession. 

If  so, where?     :
7. Any comments about the scheme   : 

8. Any suggestions about the scheme implementation  :

Rural Marketing Executives

Check list for Field observation /FGD/ /informal Interviews/ Case studies  

Place of  visit for structured observation  :  Rural Marketing Units and the production Units  
   (quantum of  product movement, profit margin  
   to be taken as indicators)  

Participants of  FGDs   :  Primary Stake Holders of  both production and  
   marketing units 

Respondents of  Informal interviews  :  PIU functionaries, SAF officials, PRI representa 
   tives, Group leaders of  production unit 

4To what extent the intervention addressed the operational issues of  the micro enterprises with regard 
to the backward and forward linkages ( No. of  units covered/ Increase in market movement of  the 
product)  

4Effectiveness of  the advertisement and communication programmes 

4The level of  quality enhancement in the production control and management by the intervention of  
the consulting agency 

4Effectiveness of  the monitoring system put in place for the project, and efficiency of  the personal 
encaged for implementation on contract basis

4Adherence to the project guidelines in beneficiary selection 

4Effectiveness of  the support system put in place by the consulting agency in terms of  the cost input.   

4Effectiveness of  the capacity building programmes conducted for the Rural Marketing executives 

4Present status of  the working capital provided to the marketing units / Individuals 

4Outcome of  the process documentation 

4Community organizational impacts of  the scheme 

4Follow up action if  any by the implementing agency 

4Improvement in quality of  life (Case study method) 
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Part	C.	Sub	Project	specific	Evaluation			 	 	 	 	Form	C	(7)

Working	Capital	Support	to	Beneficiary	Groups	

1. Activity category  :  CPC/DFC/Super Market

2. Was the assistance adequate? :  Yes / No 

 If  not, give reasons:

3. Source of  mobilization of  counterpart contribution :  Bank loan/ SHG thrift/ Informal 
  finance/ Own Funds

4. Any comments about the scheme : 

5. Any suggestions about the scheme implementation :

Working	Capital	Support	to	Beneficiary	Groups	

Check list for FGD/Filed observation /informal Interviews/ Case studies  

Place of  visit for structured observation :  Common Production centres/ Super Markets        
  (Books of  accounts) 

Participants of  FGDs  :  Primary Stake Holders 

Respondents of  Informal interviews :  PIU functionaries, SAF officials, PRI     representa 
  tives, Group leaders of  SHGs  

4Adequacy and timeliness of  the assistance to make the physical capital/ community infrastructure 
productive.

4Effectiveness of  the revival plan of  the super markets and application of  the lessons learned  

4Assess the present status of  the working capital provided to the supermarkets / Common produc-
tion centres by checking their books of  accounts. If  exhausted and facing capital starvation the main 
rout and reason.  

4Status of  bank loan repayment 

4Examine the effectiveness of  the book keeping and management practices of  the units 

4Effectiveness of  the support system put in place by the implementing agencies and the management 
committee 

4Community organizational impacts of  the scheme 
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4Improvement in quality of  life (Case study method) 

Common Production Centers 
(Equipping	CPC	Arattupuzha,	Dry	fish	complex	Sakthikulangara)

Check list for Filed observation/ FGD/ Informal Interviews/ Case studies  

Place of  visit for structured observation :  CPCs (Verification of  the production registers, Manag 
  ing committee meeting minutes)  

Participants of  FGDs  :  Primary Stake Holders/Managing Committee members  

Respondents of  Informal interviews :  PIU functionaries, implementing organisation staff,   
  PRI representatives and CBO leaders 

4Annual rate of  return for the cost input 

4Productivity and appropriateness of  the physical capital created

4Efficiency and Effectiveness of  the production control and management system put in place

4Effectiveness of  the monitoring system put in place 

4Effectiveness of  the support system put in place by the department and local self  government

     institutions 

4Effectiveness of  the capacity building programmes conducted for the targeted beneficiaries 

4Profitability of  the CPCs  (Income - User fee / Expenditure)

4Present level of  per capita net income of  the unit.

4No of  beneficiaries – At the time commencement / Now 

4Number of  members - At the time commencement / Now 

4Out put - At the time commencement / Now

4Community organizational impacts of  the scheme

4Improvement in quality of  life (Case study method) 

Common Resource Center, Vellayil 

Check list for Field observation/ FGD/ Informal Interviews/ Case studies  

Place of  visit for structured observation :  CRCs (Verification of  registers, Managing committee 
meeting minutes etc.)  
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Participants of  FGDs  :  Primary Stake Holders/ Potential beneficiaries /   
  Kudumbasree functionaries  

Respondents of  Informal interviews :  PIU functionaries, implementing organisation staff,   
  PRI representatives and CBO leaders 

4Cost input – Social Benefit analysis 
4Level of  community participation in the operation, maintenance and management of  the 
    sub project  
4Functional status of  the facilities created 
4Appropriateness  of  the community infrastructure created
4Efficiency and Effectiveness of  the management system put in place
4Performance of  individual unit ( Case study)   

Part	C.	Sub	Project	specific	Evaluation			 	 	 	 	Form	C	(11)

  Vanitha Bus 

1. What are the benefits you enjoy after the commencement of  the bus service? 

2. Whether running as per schedule?    :  Yes / No  

3. Frequency of  disruption of  service during last three months 

   If  so reason (As you learned) 

4. Do you use it regularly?    : 

5. Any suggestions for improvement in the functioning of  Vanitha bus

Vanitha Bus 

Check list for Field Observations/FGD /informal Interviews/ Case studies  

Place of  visit for structured observation :  Matsyafed office/ Vanitha bus   

Respondents of  Informal interviews :  Primary stake holders PIU functionaries, Imple  
  menting agency officials 

4Financial viability of  the sub project
4Quality of  service delivered
4Satisfaction level of  the user groups
4Efficiency of  the operation, maintenance and management of  the  vehicle
4Community organizational impacts of  the scheme
4Whether the bus is effectively utilized for any other purpose of  the community
4Follow up action if  any by the implementing agency
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4Improvement in quality of  life (Case study method) 

Goods Carrier Vehicle 

Check list for Field Observations /FGD/Informal Interviews/ Case studies  

Place of  visit for structured observation :  Home made Toiletries Units 

Participants of  FGDs :  Members of  Home made Toiletry Units 

Respondents of  Informal interviews :  PIU functionaries, SAFofficials, SHG leaders 

4Financial viability of  the Transportation Vehicle introduced  

4Cost input – Social benefit analysis With regard to i) The price and time factor ii) Product market 
movement (Before and after the intervention) 

4Increase in net  income level of  the Home made toiletries after the intervention 

4Effectiveness of  the support system put in place by implementing organisation including networking 
and convergence. 

4Efficiency of  the operation, maintenance and management of  the  vehicle 

4Maintenance of   books of  accounts and benefit sharing 

4Community organizational impacts of  the scheme 

4Improvement in quality of  life (Case study method) 

Part	C.		Sub	Project	specific	Evaluation	(For	beneficiary	fishermen)		 Form	C	(13)
  

Early Warning System and Sea Safety Kits 

1. Do you think this system is useful for you?  :  Yes / No 
  If  not, give reasons:

2 Details of  the asset received through the scheme  :  

    Month and Year of  assistance under the scheme :

Status Functional Under Repair Dysfunctional/ Not Using Sold out /Scrap
Tick Mark (√ )     
Month and Year     
Remark

3. Details of  Alert/ Information received through the system
Nature of  Information Received  Regularly  Occasionally Never  
Potential Fishing Zones    
Squally Weather conditions    
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Natural Calamities/ Sea mishaps     
New schemes for fishermen    

4. Do you think MVK is beneficial?  :  Yes / No
 If  yes list the areas  :  

5. Did you attend any training programme? :  Yes / No  
 Was it useful? :  Yes / No / To some extent /NA
6. Any comments about the scheme : 

7. Any suggestions about the scheme implementation  :

Early Warning System and Sea Safety Kits 

Check list for FGD/Field observations /Informal Interviews/ Case studies  

Place of  visit for structured observation :  Matsya Vinjana Kedra, Sea resque squad 

Participants of  FGDs  :  Primary Stake Holders, Sea rescue squad mem-
bers 

Respondents of  Informal interviews :  Representatives of  12 secondary stake holders 

4Status and  functional efficiency of  the Matsya Vigyana Kendras

4Adherence to the project guidelines in beneficiary selection

4Effectiveness of  the support system put in place and the convergence & Inter stake holder 
coordination

4Effectiveness of  the monitoring system put in place for the project 

4Status and Functioning of  the sea rescue squad 

4Effectiveness of  the capacity building programmes conducted for the sub project 

4Level of  social benefit and frequency of  usage of  the sea safety kits 

4Technical efficacy of  the system to cater the stake holder needs 

4Improvement in quality of  life (Case study method) 

4Follow up action if  any by the implementing agency 

Sustainability Plan 

Check list for Field Observations /Informal Interviews/ Case studies  

Place of  visit for structured observation :  Theeramythri Units / Federation of     
    Theeramythry Units 

Participants of  FGDs  : Theeramythri Management Council members/  
  Working Committee members 
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Respondents of  Informal interviews : PIU functionaries, SAF officials, SHG
    leaders 

Review of  secondary data  : Feasibility study Report Prepared by
  professional agency 
4Evaluation of  the inputs 

4Functional efficiency of  i) Theeramythri Management Councils ii) TMC Working Groups iii) Theer-
amythri Support Service Team

4Level of  improvement in management and accounting system of  the units 

4Market linkages established and the present status

4Level of  adherence to the suggestion of  the feasibility study in the interventions / Level of  plan 
achievement 

4Community organizational impacts of  the scheme

4Effectiveness of  capacity building component - 

4Follow up action if  any by the implementing agency

4Improvement in quality of  life (Case study method) 
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Annexure III

Tables of  Survey Findings

aN
NE

XU
rE

Table - III.1  District-Wise Distribution of  Sample   
No. Schemes  District Sample
    Size (Nos.) 

 1 Repairs & Replacement of  Marine Fishing Input  Kollam  20
 2 Introduction of  LPG Kit for OBM Alappuzha  20
 3 Vehicle for Fresh Fish Marketing  Ernakulam  20
 4 Working Capital for Revolving Fund  Thiruvananthapuram  30
 5 Assistance to Women Fish Vendors for Fish Marketing Thiruvananthapuram  30
 6 Rural Marketing Executives   Alappuzha  20
 7 Working  Capital Support to Women Beneficiary
  Group (Super Market)  Kozhikode  20
 8 Vehicle for Transportation (Vanitha Bus)  Thiruvananthapuram  20
 9 Early Warning & Sea Safety Kit Thiruvananthapuram  30
   TOTAL  210

                                                    Source: Survey Data
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Table -III. 2   Extent Of   Tsunami Damage      

    SL.  Schemes  Sample  House- House Livelihood Livelihood No
   No.   Size Collapsed partially asset -lost asset  Damage
     damaged  partially
       damaged 
 1 Repairs & Replacement of  Marine  20 2(10) 18(90)    
  Fishing Input
 2 Introduction of  LPG Kit for OBM 20 6(30) 4(20)   10(50)
 3 Vehicle for Fresh Fish Marketing  20  4(20) 6(30) 4(20) 6(30)
 4 Working Capital for Revolving Fund  30  18(60)   12(40)
 5 Assistance to Women Fish
  Vendors for Fish Marketing  30  6(20)   24(80)
 6 Rural Marketing Executives   20  6(30)   14(70)
 7 Working  Capital Support to Women 
  Beneficiary Group (Super Market)  20     20(100)
 8 Vehicle for Transportation
  (Vanitha Bus)  20 2(10)    18(90)
 9 Early Warning & Sea Safety Kit 30  6(20)  9(30) 15(50)
  TOTAL  210 10(5) 62(30) 6(3) 13(6) 119(56)
 Figures within the bracket denote percentage Source: Survey Data

Table - III. 3   Gender Distribution     
 No. Schemes  Nos. Male  Female 

 1 Repairs & Replacement of  Marine Fishing Input  20 20(100) 0
 2 Introduction of  LPG Kit for OBM 20 20(100) 0
 3 Vehicle for Fresh Fish Marketing  20 0 20(100)
 4 Working Capital for Revolving Fund  30 30(100) 0
 5 Assistance to Women Fish Vendors for Fish Marketing  30 0 30(100)
 6 Rural Marketing Executives   20 0 20 (100)
 7 Working  Capital Support to Women Beneficiary Group (Super Market)  20 0 20(100)
 8 Vehicle for Transportation (Vanitha Bus)  20 0 20(100)
 9 Early Warning & Sea Safety Kit 30 30(100) 0
  TOTAL  210 100(48) 110(52)
 Figures within the bracket denote percentage Source: Survey Data

Table - III. 4  Age Distribution      
 No.  Schemes  Nos.  20-35 yrs  36-50 yrs  >50 yrs
 1 Repairs & Replacement of  Marine Fishing Input  20 2(10) 12(60) 6(30)
 2 Introduction of  LPG Kit for OBM 20 0 6(30) 14(70)
 3 Vehicle for Fresh Fish Marketing  20 2(10) 12(60) 6(30)
 4 Working Capital for Revolving Fund  30 6(20) 15(50) 9(30)
 5 Assistance to Women Fish Vendors for Fish Marketing  30 9(30) 6(20) 15(50)
 6 Rural Marketing Executives   20 4(20) 10 (50) 6(30)
 7 Working  Capital Support to Women Beneficiary Group (Super Market)  20 12(60) 8(40) 0
 8 Vehicle for Transportation(Vanitha Bus)  20 0 2(10) 18(90)
 9 Early Warning & Sea Safety Kit 30 4(13) 20(67) 6(20)
  TOTAL  210 39(19) 91(43) 80(38)
Figures within the bracket denote percentage Source: Survey Data
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Table - III. 5  Caste Status      
  No.  Schemes  Sample Size  OBC OEC ST SC

 1 Repairs & Replacement of  Marine Fishing Input 20 20(100)   
 2 Introduction of  LPG Kit for OBM 20  20(100)  
 3 Vehicle for Fresh Fish Marketing  20  20(100)  
 4 Working Capital for Revolving Fund  30 24(80) 6(20)  
 5 Assistance to Women Fish Vendors for Fish Marketing  30 24(80) 6(20)  
 6 Rural Marketing Executives   20 4(20) 12(60) 4(20) 
 7 Working  Capital Support to Women
  Beneficiary Group (Super Market)  20 20(100)
 8 Vehicle for Transportation            (Vanitha Bus)  20  20(100)  
 9 Early Warning & Sea Safety Kit 30  27(90)  3(10)
  TOTAL  210 72(34) 131(63) 4(2) 3(1)
Figures within the bracket denote percentage Source: Survey Data

Table - III. 6 Main Occupation      
 No.  Schemes  Nos. Fishing Fishing  Micro-
     allied enterprise 
     activities & Marketing

 1 Repairs & Replacement of  Marine Fishing Input  20 20(100)  
 2 Introduction of  LPG Kit for OBM 20 20(100)  
 3 Vehicle for Fresh Fish Marketing  20 4(20) 8(40) 8(40)
 4 Working Capital for Revolving Fund  30 30(100)  
 5 Assistance to Women Fish Vendors for Fish Marketing  30 27(90) 3(10) 
 6 Rural Marketing Executives   20 4(20)  16(80)
 7 Working  Capital Support to Women Beneficiary
  Group (Super Market)  20  2(10) 18(90)
 8 Vehicle for Transportation  (Vanitha Bus)  20  20(100) 
 9 Early Warning & Sea Safety Kit 30 30(100)  
  TOTAL  210 135(64) 33(16) 42(20)
Figures within the bracket denote percentage  Source: Survey Data

Table - III. 7 Whether Disadvantaged ?      
      Self/Spouse
 Sl.    Physically having Not
 No.  Schemes  Nos. Widow Challenged prolonged Applicable 
      illness   
 1 Repairs & Replacement of  Marine Fishing Input      20    20(100)
 2 Introduction of  LPG Kit for OBM 20    20(100)
 3 Vehicle for Fresh Fish Marketing  20 2(10)   18(90)
 4 Working Capital for Revolving Fund  30   6(20) 24(80)
 5 Assistance to Women Fish Vendors
  for Fish Marketing  30 3(10) 9(30) 3(10) 15(50)
 6 Rural Marketing Executives   20   2(10) 18(90)
 7 Working  Capital Support to Women
  Beneficiary Group (Super Market)  20 2(10)   18(90)
 8 Vehicle for Transportation (Vanitha Bus)  20 2(10)   18(90)
 9 Early Warning & Sea Safety Kit 30   6(20) 24(80)
  TOTAL  210 9(4) 9(4) 17(8) 175(83)
Figures within the bracket denote percentage  Source: Survey Data
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Table - III. 8 Educational Status        
 Sl.  Schemes  Nos. Illterate  SSLC  SSLC Graduate  Post-
 No.    Failed  & +2  Graduate 
1  Repairs & Replacement of  Marine Fishing Input  20  16(80) 4(20)  
2  Introduction of  LPG Kit for OBM 20 4(20) 16(80)   
3  Vehicle for Fresh Fish Marketing  20  14(70) 6(30)  
4  Working Capital for Revolving Fund  30 15(50) 15(50)   
5  Assistance to Women Fish Vendors
  for Fish Marketing  30 15(50) 15(50)   
6  Rural Marketing Executives   20  16(80) 4(20)  
7  Working  Capital Support to  20   14(70) 5(25) 1(5)
  Women Beneficiary Group (Super Market) 
8  Vehicle for Transportation   (Vanitha Bus)  20 10(50) 10(50)   
9  Early Warning & Sea Safety Kit 30 12(40) 12(40) 6(20)  
  TOTAL  210 56(27) 114(55) 34(16) 5(2) 1(0)
Figures within the bracket denote percentage Source: Survey Data

Table - III. 9 Whether The Respondents Own A Phone ?    
 Sl.  Schemes       Nos.        Phone Connection  
 No.                     Yes             No
 1 Repairs & Replacement of  Marine Fishing Input  20 20(100) 0
 2 Introduction of  LPG Kit for OBM 20 20(100) 0
 3 Vehicle for Fresh Fish Marketing  20 16(80) 4(20)
 4 Working Capital for Revolving Fund  30 24(80) 6(20)
 5 Assistance to Women Fish Vendors for Fish Marketing  30 6(20) 24 (80)
 6 Rural Marketing Executives   20 8(40) 12(60)
 7 Working  Capital Support to Women Beneficiary Group (Super Market)  20 18 (90) 2(10)
 8 Vehicle for Transportation  (Vanitha Bus)  20 4(20) 16(80)
 9 Early Warning & Sea Safety Kit 30 26(87) 4(13)
  TOTAL  210 142(68) 68(32)
 Figures within the bracket denote percentage Source: Survey Data

Table No- III. 10 Land Ownership Status      
 No.  Schemes   Nos. Owned Rented No Patayam 
 1 Repairs & Replacement of  Marine Fishing Input  20 20(100)  
 2 Introduction of  LPG Kit for OBM 20 20(100)  
 3 Vehicle for Fresh Fish Marketing  20 18(90) 2(10) 
 4 Working Capital for Revolving Fund  30 30(100)  
 5 Assistance to Women Fish Vendors for Fish Marketing  30 15(50) 12(40) 3(10)
 6 Rural Marketing Executives   20 20(100)  
 7 Working  Capital Support to Women
  Beneficiary Group (Super Market)  20 18(90) 2(10) 
 8 Vehicle for Transportation (Vanitha Bus)  20 18(90)  2(10)
 9 Early Warning & Sea Safety Kit 30 29(97) 1(3) 
  TOTAL   210 188(90) 17(8) 5(2)
 Figures within the bracket denote percentage Source: Survey Data
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Table No - III. 11  Type Of  House         

No.  Schemes  Nos.  
         
 1 Repairs & Replacement of  Marine
  Fishing Input  20 2(10)  4(20)  14(70) 
 2 Introduction of  LPG Kit for OBM 20  8(40)   12(60) 
 3 Vehicle for Fresh Fish Marketing  20 2(10) 4(20) 2(10)  12(60) 
 4 Working Capital for Revolving Fund  30 6(20)  12(40)  12(40) 
 5 Assistance to Women Fish Vendors
  for Fish Marketing  30  21(70) 6(20)  3(10) 
 6 Rural Marketing Executives   20  4(20)   16(80) 
 7 Working  Capital Support to Women
  Beneficiary Group (Super Market)  20   10(50) 4(20) 4(20) 2(10)
 8 Vehicle for Transportation (Vanitha Bus)  20 6(30) 2(10)   12(60) 
 9 Early Warning & Sea Safety Kit 30  4(13) 10(33)  14(47) 2(7)
  TOTAL  210 16(8) 43(20) 44(21) 4(2) 99(47) 4(2)
Figures within the bracket denote percentage Source: Survey Data

Table No - III. 12  No. of  Members In The Family       
  
No.                   Schemes  Nos.  2 3 4 5 6 > 6
 1 Repairs & Replacement of  Marine
  Fishing Input   20   10(50) 8(40)  2(10)
 2 Introduction of  LPG Kit for OBM  20   6(30) 4(20) 2(10) 8(40)
 3 Vehicle for Fresh Fish Marketing   20 2(10) 4(20) 6(30) 4(20) 2(10) 2(10)
 4 Working Capital for Revolving Fund   30 6(20) 6(20)  6(20) 9(30) 3(10)
 5 Assistance to Women Fish Vendors
  for Fish Marketing   30 6(20) 6(20)  18(60)  
 6 Rural Marketing Executives    20  2(10) 8(40) 4(20) 6(30) 
 7 Working  Capital Support to Women
  Beneficiary Group (Super Market)   20 4(20) 4(20) 4(20) 4(20)  4(20)
 8 Vehicle for Transportation (Vanitha Bus)   20 2(10) 4(20) 2(10) 2(10) 6(30) 4(20)
 9 Early Warning & Sea Safety Kit  30 2(7)  5(17) 6(20) 4(13) 13(43)
  TOTAL   210 22(10) 26(12) 41(20) 56(27) 29(14) 36(17)
Figures within the bracket denote percentage Source: Survey Data
    
Table - III. 13 Whether The Family Is Female Headed ?     
No.                                              Schemes Nos. Yes  No
 1 Repairs & Replacement of  Marine Fishing Input  20  20(100)
 2 Introduction of  LPG Kit for OBM 20  20(100)
 3 Vehicle for Fresh Fish Marketing  20 4(20) 16(80)
 4 Working Capital for Revolving Fund  30  30(100)
 5 Assistance to Women Fish Vendors for Fish Marketing  30 12(40) 18(60)
 6 Rural Marketing Executives   20 4(20) 16(80)
 7 Working  Capital Support to Women Beneficiary Group (Super Market)  20 2(10) 18(90)
 8 Vehicle for Transportation (Vanitha Bus)  20 8(40) 12(60)
 9 Early Warning & Sea Safety Kit 30  30(100)
                   TOTAL  210 30(14) 180(86)
 Figures within the bracket denote percentage  Source: Survey Data
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Table	No	-	III.	14	Status	of 	Beneficiary	Income			 	 	 	
No.  Schemes  Nos. Sole  Main  Additional
    Source  Source Source
 1 Repairs & Replacement of  Marine Fishing Input  20 18(90)  2(10)
 2 Introduction of  LPG Kit for OBM 20 12(60)  8(40)
 3 Vehicle for Fresh Fish Marketing  20 4(20) 4(20) 12(60)
 4 Working Capital for Revolving Fund  30 24(80) 6(20) 
 5 Assistance to Women Fish Vendors for Fish Marketing  30 9(30) 6(20) 15(50)
 6 Rural Marketing Executives   20 2(10)  18(90)
 7 Working  Capital Support to Women
  Beneficiary Group (Super Market)  20 2(10)  18(90)
 8 Vehicle for Transportation  (Vanitha Bus)  20 8(40) 12(60) 
 9 Early Warning & Sea Safety Kit 30 30(100)  
  TOTAL  210 109(52) 28(13) 73(35)
 Figures within the bracket denote percentage Source: Survey Data

 
Table - III. 15 Average Monthly Income Before & After TRP  
No.   Schemes  Nos. Before TRP  After  TRP    
     Assistance    Assistance  % Change
     (In Rupees) (In Rupees)  

 1 Repairs & Replacement of  Marine Fishing Input  20 6100 7200 18
 2 Introduction of  LPG Kit for OBM 20 6700 8000 19
 3 Vehicle for Fresh Fish Marketing  20 3100 7450 140
 4 Working Capital for Revolving Fund  30 3700 4700 27
 5 Assistance to Women Fish Vendors for Fish Marketing  30 4350 5850 34
 6 Rural Marketing Executives   20 2550 3450 35
 7 Working  Capital Support to Women
  Beneficiary Group (Super Market)  20  2500 N.A.
 8 Vehicle for Transportation            (Vanitha Bus)  20 9450 10500 11
 9 Early Warning & Sea Safety Kit 30 6156 6969 13

  TOTAL  210 36006 56619 57
Figures within the bracket denote percentage Source: Survey Dat
    
Table - III. 16   Source of  Information About TRP Schemes      
 No.  Schemes  Nos. Media Govt.  NGOs CBOs Panchayat others
     Officials   Member                         
 1 Repairs & Replacement of  Marine Fishing Input  20 8(40) 4(20) 4(20) 2(10)  2(10)
 2 Introduction of  LPG Kit for OBM 20  16(80)   4(20) 
 3 Vehicle for Fresh Fish Marketing  20 2(10) 8(40) 4(20) 4(20)  2(10)
 4 Working Capital for Revolving Fund  30  9(30) 9(30) 6(20) 6(20) 
 5 Assistance to Women Fish Vendors
  for Fish Marketing  30  6(20)    24(80)
 6 Rural Marketing Executives   20 4(20) 8(40)  2(10) 6(30) 
 7 Working  Capital Support to Women
  Beneficiary Group (Super Market)  20 4(20) 4(20)   8(40) 4(20)
 8 Vehicle for Transportation(Vanitha Bus)  20  10(50) 4(20)  2(10) 4(20)
 9 Early Warning & Sea Safety Kit 30 1(3) 14(47) 10(33) 2(7) 2(7) 1(3)
  TOTAL  210 19(9) 79(38) 31(15) 16(8) 28(13) 37(18)
 Figures within the bracket denote percentage Source: Survey Data
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Table	-	III.	17		Number	of 	Benefits	Received	Through	TRP      
No.                                        Schemes  Nos. 1 2 >2
 1 Repairs & Replacement of  Marine Fishing Input  20 10(50) 4(20) 6(30)
 2 Introduction of  LPG Kit for OBM 20 12(60) 8(40) 
 3 Vehicle for Fresh Fish Marketing  20 18(90) 2(10) 
 4 Working Capital for Revolving Fund  30 15(50) 15(50) 
 5 Assistance to Women Fish Vendors for Fish Marketing  30 27(90) 3(10) 
 6 Rural Marketing Executives   20 8(40) 12(60) 
 7 Working  Capital Support to Women Beneficiary Group (Super Market)  20 20(100)   
 8 Vehicle for Transportation (Vanitha Bus)  20 14(70) 6(30) 
 9 Early Warning & Sea Safety Kit 30 24(80) 6(20) 
  TOTAL  210 148(70) 56(27) 6(3)
Figures within the bracket denote percentage Source: Survey Data

Table: III. 18    Whether TRP was Managed  Effectively?      

No. Schemes  Nos. Yes  No Do Not  
      Know

 1 Repairs & Replacement of  Marine Fishing Input  20 16(80) 4(20) 0
 2 Introduction of  LPG Kit for OBM 20 12(60) 8(40) 0
 3 Vehicle for Fresh Fish Marketing  20 18(90) 2(10) 0
 4 Working Capital for Revolving Fund  30 12(40) 18(60) 0
 5 Assistance to Women Fish Vendors for Fish Marketing  30 18(60) 3(10) 9(30)
 6 Rural Marketing Executives   20 20(100) 0 0
 7 Working  Capital Support to Women Beneficiary Group (Super Market)  20 18(90) 2(10) 0
 8 Vehicle for Transportation            (Vanitha Bus)  20 18(90) 2(10) 0
 9 Early Warning & Sea Safety Kit 30 12(40) 14(47) 4(13)
  TOTAL  210 144(69) 53(25) 13(6)
 Figures within the bracket denote percentage Source: Survey Data
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